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ABSTRACT
BEYOND ADAT: TRANSWOMEN BOLDLY AND INNOVATIVELY NAVIGATING
THEIR COMMUNITIES IN CENTRAL JAVA, INDONESIA

Laurence Anthonie Tumpag, M.A.
Department of Anthropology
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Judy Ledgerwood, Director

The purpose of the following thesis was to investigate how transwomen (otherwise
known locally as waria) of Indonesia, navigate their gender identities within their specific
locales in central Java. Particularly, I focus how my respondents do this within Yogyakarta,
which I define as a cultural hub where local custom and law known as adat predominates and
two other field sites located in the periphery of Yogyakarta. Due to the importance of local
culture in the general central Javanese region, I hypothesized adat serves to help create space and
belonging for my transwomen respondents within each locale. While previous research has
focused on the experiences of transwomen living in industrial cities further removed from local
culture of Indonesia, I hope to bring to light the contemporary experiences of transwomen living
outside the industrial locales of Java in hopes of bringing a more holistic understanding of this
dynamic people. More specifically, I sought to investigate how transwomen navigate their
identities within their work, social, and religious realms. I did this by conducting primarily
qualitative research spanning the course of approximately two months in the summer of 2015.
My research found that the trans* community (an umbrella term for many variations of
transgender individuals) is a diverse one with individuals holding complimentary and analogous
beliefs particularly concerning their identity. While adat does play a role in helping to create

space for my transwomen respondents as they navigate their occupational, social, and religious
lives of their society, it has not wholly been sufficient due in part to the vying hegemonic gender
ideologies that at various periods of time challenge and seek to dismantle local adat. Thus, my
respondents have needed to boldly and innovatively carve out space for themselves physically,
digitally and even linguistically in order to navigate their respective communities. For instance,
my respondents demonstrate various instances of agency in stepping outside of the boundaries
and stereotypes ascribed to the waria community. Moreover, these instances may take the form
of active engagement in various forms of activist work or simply circumventing or disregarding
discriminatory national and religious laws and ideologies in order to achieve their respective
wants and desires in society. As briefly mentioned, this research demonstrates the role
technology and social media is presently serving towards not only bridging locals with one
another but also locals with foreigners. Thus along with the physical space which my
transwomen respondents have carved out for themselves through both adat and activism, the
digital space also serves as a nexus where transwoman love and community are realized.
Additionally, my respondents are actively engaged in direct communication with foreigners via
social hangouts, social media, and even travel abroad. Thus, my respondents can even engage in
global discourses of gender. My research found that while my respondents live in various unique
locales and may be divided by socio-economic class, which may contribute to a sense of
disunity, they share many common experiences and modes of navigating their respective
communities as transwomen. These shared narratives and various intersectionalities in
experience throughout central Java align with Boellstorff’s argument that Indonesia can be
considered as a single ethnographic unit. Additionally, waria can be thought of as being “truly

national” as they are found across islands, ethnic groups, and yet unified in various instances like
language and gender experiences, which they articulate boldly and innovatively.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
My major research goal was to investigate how transwomen of Indonesia (otherwise
known locally as waria), navigate their gender identities within their specific locales in central
Java. Particularly, I will elucidate how my respondents do this within Yogyakarta which I define
as a cultural hub where local custom and law known as adat predominates. Adat refers to local
Indonesian laws and customs that may supersede conflicting hegemonic national, religious, or
cultural ideologies in central Java where local culture tends to be more predominant. According
to Liana Chua (2012), adat is also “a concept with cognates across the Malay world” essentially
meaning “both ‘customary law’ and ‘way of life’” (Chua 2012:114). According to Rodger
Blench (2014), adat refers to the belief systems and socially understood ways of being among
the various Austronesian1 speaking ethnic groups of the Indonesian archipelago and other related
peoples throughout the Indian and Pacific Oceans such as the Malay and Polynesian peoples.
Within Indonesia, each ethnic group is thought to possess their own form of adat; many ethnic
groups have since blended their local adat with major world religions and other foreign

1

Austronesia is a region of the world based predominately on a linguistic and cultural
framework. Encompassing much of maritime Southeast Asia and the Indian and Pacific oceans,
the diaspora of Austronesian speakers or people, according to Bellwood et al (2011) is thought to
have begun approximately 5,000 years ago on the island of Taiwan when groups of Austronesian
speakers began migrating and settling the various islands throughout the Indian and Pacific
oceans. These seafarers brought with them not only their physical bodies, but also Austronesian
languages, belief systems, and material and intangible cultures (Bellwood et al. 2011:30-34).
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influences that entered the region (Blench 2014:12). As such, adat is the more widely understood
terminology for “local custom” within much of maritime Southeast Asia. Additionally, various
ethnic groups may have their own local terminologies to refer to essentially the same concept.
In addition to Yogyakarta, I traveled to two other field sites located in the periphery of
this cultural hub. I argue that adat also predominates within the societies of these field sites.
Thus, I hypothesized adat helps to create space and belonging for my transwomen respondents
within their society. While previous research has focused on the experiences of transwomen
living in industrial cities farther removed from local culture of Indonesia, I hope to bring to light
the contemporary experiences of these people living outside the industrial locales of Java in
hopes of bringing a more holistic understanding of this dynamic people. More specifically, I
sought to investigate how transwomen navigate their identities within their work, social, and
religious realms.
This research is anthropologically relevant because it aims to document the narratives of
transwomen specific to time and locale and investigate the ways in which this population
navigates their identities within the cultural context. This research seeks to explore how
transwomen actively assert and incorporate themselves within their respective surroundings in
the context of hegemonic forces such as the state, religion, and globalization, which may or may
not align with their struggles and ways of being. Thus, this research will provide a more holistic
understanding of Indonesian transwomen communities’ specific to space and time. Interspersed,
I use the term trans* as an umbrella term encompassing many variations of transgender identity;
however in general, I use the term transwoman to refer to my respondents. Michael Peletz (2007)
notes how precarious it has been in academia to apply any specific designation to describe,
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“institutionalized roles and identities that involve one or another type of departure or deviation
from gender normativity” (Peletz 2007:43). Peletz cites various discourses on the concept of
transgender citing the writings of scholars such as Aihwa Ong who states, “trans denotes both
moving through space or across lines, as well as changing the nature of something” (Ong
1999:4).
In this writing, I periodically utilize the term trans* as it is applied to gender in a growing
body of western literature particularly as defined by Ryan (2014) who states, “the * [in trans] is
used metaphorically to capture all the identities—from drag queen to genderqueer—that fall
outside traditional [western] gender norms” (Ryan 2014). It is noteworthy to state however that
Peletz warns, “we must utilize the terms with caution when labeling groups and interpreting
practices and ideologies in Asian settings” as the region has their own unique particularities and
understandings in relation to gender and sex identities (Peletz 2007:3-4).
It is widely held that gender is a fluid social construct (Errington 1990:23). Any
particular culture, society, or region of the globe has had different understandings of gender
based on such things as historical, religious, and political discourses. It is necessary to look at the
topic of gender as something fluid that is constantly renegotiated in accordance to one’s specific
setting. Additionally, we must take into account the influences of such things as one’s local
mythologies, belief systems, and norms in order to ascertain how they impact gender identity
today (Errington 1990:15). Taking such things into account, I framed my expected findings
within three different realms namely work, sociality, and religion.
Within the realm of work, I expected to find that transwomen are generally accepted
within their respective communities especially for the cultural-service work they perform. I also
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expected to find that transwomen were generally slotted by society into specific types of jobs
often considered cultural or service work. Within the social realm, I expected to find that
transwomen generally supported gender equality in the country due to the importance of
belonging among transwomen as noted in the literature. Additionally, I expected to find that
gender discourse from the west played an influential role in shaping trans* identity in these
various locales. Within the realm of religion, I expected to find that transwomen struggle to gain
acceptance in public religious spaces. Additionally, I expected to find that religious articles of
clothing served to mark womanhood particularly among Muslim transwomen.
What I found was adat did help to create liminal spaces for transwomen within everyday
society through a process of local gender norms that largely superseded hegemonic gender
discourses emanating from the state and orthodox religious ideology that would otherwise stifle
trans* bodies. As such, local custom provided a limited and slotted space for transwomen within
the occupational realm. Interestingly, this limited space did not confine some respondents who
actually stepped outside occupational boundaries in their own unique ways. Within the social
realm, respondents had varying opinions on the relevance of fighting for gender equality with
some desiring to navigate alternate routes essentially circumventing the illegality of their gender
in order to find love and other forms of relationships through more accepting spaces. Likewise,
western influence also impacted gender identity and understanding among my respondents in
varying ways with some using both the physical and digital space in order to directly and
indirectly interact with foreigners and engage in global discourses of gender that align in some
respects with Mark Johnson’s theory of globalized gender discourses. Moreover, some of Tom
Boellstorff’s theories on the waria subjectivity did not necessarily align with the experiences of
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my respondents. For example, transwomen identities in my study were not solely understood
through local interactions, but rather they could be gleaned from foreign interactions in person
and through digital media outlets. Moreover, it would seem that while portrayals of “waria-ness”
within Indonesia mass media do exist, my respondents largely did not concur or internalize them
and explained them to be rather un-authentic in presenting who they are.
Finally within the religious realm, I found that the transwomen in my study struggled in
various ways to gain acceptance within public religious spaces. Nevertheless, within their overall
daily lives, religion did not seem to be a pervasive issue of conflict for most of my transwomen
respondents as several were able to reconcile any conflicting issues between their trans* identity
and religion through their unique mechanisms. For some, religious articles and clothing served to
help legitimize their sense of belonging and gender identities as transwomen within their
respective faiths. Some used the donning of religious clothing as means to present themselves
publically as model and pious devotees within their respective faiths thereby demonstrating their
belonging within their respective religions. For others, respondents constructed distinct trans*
and religious lives, which they tried to make mutually exclusive of one another.
Overall, my research contributed to the existing literature in various ways. Most notably,
it builds on major trends in trans* studies that this community is a diverse one with individuals
in central Java, Indonesia, holding complimentary and analogous beliefs with regard to gender
identity. It also demonstrates the intricate nature of social and group disunity that exists presently
between transwomen and the general community as well as the disharmonious relationships that
exists within the trans* community itself. Yet despite these impasses, my research shows the
desire for people of the trans* community to continuously strive to redress these various schisms
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which they do in a variety of bold and innovative ways such as exemplified through the
particular physical spaces they have been carving out vis-a-vis local adat and even language for
decades. Presently, my research finds transwomen are utilizing the digital space and social media
more frequently in order to also navigate and carve out space within their communities. As such
despite their unique experiences and locales within central Java, I found that they share many
common experiences and modes of navigating their respective communities. These
intersectionalities align with Boellstorff’s argument that Indonesia can be considered as a single
ethnographic unit as well as waria can be considered “truly national’ being found across islands,
ethnic groups, and yet unified in language and gender experience which they articulate boldly
and innovatively (Boellstorff 2003:230-232).

Background
How Gender Was Constructed in Early Modern Maritime Southeast Asia

According to Anthony Reid (1995), the Austronesian cosmology originally practiced by
the Austronesian-speaking inhabitants of maritime Southeast Asia highlighted the importance of
dualities especially concerning the integral nature of both male and female components in the
spiritual realm (Reid 1995:338). Michael Peletz (2006) expounds on the Austronesian roots of
these inhabitants by citing their linguistic, cultural, and spiritual similarities. He goes further to
state that the cultural construct of gender and sexuality amongst Austronesians celebrated
plurality where both male and female were necessary not only in the spiritual sense but also in
the conceptualization of power (Peletz 2006:311-312).
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Within Indonesia, one of the most famously researched examples of transgender ritual
specialty hail from the ethnic Bugis people of Sulawesi. According to Bugis culture, transgender
ritual specialists known as Bissu are highly regarded within society, and their performance is not
only normative but also integral and sanctioned amongst the people (Kennedy 1993:2). The
Bissu are biological males who undergo a spiritual rite involving dressing in women’s clothing.
Through a blending of male gendered articles such as local daggers known as keris and female
gendered garments, the Bissu “functions to represent a trans-gendered state of being” (5-6).
In order to understand how such gender constructs may come about, Peletz (2007) notes
prior theories on world social structures throughout the world that purposes:
female equalities and women as a whole tend to be accorded more prestige in societies
that adhere to religious traditions in which female deities are prominent, as was the case
in numerous “tribal” societies of Asia, Africa, and the Americas before the adoption of
one or another world religion. (Peletz 2007:11)
Peletz provides examples to this case within the Hindu cosmological system where
“androgynous, hermaphroditic, or dual gendered” deities and spirits are prominently featured
within the Hindu pantheon. Moreover, this social structure helped to facilitate the creation of
space where “one or another degree of gender and sexual transgression is condoned if not
tactfully encouraged at least for certain classes of individuals such as ritual specialists.” Peletz
further elaborates on this by drawing examples of the socially sanctioned roles of transgender
ritual specialists among various societies within Asia. Such individuals are even thought to “help
set the tone for the prevailing social ethos regarding gender and sexuality” especially among
certain populations of Southeast Asia around the 1500s. Transgender ritual specialists not only
served an integral role within local spirituality but may have engaged in “same sex relationships”
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as well thereby articulating the esteem towards sexual and gender pluralism within early
Southeast Asia (Peletz 2007:11-12).
Peletz notes the prevalence of such pluralism throughout various societies of Southeast
Asia over the centuries particularly among the “Bugis, Iban, Ngaju Dayak, Javanese, Filipinos,
Burmese, and many others…” (Peletz 2007:45). Evelyn Blackwood (2005a) argues that the basis
for the existence of transgender ritual specialists within Southeast Asia was due to
“cosmologically defined genders in early modern Southeast Asia” which she terms “sacred
gender” (Blackwood 2005a:857). Peletz (2006) adds that “…in combining elements of male and
female, institutionalized bisexualism and transvestism symbolized wholeness, purity, and gender
totality, and thus the un-fractured universe.” In this regard, the transgender specialist may have
acted as a personification of a pre-mortal existence where gender was considered non-binary
(Peletz 2006:313).

Javanese Concepts of Gender and Power

Indigenous Austronesian beliefs highlighting gender pluralism and power can still be
found amongst the ethnic Javanese in various aspects, although centuries of indoctrination into
new faiths such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and to a certain extent Christianity have
profoundly enriched and transformed Javanese culture and social custom to the point that
indigenous elements are not as discernible. Nevertheless, concepts of power still reflect an
importance of gender duality. While Blackwood (2005a) states that contemporary transgender
male-to-female individuals of Indonesia known throughout the archipelago as waria, are not
necessarily continuing in an unbroken line of transgender ritual tradition, some waria in past
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research explain that the knowledge of the existence of transgender ritual specialists in the
distant past does help in legitimizing their identities for some waria. In general, however, waria
of contemporary times may actually be expressing their feminine spirit or sexuality (Blackwood
2005a:850). Yet I propose these fractured trans* histories are not entirely exclusive of one
another in the sense that adat that esteems the duality of gender continues to exist within the
ethnographic present and thus contemporary transwomen are able to make use of local adat in
order to carve out space for themselves within their respective communities. I draw from
examples among various Austronesian-speaking groups within both maritime Southeast Asia and
the Pacific. Within central Javanese society, transwomen empower themselves through their
unique positions in society as individuals who have mastered the duality of gender so esteemed
within local Javanese society even to this day. Through Javanese adat, they are able to navigate
between a rigid social system in which male and female genders otherwise carry stifling social
prescriptions within cultural contexts. Moreover, transwomen are able to express a wider range
of characteristics ascribed to gender in Javanese society that are noted to be otherwise concerted
efforts for men and women to maintain. By melding aspects of halus (being refine) and kasar
(being coarse), transwomen step outside the boundaries of the present day established gender
binary that is becoming even more polarized due to hegemonic national and religious ideologies.
Through transwomen’s unique positionalities, they may arguably create a more liberated state of
being than either man or woman so much so that they become envied and beloved members of
local society.
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The Javanese Man & Woman

Benedict Anderson (1990) describes the general characteristics between man and woman
in contemporary Javanese society. Within local gender constructs, notions of halus or
smoothness, beauty, regality, and sensitivity are qualities described to be unnatural to man whose
natural characteristics are described as kasar or rough, ugly, and unrefined. Anderson states that
the act of attaining halus is a concerted effort and for a man to successfully harness both his
natural and unnatural qualities signify his attainment of power (Anderson 1990:50-51).
Moreover, Anderson elaborates on how the notion of “man of Power” is conceptualized within
“Javanese tradition.” Men articulate this power through the “ability to concentrate opposites.”
Anderson references “the classical iconographic symbol of this” through “the combination of
male and female” in which both the “masculine and feminine characteristic are sharply
juxtaposed” (Anderson 1990:28-29). These notions of gender blending continued to persist
throughout the arrival of Hindu religion to the archipelago as they were woven into localized
Javanese versions of Hindu epics and stories, which incidentally continue to play a relevant
feature in central Javanese society to this day especially due to the tourist industry. Articulated
through Javanese shadow puppetry, male heroes such as Arjuna possess qualities of fragility,
grace, and refinery as he defeats towering, grotesque, and base villains. The male hero’s ability
to conjure these all-encompassing elements demonstrates his superior power (Errington 1990:56). Moreover, being halus is understood as a quality attributed to the professional class of
Javanese society known as priyayi. This mastery of androgyny or gender blending of the male
hero harks back to the indigenous Austronesian belief systems as parallels can be found across
various Austronesian-speaking societies. Furthermore, these desired qualities have become
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institutionalized through ludruk plays or local Javanese folk dramaturgy that continue to persist
as a rural, cultural repertoire within the region. Interestingly, these dramas also incorporate
instances of transvestism. Barbara Hatley (1971) states that transgender male-to-female
characters in these plays served as a means to portray women in a modern light with
characteristics and qualities that were otherwise still inappropriate for women to demonstrate
either in reality or on stage. Additionally, transgender male-to-female characters helped to make
ludruk popular amongst society by adding comedic entertainment value. Moreover, transgender
performers also served as informal “spokesmen for government propaganda” as they frequently
entertained in-between acts by singing patriotic songs and melodies (Hatley 1971:100).
The notion of transwomen Indonesians serving a role in the nation-building of the
archipelago is a theory set forth by Tom Boellstorff. Boellstorff (2004) argues that waria serve as
important members of their communities through their more commonly held occupation in
beauty work. Their role as community beauticians who dress the people up in local, cultural
regalia during integral events of the Indonesian life cycle such as birthdays, weddings, and
funerals serve to make up individuals as “prototypes of the true Indonesian…citizen.”
Additionally, their work in weddings and sought-after knowledge of how to dress the bride and
groomsmen in cultural, ethnic attire solidify their position as valuable members of society who
serve as repositories of local culture and ethnicity. Thus Boellstorff argues that waria uphold the
national Indonesian motto Bhinneka Tunggal Ika or “Unity in Diversity” (Boellstorff 2004:178).
In this framework, ludruk dramas have themselves set the foundation for nationalized
gender norms by transmitting social cues and standards regarding the proper behavior for women
throughout the predominately-rural Javanese society. Hatley (1990) notes that a proper woman
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while halus, must be attached and subordinate to her husband. Furthermore, Hatley explains that
this binary male and female relationship has become the dominant framework for society and
thus is something, which all social classes were aspiring towards as of the 1990s when her
research was published. Hatley further explains that there are exceptions to this rule as it does
not necessarily hold much weight in the common marketplace where women are free to act kasar
(Hatley 1990:181). Suzanne Brenner (1995) states the predominance of women’s work in the
marketplace affords them the freedom to interact in ways that are more coarse and unfiltered by
the standards of priyayi halus-ness. Due to the nature of their work such as haggling and the
directness required in mercantilism, their language can be loud and unapologetic and yet be
acceptable by the community although limited to these specific settings. Arguably, women could
be seen as more liberated than men in this context, as men typically feel compelled to observe
priyayi in all aspects of interaction in order to uphold their sense of dignity and gender
superiority. In essence, all these complex standards solidify a gender binary in Indonesia
(Brenner 1995:27-28). On the other hand, Brenner discusses certain circumstances where a
man’s base nature is also legitimized especially in respect to their sexual voracity and attraction
to money, areas of manhood that are believed to be insatiable. While this may seem like
weakness, Brenner states that these qualities actually exemplify a man’s potency and virility and
thus carry positive connotations (35). According to Brenner, local Javanese society holds that a
man possesses more desire or nafsu. Thus, acts of sexual debauchery or uncontrollable gambling
may be routinely, yet begrudgingly, accepted and forgiven by wife and family (33).
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The Impact of Foreign Influence and Globalization

Peletz (2007) reiterates that within any society there exists systemically instituted gender
roles that inform members of society on proper “behavioral patterns or expectations that are
keyed to gender and gendered division of labor.” Moreover, such systems possess much
variation especially when taking to account particular time and place. Moreover, Peletz cites that
all societies possess many different types of gender ideologies, which may be explicit or implicit.
Peletz cites the theory of gender hegemonies by Sherry Ortner who purports that while many
gender ideologies may exist within a particular society, there tends to be one that predominates.
As such through gender ideologies, societies are provided:
a set of concepts that specifies the “proper” (“God-given” or “natural”) activities, roles,
and interrelationships of males, females, androgynes, the transgendered, and so on in
accordance with cultural assumptions concerning the “innate” or “essential” similarities
and differences among these categories. (Peletz 2007:6)
While the indigenous Southeast Asian gender construct, which esteemed transgender
ritual specialty and other instances of gender pluralism, provided a platform for people of
maritime Southeast Asia to explore and embody non-binary identities, the coming of foreign
religions and mores meant inhabitants had to continuously renegotiate, abandon, and adapt preexisting gender and sexual ideologies with new hegemonic discourses. Again as Blackwood
(2005a) suggests in contemporary times, taking on the role of a transgender ritual specialist is
generally not the reason for becoming a waria today as it is perhaps done more out of a desire to
express one’s feminine spirit and/or sexuality (Blackwood 2005a:850). In addition, I propose
being waria in contemporary times may be a means to liberate oneself from stringent gender
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expectations and socially prescribed norms through culturally oriented contexts and modes of
gendered being.
Due to the history of Indonesia’s interaction with a great number of traders, colonizers,
and settlers, transgender practice and meaning has become a complex narrative. Again with the
coming of Indian influence around the 5th century C.E, indigenous Indonesian mores seemed to
simply blend with the Hindu belief system. According to Peletz (2006) when Indian religions
entered the island of Borneo, the ethnic Dayak were able to more or less blend local
transgenderism with Tantric Buddhism and Hinduism’s own forms of transgender Shiva worship
(Peletz 2006:312). Likewise, Barbara Andaya (2006) cites that the Indonesian people’s adoption
of Islam beginning around the 13th century was a process of localization. Thus, the degree to
which various Islamic mores were adopted varied based on different factors such as socioeconomic status and urban-rural environment. Some adat or local traditions were reinforced as
they aligned with Islamic teachings while other Islamic teachings were simply not observed in
favor of more local mores (Andaya 2006:88). Moreover, Andaya (2006) cites scholarship that
states, “Pre-Islamic customs, or adat, regularly redefined and reaffirmed women’s social
contributions after the Muslim arrival, allowing a strong role in communal life to persist despite
the new privileges men enjoyed.” As such, women’s positions in pre-Islamic societies were not
negated but persisted vis-a-vis the concept of local custom. Additionally, Andaya notes the
“tenacity of older practices…” such as the “retention of ‘third gender’ ritual figures found in a
number of societies, notwithstanding Islam’s abhorrence of transvestism” (Andaya 2006:89).
For example, Matthew Kennedy (1993) notes the prevalence of “transgender ritual
specialists” within local Buginese society in the island of Sulawesi. Kennedy notes how such
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individuals are thought to hold an integral position within the government and spiritual realms of
their society. Moreover, Kennedy states that “transvestitism is supported by a network of
customs knitted together to form the whole of social life.” Interestingly, Kennedy states that such
individuals are legitimized by Bugis culture because of their socio-spiritual roles. As such while
they are legitimized by local Buginese adat, contemporary “urban transvestite and prostitutes”
are not. Kennedy ends by stating:
The legitimatized transvestite is historically continuous, surviving widespread conversion
to Islam, Dutch colonialism, and modern nationalism to exist today while the royal courts
that usually maintained these spiritually potent individuals have been dismantled.
(Kennedy 1993:2)
Nevertheless, a synergetic blending of gender and religious ideologies did not always
prevail within maritime Southeast Asia as demonstrated in the case of the Philippines.
Throughout the archipelago, male-to-female “transgender ritual specialists” also existed and
were known by various terms throughout the islands such as Bayog, Bayoc, and Asog. They were
recounted in a vast array of primary sources written by 16th century Spanish missionaries and
colonists (Brewer 2004:127-128). One such record is the Manila manuscript of 1590, which
noted the Philippine transvestite as being adept in doing femininity through apparel and body
display. Later accounts also highlights the transvestite’s performance of women’s work such as
clothes making and harvesting which suggests a more “long term lifestyle.” However, the
Bolinao document of 1685 deemed the transgender performance to merely be a temporal display
performed during religious rites (Brewer, 2004). As shown, such examples of transwomen within
the Philippines demonstrates how local custom and law (adat) helped in creating space within
society particularly the religious sphere. Carolyn Brewer (2004) argues such examples of
biological men donning feminine attire and performing women’s work was a means of accessing
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the spiritual and priestly realm locally thought to be tied uniquely to womanhood within the
Philippines (Brewer, 2004).
The Spanish colonization in the Philippines; however, did much to dismantle local
ideologies of gender. Moreover, the Philippine woman's prestige within the religious domain
conflicted with the Spanish missionaries’ dichotomous construct of gender and ideologies of
feminine subservience. This performance was so vilified that the Spanish quickly began the
process of restructuring Austronesian values within the Philippines by demonizing and
stigmatizing their pluralistic practices (Bellwood et al. 1995). The transgender ritual performers
of the Philippines also suffered in the process of reconstructing gender towards the colonist’s
western gaze. Transgender ritual specialists were deemed impotent and suffering from
anatomical malformations as a means to rationalize and stigmatize their effeminate behavior.
Along with this, the western idealization towards heterosexuality further determined transgender
ritual performance as deviant behavior by associating such specialists to homosexuality and
sodomy. These concepts were greatly admonished in Christian doctrine as abominable acts
(Peletz, 2006).
Since European contact in the early 1600s and throughout the height of Dutch
colonialism in the 1800s, the prevalence of transgender individuals in Indonesia continued to
persist despite scathing sanctions from zealous Christian clerics. Additionally, the Dutch
colonial administration held a staunch stance against homosexuality, an ideology that has
continued to resonate even into the post-colonial government as heterosexuality and the nuclear
family dynamic became the hegemonic ideologies of the Indonesian state (Wieringa 2000:452).
Similarly, the influence of Islam has generally saturated into the fabric of Indonesian society
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particularly since the 1970s and the transnational revitalization of Islam. Moreover, Islam has
become nationalized as well and also heralds the nuclear family unit and nationhood of the
Indonesian people through such mechanisms as Indonesia’s national five principles or Pancasila
where only the major world religions are recognized (Boellstorff 2005b:182). Thus, animism and
people who principally adhere to any belief system that lies outside of these hegemonic religions
may still exist but such faiths are not officially recognized nor are such people provided the same
rights or protection under the law.
The confluence of all these foreign forces into the region has resulted in trans* people
occupying an ambiguous position in their society. While they may be accepted as part of the
social fabric of society, they may also be condemned and legally unrecognized, as their nonbinary gender does not conform to the state ideologies of the nuclear family. Despite this
context, waria have continued to exist, finding a sense of place within local concepts of gender
and sexuality by way of adat. For example in Boellstorff’s ethnography (2005), one gay research
participant explained that in his village, a male and waria couple lived openly together and had
sex with one another. Additionally, the respondent stated his community accepted the
relationship as it was deemed merely a temporary relationship after which the man would later
marry a female (Boellstorff 2005:139). Dede Oetomo (1996) also cites the social acceptance of
same sex intercourse within religious Islamic schools of rural Java. Known as amrot-amrotan,
certain adolescent boys perform as a woman for their peers in sexual play. This act is thought of
as a learning process and may even continue longer albeit more privately. For androgynous boys
in these schools, they may have a harder time and can be labeled banci [a pejorative term for
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waria]; yet these androgynous boys may still receive attention from their bullies with sexual
advances either jovially or in earnest (Oetomo 1996:263-264).
Additionally, Boellstorff (2005a) cites that waria are generally protected or afforded a
degree of tolerance in communities due to long standing localized traditions whereas Indonesian
gay men who are not waria do not have that luxury (Boellstorff 2005a:576). I delineate the
difference between waria and gays by referring to Oetomo’s (1996) definition in which he states,
“the difference from the banci [waria] construction lies in the fact that gay men regard
themselves as men…” whereas waria generally identify themselves as having a feminine spirit
that they personify externally (Oetomo 1996:268). As females, warias seek heterosexual males
as sexual partners whereas gay men typically seek other gay men. Generally speaking, a waria
would not seek other waria as sexual partners. In this regard, gay and lesbi (the Indonesian term
for lesbian) citizens of the country may sometimes find it more difficult to find their niche in
society (Boellstorff 2004:166). Additionally Boellstorff notes that in the 80’s, educated and
urban populations of Indonesia may not have been familiar with the meaning of gay or lesbi, but
generally understood and witnessed transgender banci or waria working and operating within
their communities. The waria identity has also been somewhat incorporated into Indonesian
media. There has been a growing number of waria characters on television shows,
advertisements and in other forms of print media. Boellstorff also notes that within
neighborhoods, people can easily recognize a local waria and will generally acknowledge such a
person as a member of their community (165).
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Issues of Conflict Local Adat and the Hegemonic Ideologies

To be clear within Indonesia, adat has historically served as a sort of safeguard for the
various ethnic groups to continue practicing local customs that have been in existence within the
archipelago long before to the arrival of the major religious and colonial ideologies emanating
from the west. Moreover, Sayaka Takano (2009) cites adat can more broadly “refer to custom,
tradition, ritual, appropriate behavior, and rules or practices of social life… adat of Java could
mean the Javanese people’s way of doing things in general.” As such, each ethnic group of
Indonesia possesses their own adat (Takano 2009:78). Within Tausug society, a Muslim ethnic
group of Southern Philippines whose cultural and religious practices are similar in many respects
to the ethnic groups of Indonesia because of shared Austronesian ancestry and pre-colonial trade
and borderland interaction, adat law is cited as being:
an element of the Tausug culture that serves as one of the basic principles which shapes,
supports and rationalizes the Tausug personal, familial, and institutional behavior. The
Tausug, like the other Muslim tribes of the Philippines, have their own beautiful and
colorful culture...[Adat] is impressively the source of reference for their socio-economic
and spiritual understanding for it has absorbed and is colored by Islam through the
centuries. (Kamlian 2005:11)
As such, adat in both cases can be interpreted as a local means of understanding and being
within one’s society, an understanding that is largely constructed despite the otherwise more
“official” hegemonic laws or tenants of the Abrahamic religions of Islam or Christianity that now
predominate in the region or the national ideologies of the modern state.
Although the aforementioned mechanism of adat may paint a picture of peaceful
coexistence between waria and their local community based on local customs or socially
understood ways of being that accept them, this is not always the case. Despite the fact that
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hegemonic religions such as Islam were localized early on and were enveloped within the preexisting adat as Andaya states (Andaya 2006:88), there has been a growing tug-of-war among
the hegemonic religious law, national law and local adat especially within the more modern era.
Blackwood (2007) highlights this contention since the 1980s particularly as the Indonesian state
sought to dictate and regulate sexuality of its citizenry. Blackwood points out three prominent
stages in which gender ideologies shift throughout modern Indonesian history.
Under the New Order regime of Suharto, the Indonesian state sought to control sexuality
through a deployment of gender. During the 1990s, state Islamic discourses of sexuality
shifted in response to international pressures to support same-sex marriage and sexual
rights. During the third period following the end of the Suharto regime in 1998, a
conservative Islamic minority pushed for more restrictive laws in the State Penal Code,
initiating intense public debate on the role of the state in questions of sexuality and
morality. (Blackwood 2007:293)
As such, waria and the greater LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender) community
of Indonesia have had to continuously reconcile their identities within an unstable environment
where hegemonic gender ideologies periodically phase between periods of tolerance and
intolerance. Moreover, some conservative Islamic groups would also usurp local order, custom
and ways by asserting and sometimes imposing their intolerant ideologies upon general society.
This has been done through both protest and even violence against the LGBT community.
Through scare tactics and threats to disrupt society, such groups have coerced local and national
governments to intervene. In turn, the government may at times protect members of the LGBT
community, and in other instances, the government may delegitimize them as a means to palate
conservative camps and diffuse any further potential instability within the nation. For instance,
Boellstorff (2004) notes several instances of contention that have become more evident as both
the LGBT community and conservative Islamic groups sought to assert themselves within an
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otherwise moderate Indonesian society. Boellstorff historicizes the development of the LGBT
movement through the efforts of formal and informal entities found throughout both rural and
urban sectors of Indonesia. Moreover, pivotal LGBT figures such as anthropologist Dede
Oetomo of Surabaya would become prominent around the 1990s. Oetomo in particular would
engage the political sphere in an effort to fight for the civil rights of the LGBT community and
lobby for the formation of a more united LGBT network across the archipelago. Through such
endeavors, a series of gay and lesbi “national congresses” or meetings would be held periodically
at various locales throughout the nation. In turn, this growth of the LGBT community within the
public space was sometimes met with starch criticism by local media and alternatively at times
support from political figures. Similarly, independent conservative Islamic groups would also
vocalize their own opinions and criticisms. For instance, one conservative group threatened to
physically burn down a hotel in Surakarta for hosting a gay and lesbi congress meeting. This
threat eventually led to the event being canceled. Likewise in 2000, an LGBT artistic and
comedic festivity held in celebration of National Health day was disrupted by protesters from the
religious conservative Ka’bah Youth movement. The group dressed in “white hats or robes
associated with political Islam” began to verbally and physically assault the largely LGBT
attendees resulting in much mayhem and injury to both people and public space (Boellstorff
2004b:465-466).
Such instances have been occurring for years in varying forms of intensity. Recently in
2016, local officials in Yogyakarta felt compelled to shut down a pondok pesantren waria or
Islamic school for transgender Muslims led by a local waria. Despite the school being widely
known and openly in operation since 2008, pressures by a conservative Islamic group known as
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the Yogyakarta Islamic Jihad Front were successful in cohering local officials to shut it down.
The decision culminated after meetings between pesantren members, local government officials,
and the conservative Islamic group. The explanation for the closure was ultimately attributed to
the perceived notion that the pesantren compromised “security, order and public comfort issues”
(The Jakarta Post 2016).
This most recent example of contention exemplifies how local adat which would
otherwise create an inclusive space for the LGBT community, can be abruptly undermined due
to pressures from conservative hegemonic religious groups and political conservatives in an
otherwise moderate Indonesian society that has historically embraced waria as part of the local
community. As such, what exists in Indonesia are several distinct social laws. According to
Takano (2009), adat law exists alongside Islamic law and national law. Interestingly, Takano
argues that “adat is, in a sense, now becoming a vehicle for peoples’ voices against state control,
repressed for more than 30 years under the New Order” (Takano 2009:78;80).
Conversely, adat does not provide a reprieve for the entire LGBT community. For
instance, while waria may be understood and accepted within the community through a cultural
context, gay men and lesbians known locally as lesbi in Indonesia have for the most part existed
in the country as largely unrecognized and peripheral members of society. According to
Boellstorff (2005), the concepts of homosexuality and heterosexuality even into modern times
are understood through foreign discourses as “no local tradition or adat sanctions contemporary
gay subjectivities (identities), which are distinct from ritual transvestite practices.” Moreover,
Boellstorff states that among local Indonesians “the concept gay is not learned from one’s elders
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or from traditional beliefs…” and that “gay Muslims cannot retreat to the level of the village” as
waria may be able to do (Boellstorff 2005a:576-577).

Gender Theory & Globalization

Mark Johnson provides an anthropological theory of gender through a discourse of
transgender male-to-female communities known locally as gays2 in the Sulu island of Jolo
located in the southern Philippines. In his ethnographic research, the Tausug, who are a
predominately Muslim ethnic group along with the ethnic Sama, were constructing their
transgender identities by taking from foreign experience and “gossip” that fantasized an
existence and American transwoman identity that could be found abroad. Through locals’
fanciful notions of how trans* Others live abroad, these transgender lifestyles became
romanticized and subsequently internalized by locals. America was viewed by the locals as a
land of couture and aesthetics. As such, America became a land where “true love” exists for the
effeminate homosexual transwoman and their “masculine male” partner (Johnson 1998:698).
Johnson’s argued that within Jolo, globalized gender discourse had a prominent impact on how
local identity was formed. More broadly, Johnson argued that local gender constructs pulled
from a wide array of hegemonic discourses emanating from Islam and Christianity to
geographical and political sources such as gender constructs emanating from the Middle East, the
West, and Philippine national ideologies. Interestingly while local identities may have been
gleaned from the personal experiences of working abroad in the Middle East, Malaysia, and large

2

In this context, local transgender women in Jolo, Philippines refer to themselves as gays.
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economic centers of the Philippines, perceptions of American transwomen identities largely
stemmed from fanciful stories and gossip (696). In turn, this wholly imagined land across the
ocean allowed locals to construct a space “which represents for [local] gays the apex of all
possible relationships conceived abroad” (707).
Johnson argues that this construction of an imagined space for transwomen in America is
not meant to establish a sense of trans* solidarity; moreover, the American trans* life is not
taken as an idealized model as local gays also express disdain in the various means in which
transwomen in America participate in “penetrating and penetrated roles.” Additionally, local
gays do not construct this imagined space in order to pursue Americans as their objects of
affection; rather, this imagined land, love, and style “provided both the conceptual space as well
as much of the vocabulary for articulation of locally defined, yet locally unrealizable gay
transgendered identities…” (707)
Interestingly, Johnson cites that locals who construct their identities by becoming
“purveyors of beauty and masters of style” are not only aligning themselves with America
through these associations but are also further Othering themselves within their local
environment as being bantut or “impotent men and underproductive and defiled women by their
overexposure to this primarily American defined otherness.” As such, they are positioned in a
gender category that is “neither real Muslim men nor real Muslim women” (707). While these
circumstances may seem bleak for the transwomen of Jolo, Johnson cites that his gay research
respondents spoke greatly of their own agency and power. In terms of their relationships with
men and how men often consider themselves to be fooling or taking advantage of them, the gay
research respondents stated they actually take agency as they willingly engage in such
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relationships. In actuality, it is the gays who choose their partners by allowing themselves to be
“fooled,” and it is they who can manipulate men by seducing them. Additionally through the
gay’s unique position of Other that is constructed through their association to American material
culture and aesthetics, they are able to assert their unique “economic position” by bartering their
socially valuable American commodities such as clothes in exchange for sex (707-708).
Johnson also notes the agency of Jolo’s gays by highlighting the ways in which local
transwomen interact and internalize global gender discourses. They may begin to also critique
social norms and establishments within the Philippines such as marriage taking into account their
own wants and desires. As such, they are arguably taking agency within their environment.
Johnson states this is similar Anna Tsing’s globalized discourse on “friction” (708), which is
essentially a studying of the intricacies that come out of the interaction between people in this
age of globalization. Friction is the means by which differing peoples, camps, ideologies interact,
and the friction that results is “the awkward, unequal, unstable, and creative qualities of
interconnection across difference” (Tsing 2004:4). It is through friction that movements,
interactions between the capitalists and workers, and consumers engage one another. Tsing
explains the dynamics of friction by drawing parallels to rubber, “friction is not a synonym for
resistance. Hegemony is made as well as unmade with friction…” The friction that exists
between the different camps can provide a better understanding of each side’s stance, wants,
needs, and agendas (6). Thus, the global gender discourses produce a type of friction that
encourages transwomen to critique and even advocate for greater space in their society.
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Tom Boellstorff provides another theory of gender through his ethnographic research of
the gay,3 lesbi, and waria communities residing throughout the Indonesian archipelago.
Moreover, he frames these subjectivities in what he argues to be the first “ethnography of
Indonesians” as a whole as opposed to ethnographies of particular ethnic groups or localities.
Boellstorff argues that the latter framework, which he coins as ethnolocality, “originated in the
colonial encounter” (Boellstorff 2005:18). Essentially, Boellstorff states that this “colonial
ethnology” impedes on the ability of the archipelago’s inhabitants to identify “in terms of spatial
scales beyond that of ethnolocality itself” (Boellstorff 2005:44). Through Boellstorff’s “queer
reading of the category Indonesian,” he hopes to provide insight into the narratives of the gay,
lesbi, and waria subjectivities who largely transcend ethnicity, locality, and even religion being
found across the islands and yet unified to one another’s respective groups via-a-vis Indonesian
and national mechanisms and their gender experiences. Boellstorff comes to this framework
because of his fieldwork, which found that within various sites of Indonesia he was:
continuously confronted by similarity among [multiple] sites and across demographic
variables. Such similarity challenges the theoretical apparatus of anthropology, attuned as
it is to discovering difference. (Boellstorff 2005:18-21)
This framework draws many parallels to Benedict Anderson’s (2006) concept of “imagined
communities” particularly as Anderson’s own concept is elucidated through the very notion of
nationality. Anderson states:
In an anthropological spirit, then, I propose the following definition of the nation: it is an
imagined political community - and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign. It
is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of
their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the
image of their communion. (Anderson 2006:5-6)

3

In the Indonesian context, gay refers to homosexual men.
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To apply this framework within Indonesia, Boellstorff (2003) discusses how Indonesians
conceptualize their gay and lesbi subjectivities (Boellstorff’s preferred term in place of identities)
largely from Indonesian mass media. While these subjectivities are similar to the concept of gay
and lesbian portrayed in the west, they are nevertheless distinct in their own right. Within
Indonesia, these subjectivities are presented and understood through a “fragmentarily”
presentation primarily through Indonesian mass media as opposed to being internalized through
global discourses emanating from the west (Boellstorff 2003:225).What results are uniquely
Indonesian ways of being gay and lesbi. In turn, this these subjectivities are tied to something
that is national. This notion is further reinforced by the nationalistic mechanisms gays and lesbis
use to articulate their subjectivities (231-232).
Boellstorff introduces the concept of “dubbing culture” in an attempt to explain the
means in which foreign subjectivities such being gay or lesbian enter Indonesia and further
undergo a process of transformation or “dubbing” as the meanings of these foreign subjectivities
do not entirely translate into the Indonesian context. Moreover, Indonesians make sense of these
subjectivities in such a way that they become a “distinctly Indonesian phenomena formed
through discourse of nation and sexual desire as well as a sense of linkage to distant but familiar
Others.” As such, this theoretical framework attempts to understand the product of globalized
interactions as something more than merely occurrences of hybridity or creolization. Such a
theory speaks more profoundly with regards to agency particularly through the inference that
globalized discourses emanating from hegemonic regions of the world do not simply insert
themselves in new regions but are actually “dialogically reconstituted… through a constant state
of dubbing” (225-226). Alternatively, Boellstorff states that to his recollection, waria largely
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formulate their respective subjectivities through “their social environs – schoolkids on the
playground, a cousin, or neighbor – but not from mass media” (228). As such within
Boellstorff’s framework, waria are, in a sense, more bounded within the nation and considered to
be locally formed subjectivities. On the other hand, gays and lesbis are thought to be
subjectivities that are also uniquely Indonesian but in addition may be more transnational citing
that gays and lesbis “regard themselves as one ‘island’ in a global archipelago of gay and lesbian
persons, a constellation including places like Australia and Europe as well as Malaysia and
Thailand” (Boellstorff 2003:232).
Thus, by framing Indonesia as a “single ethnographic unit” as opposed to treating
research data obtained from different islands as separate or mutually exclusive narratives,
Boellstorff is able to parse out the intersectionalities that can be found among gays, lesbis, and
waria throughout the islands (230). Boellstorff cites that within Indonesia, gender and sexuality
have served as integral elements within the national culture since its foundation. For instance,
waria can be conceptualized as being “truly national” as they have been present in virtually
every ethnic group, city, region, and island. Moreover, they are generally thought to serve an
invaluable role in their respective communities because of their cultural knowledge associated to
their common occupation as salonists and beauticians who transform members of their
community into nationalized citizens during weddings and ceremonies. Moreover, Indonesian
gays, lesbis, and waria articulate their subjectivities through a national lens as well by using the
national Indonesian language to converse with one another (237).
While both researchers find globalization effecting local LGBT identities in Southeast
Asia quite differently, both cases reaffirm the long established concept that gender is a social
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construct and that both sex as a biological trait and gender are not entirely mutually inseparable
(Errington 1990:23). Incidentally, this is reinforced by one of Boellstorff’s respondents who
states, “culture is something that is created by humans and then believed. There are people who
have created ‘gay’ here in Indonesia and believe in what they have created. So gay is part of
Indonesian culture” (Boellstorff 2005:231). Candace West and Don H. Zimmerman (1987)
further proposed looking at gender as a performance one displays in accordance to his or her
respective society (West & Zimmerman 1987:126-127). Additionally, Blackwood (1999) invited
scholars to look at gender as merely one component of our overall social identity. She
recommends to look at the overall scheme as a “social process” that people then need to
“negotiate, produce, and stabilize” in order to form their sense of self. Furthermore, Blackwood
explains that hegemonic gender discourses from local, national, international, and religious
institutions can greatly influence and facilitate the construction of gender identity in different
stages through time (Blackwood 1999:182-183).
Sherry Ortner expounds on the discourse of hegemony by explaining how grey areas may
exist in the hegemonic gender system of any given society. For instance in her research of the
Andaman islands, she demonstrates that there do exist what can be described as egalitarian
societies regardless of various instances in Andaman society that demonstrate the presence of
male authority and privilege over women. Ortner states that since these instances “were not
woven into a hegemonic order, they could not be treated as pervasively redefining the dominant
egalitarianism” (Ortner 1996b:175). Ortner explains that it would be more conducive to think of
societies and cultures as inconsistent and that there are “axes of male prestige… some of
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female... gender equality… and sometimes axes of prestige that have nothing to do with gender
at all” (Ortner 1996a:146).

Waria Creating Space & Belonging

Members of the gay, lesbi, and waria community have had to become proactive in
carving out social space. Boellstorff (2005b) notes that a waria’s salon may also serve as an
integral safe-zone for gays and fellow waria and that their place of business is often the talk of
gayzines (gay magazines). The salon acts as a place of employment, comradery, social and
sexual banter, and even a nexus where gay discourse can be disseminated unto the Indonesian
community (Boellstorff 2005b:136-137). Boellstorff (2005b) further notes that sociality within
Indonesia is customarily separated by gender, and this also translates to gay men and lesbi
women generally hanging out in separate circles. He further notes that the social networks in
rural areas seem to be an exception with more co-gender interaction; albeit, the meeting places
tend to be spaces where lesbis congregate such as a waria’s salon (147-148).
In the late 20thcentury, the waria and gay community did not necessarily have official
public or nationally sanctioned spaces for themselves beyond informal hangouts such as malls or
salons that served as neutral ground for all subjectivities. As such in order to help facilitate social
bonds with one another, this demographic gradually created their own vernacular based on the
Indonesian national language. This vernacular became known colloquially as Bahasa Gay and
served as a means to establish solidarity and find familiarity with one another especially within
public spaces with disregard to their respective ethnic or regional origins. Interestingly, Bahasa
Gay has since branched out to become an all-inclusive vernacular known as Bahasa Gaul or
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slang that has been adopted by other Indonesians not necessarily part of the gay or waria
communities. Its popularity is thought to be due in part to the innovative and modern qualities
ascribed to the vernacular. As such, it has become appealing among the masses (180-181).
Boellstorff (2004a) writes that waria may also take a proactive role in an attempt to
facilitate ideas of normalcy within their immediate family and fictive kin networks. Waria may
introduce their parents to their waria counterparts as a means to solidify the idea that they are not
alone in their identity and that they are indeed part of an actual community of individuals like
themselves. For waria, the notions of belonging and acceptance are generally integral;
furthermore, Boellstorff notes that while waria may experience conflict between their identity
and their religious orientation, they tend to reach a point of reconciliation in adulthood. Waria
may also perform good works towards parents as a means to “atone” for their identity
(Boellstorff 2004a:166). This was explored in Sarah Belcarz’s (2008) work on waria prestation
which sought to find out whether a waria’s good acts and deeds served to validate position in
society (Belcarz 2008:1-2). They can do this in the religious context by funding their parents’
Haj or pilgrimage to Mecca. Through acts of merit, some waria see themselves as atoning for
their sins. Likewise, some waria may positively reinforce their own identities by stating that they
were spiritually called to take on this identity, as it was their divine duty to serve their
community (Boellstorff 2004a:166).
Considering the literature highlighted above, this research aims to provide a
contemporary understanding to transwomen identities or subjectivities by adding to previous
research on transwomen of Indonesia. In order to investigate how transwomen navigate their
identities within their specific locales, I will draw from the aforementioned researchers and their
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theories. Particularly, I will focus on Boellstorff’s arguments about the role of waria in nationbuilding and Johnson’s ethnographic work on transwomen in the rural and predominately
Muslim island of Jolo who largely understood and articulated their transwomen identities by
gleaning from imagined lands and personal globalized gender discourses. Thus, I investigated
whether such notions rang true in a cultural hub and surrounding towns in the rural periphery of
central Java, Indonesia, where adat or local customs and laws tend to predominate within
society.

Methodology

While previous researchers have investigated various facets in the lives of waria or
transwomen in generally large cities of central Java, Indonesia, this research aims to understand
and explain how transwomen residing within Yogyakarta and two other locales within the
periphery of Yogyakarta navigate their gender identities. Moreover, adat or local culture and
custom predominate within these locales. To clarify, I intended to investigate various ways
transwomen navigate their identities within their work, religious, and social realms. While
industrial cities may serve as an entry point for new discourses and accepting views towards nonbinary gender and non-heteronormative discourses in sexuality, this work investigates how
transwomen navigate their identities within central Java where local customs tend to remain
more predominant in society.
This ethnographic research utilized participant observation and ethnographic interviews
in order to broadly investigate the research question posed above. I traveled to three principal
locales of central Java, Indonesia, specifically seeking out research participants where they
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worked, hung out, and prayed. Through various LGBT groups and informal hangout spots, I
utilized snowball-sampling methods obtaining in-depth narratives of 10+ respondents. Various
members of the LGBT community served as facilitators who provided referrals to other places
where transwomen are known to congregate. By building rapport with many of my respondents,
I was better able to facilitate reoccurring interactions into the daily lives of my research
respondents thereby elucidating a richer set of data across a diverse range of transwomen groups
and individuals.
Between June 6 to July 28, 2015, I collected both qualitative and quantitative data. I
conducted semi-structured interviews in order to provide insight into a variety of themes gleaned
from the already available literature that was relevant to my research question. I also conducted
Likert scale surveys that gauged my respondents’ opinions about their sense of belonging within
their respective communities. Prior to all interviews, verbal informed consent was obtained, and I
informed potential research participants that they would be protected by anonymity and that real
names would not be collected or used in any research reports or publications. Instead, I created a
pseudonym for each research participant at the beginning of interviews. Preceding the
commencement of my research, I sought IRB approval through the NIU Office of Research
Compliance and Integrity.4
I recorded data gathered through interviews by manually typing them on a laptop
computer which was password protected. I also wrote daily field notes of observable
interactions, activities, and impressions to supplement the interview data. All interview data was
stored securely on a password protected flash drive; supplementary data was later transcribed
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IRB approval was given April 13, 2015
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onto word documents and included in the flash drive as well. The original notes were securely
disposed. The flash drive is only accessible to myself and my thesis director. I applied for waiver
of written informed consent in order to protect respondents’ anonymity. As such, real names of
interviewees were never recorded, even on waiver forms.
I analyzed the data collected in order to provide contemporary insight into these
transwomen’s lives particularly as the narratives relate to the already existing body of literature
and anthropological theories that have been written about transwomen communities and
individuals living in Indonesia. I also make correlations between groups related to Indonesians
especially those who can be found in other parts of the Austronesian diaspora. Again, I hoped to
provide a fresh, contemporary perspective into the lives of transwomen residing within the
cultural hub and locales in the rural periphery whereas the majority of past research has generally
focused on industrial cities where LGBT discourse emanating from the west could more easily
enter the country.

CHAPTER 2
FINDINGS
My research focused on transwomen living within three locales of central Java. Again
interspersed, I use the term trans* in various instances throughout my thesis. I hope to
encompass many variations of transgender identities that I encountered in central Java (both long
term and temporary instances of trans* being). While I initially sought out to conduct research
on male-to-female individuals known locally as waria (a term that combines the Indonesian
words wanita meaning woman and pria meaning man), I came to find that some of my
respondents did not agree or identify with the term waria for themselves. Furthermore, being
trans* did not necessarily signify a permanent external affect or display. Tom Boellstorff (2005)
notes that Indonesian gay men may also shift between being gay and waria as it may afford them
greater opportunities to become intimate with other gays. Alternatively, other gay men state that
switching between both identities was a desire to essentially explore both worlds (Boellstorff
2005:175-176). With regards to my research, some of my transwomen respondents only dressed
as women during cultural performances and other occasions such as weddings to serve as
wedding singers. These limited expressions of femininity were due to social pressures to
compartmentalize or hide their gender expression; however, concerning sexual orientation, to my
recollection, all of my respondents identified as being attracted to males and actively engaged in
seeking male sexual partners. Moreover, all respondents expressed having a feminine spirit or
jiwa perempuan. For others, their sexuality was described as bi-sexual essentially being attracted
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to both males and females; however never attracted to fellow transwomen. Thus the trans*
demographic is quite complex, and there was not a unanimous definition for waria. As such, I
settled on the term transwoman (male to female gender) to refer to my respondents. Again, I will
occasionally utilize the term trans* as an all-inclusive terminology within this study, a term
which is gaining popularity among some western gender discourses (Ryan: 2014). Additionally
in referring to my respondents throughout this paper, I replace the English personal pronouns
“she” or “he” with the Indonesian language’s gender-neutral pronoun dia. I feel this term is not
only culturally appropriate but also conducive towards describing this demographic. In other
instances, I will use or combine English third person plural pronouns such as variations of the
word “they” and the Indonesian gender-neutral pronoun (dia) wherever necessary.

Findings the Cultural Hub of Yogyakarta

Yogyakarta is a bustling tourist town that markets central Javanese culture as its
economic mainstay and bedrock of its society. In fact according to Kam (1987), local culture is
thought to be so integral to the Javanese identity of Yogyakarta that in 1979, the Sultangovernor:
[out of ] concern for the future of Javanese youth and the need to develop a national
identity based on indigenous culture led to the formation of the Arts Council of the
Special Region of Yogyakarta (Dewan Kesenian Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta)… Its
stated purpose was to revitalize the traditional arts-not for nostalgic reasons but rather as
a response to the new challenges posed by a modern, changing society. (Kam 1987:41)
As such, adat predominates within the daily life of the city’s residents and is not only articulated
through mutually accepted social norms and behaviors but also through the local arts, which
themselves convey local Javanese laws and customs. The region of central Java possesses many
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of Indonesia’s most famous Hindu-Buddhist era temples such as Borobudur, the largest Buddhist
stupa in the world, and Prambanan, a complex of Hindu era temples. Although the majority of
Yogyakarta’s population practice Islam today, local customs, both indigenous and pre-Islamic,
are still paramount. Again, this can be seen through various art forms such as wayang kulit
shadow puppetry, which recounts the Javanese version of the Hindu Ramayana epic. Wayang
kulit exemplifies the synergetic relationship between indigenous and foreign influences, and as
mentioned in the literature conveys local Javanese gender and power constructs through story
telling most notably through characters such as Prince Arjuna who articulates his power through
an embodiment of gender androgyny.

Participant Observation in Businesses

Similarly, waria can be seen throughout the city actively participating in the daily life of
their community. Most often, they can be seen working the streets in several commonly
associated occupations. Some of these are pengamen or street singers panhandling for money,
pekerja seks or prostitutes engaging in night work, and beauticians managing salons. Moreover,
locals and foreigners alike have begun to see trans* peoples actively partaking in more
prominent cultural and business ventures most notably through the works of Ibu Raminten1 an
entrepreneur who owns the largest one-stop tourist store (Mirota Batik) which is located at the
end of the city’s most famous tourist street called Malioboro. In addition, Ibu Raminten hosts a
weekly cabaret show of performers who are advertised as waria by Indonesian mass media and

1

Ibu is an Indonesian title of respect for older women. This is the real name of the shop owner,
but she is a well-known public figure in Indonesia and does not require anonymity.
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perceived to be waria by spectators. Moreover, Ibu Raminten manages several restaurants that
are heralded for providing work opportunities to local members of the LGBT community. Thus
at face value, Yogyakarta seems to be a refuge and inclusive place for trans* people to live and
work as they serve integral roles as stewards of culture and “local tradition.” In order to explore
this outsider’s perception a little further, I conducted participate observation at various sites such
as the streets and businesses where trans* individuals generally worked such as the cabaret show
and parks - areas of the city where they could be observed interacting with fellow residents.
With regards to my observations of Mirota Batik and their marketing strategies, I saw
many photographs throughout the store that informed patrons of the amazing feats of Ibu
Raminten who was described as having the abilities to transform into a variety of characters.
While the advertisements did not explicitly describe Ibu Raminten’s identity as a waria, it did
describe dia’s “magical” abilities to change from biological male into a woman of many
qualities. Likewise, there are a variety of photos that depict dia regally dressed in local Javanese
attire, a style of dress notable among the priyayi class. In addition, dia even donned foreign
Japanese kimono (thus articulating high couture from even foreign lands). Dia could often be
seen mixing both halus (refined) and kasar (rough) elements such as by changing dia’s personal
affect to convey comedy mostly by making skewed and cockeyed facial expressions while
dressed in regal and refined fashion. Interestingly, dia’s trans* image could be found on labels of
local Javanese foods such as canned gudeg or sweet jackfruit condiments thus cementing diaself
with local cuisine. I even saw a stockful of dia’s canned goods being sold in an Indonesian
specialty food store at Yogyakarta’s international airport which exemplifies dia’s broad influence
throughout the city. Overall, Ibu Raminten has been highly successful in marketing a trans*
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identity to tourists through many business ventures and even documentaries made by Indonesians
and foreigners about dia’s occupation as a steward of local culture and advocate for LGBT
people.
Such culture work is especially exemplified through dia’s weekly cabaret show, which
draws audiences from a wide range of backgrounds. During my observations, I saw people of all
ages, young and old, gathered together with family, friends, or with their significant others in
order to view these spectacular performances that combine both local cultural stage shows and
Indonesian renditions of modern western songs and pop melodies. “Camp” (flamboyant
extravagance) and comedy are the mainstay of these stage shows. Likewise, local dangdut, a
unique, high paced Indonesian music genre is utilized frequently and serves as an easy crowd
pleaser with many members of the audience singing along to the lip syncing trans* performers
who were advertised as local waria.
In my observation, I saw how the cabaret show served as a place for the Yogyakarta
community to come together and enjoy a comedic hour while eating on the rooftop restaurant in
the cool of the night. Both locals and foreigners could be found enjoying the lively and often
kasar performances. Interestingly, the trans* performers’ biological anatomy, the penis, was
frequently used as a tool to garner laughs. Even though dancers were beautifully dressed in
stunning costume and makeup comparable to the most serious of beauty pageants, various
dancers would frequently reveal their kasar nature by drawing attention to their bulge or
playfully fondling fellow trans* performers or male backup dancers as they entertained on stage.
Many trans* performers actively engaged the crowd with one performer even pulling a bashful
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male spectator on stage to enact a duet with dia all the while groping and grinding upon him in
order to throw the guest off guard during the show.
While I cannot be entirely sure, I did see some same sex couples in the audience both
what I perceived were “butch” Indonesian lesbians and Indonesian gay males. I did observe
some of these couples discreetly holding hands or fondly touching or rubbing shoulders in what I
believed to be demure affectionate gestures. Likewise, I observed what I perceived to be gay
foreigners interspersed throughout the crowd. The dim lights, loud music, and overall gender
friendly ambience may have made it a more safe space for people of the LGBT community to
gather together and to express such sentiments with one another. On the other hand, westerner
visitors to Southeast Asia throughout history have long noted that it is actually commonplace to
see many same sex friends platonically holding hands with one another in public. Yet my
observations led me to believe these were more than mere platonic gestures. After the show, the
waria performers would gather outside the exit in order to greet and interact with the patrons
affording the audience, again some of which were gay foreigners, a chance to mingle and engage
in conversation.

Participant Observation in the Streets

In the street during the day and night, I observed various transwomen pengamen or street
performers panhandling among the locals in the parks. These performers were regulars working
regular routes as I came to find after several weeks of hanging out in the area. They would
sometimes take a break and sit down with street vendors near their food stalls in order to eat and
chat unfortunately in local Javanese language, which made the subject matter largely
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unintelligible to me. At one point, I was able to successfully conduct a survey with one
transwoman pengamen. Dia did not have desire to sit down, and so I simply explained my
purpose and obtained the necessary consent as I gave dia the survey to fill out while periodically
helping to clarify questions. Interestingly as the process furthered along, an elderly man dressed
in everyday clothes approached dia to inquire what was going on. It seemed that he was
genuinely concerned for dia’s welfare as though I may be bothering the pengamen or coercing
dia to sign something. They both chatted momentarily, and after some time assessing me, he left
us alone. The pengamen completed the survey after which I thanked dia for the time and gave the
customary small donation of a few coins. Shortly thereafter, a younger gentlemen approached
me. At first he sat next to me nonchalant and then proceeded to strike up a conversation by
asking what I was doing. As the conversation progressed, he shared with me his own personal
networks with many of the transwomen in the area recommending various locales in the city
where transwomen are known to congregate and also sleep after culture or sex work. He
recommended I go to these places in the early mornings in order to get more respondents.
Based on these occurrences, I got the impression that the trans* performers of
Yogyakarta are not what westerner visitors may deem “oddities” within their respective
societies. Indonesian transwomen have long established themselves in their communities and
have developed strong rapport and affection from other members of their community. Within the
local community, it would seem that there is genuine concern for them too as exemplified by the
elderly gentleman who approached us and inquired about the pengamen’s welfare. Additionally,
locals know who they are and where they live seeing them practically every day as they work
and interact within the public space. Nevertheless, these observations are quite limited, and I
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cannot know if these experiences are the same for the many other transwomen pengamen who
live and work in Yogyakarta. Exploring this demographic was somewhat difficult because there
was much apprehension from many of the street pengamen I approached for interviews, as I was
a random stranger. As I learned, this demographic is guarded, and rightfully so as they are not
acknowledged and afforded the same rights within the country as other citizens.
On other days when I saw transwomen pengamen approach locals in the park, many older
people seemed to interact and sing nostalgically to some songs. They would smile, sing along,
and pay the customary fee of a few coins when prompted by the transwomen pengamen.
Alternatively, other Indonesians would still smile while casting their eyes away onto their phone
as a signal of disinterest essentially conveying that they were not going to give any money and
the transwoman pengamen should move along. The pengamen would also sing before younger
teenagers who were often gathered in groups sitting and smoking. In addition, couples could be
found eating together or simply lounging and taking in the scenery. On certain occasions, I
would observe a pengamen performing before a group of male teenagers. Sometimes they would
intensely gaze into their cellphones to signal they were not interested, and other times, they
would give money. Often, the pengamen’s object of affection during the performance would
later receive taunts from his male companions as he tried to shrug it off with a flustered and
mortified grimace on his face. They would generally laugh and smirk quietly after the pengamen
moved along. I never saw a pengamen aggressively hassled or angrily shooed away by any of the
people young or old after several weeks of observing the various locales in the city. Additionally,
I saw transwomen pengamen sometimes approaching foreigners often drawing much attention
from nearby people as locals witnessed the pengamen dance with and flirt with white foreign
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men. On one occasion, a group of muscular white men in tight-fitting tank tops was walking at
night through Malioboro Street and happened upon a crowd where a transwoman pengamen was
performing a dance number to music performed by a live ensemble of angklung2 musicians.
Upon seeing the white men and quickly assessing them, the pengamen pulled one of them who
had a big grin on his face into the circle with the intention of dancing with him. Initially
reluctant, the man followed taking staggered steps to the center. The pengamen then began
dancing briskly around gradually moving seductively closer until finally the man “let loose” and
began to fist pump3 alongside dia to the music. The situation brought much laughter and cheers
from within the crowd until finally the man lost his momentum and quickly slipped outside of
the circle after which the pengamen chased after him for a quick hug goodbye.
While arguably a common occurrence in daily life, pengamen could still cause heads to
turn as they walked along public spaces either in the streets or upon entering open door
restaurants and shops to sing a short song for “tips” of small change. Eyes would follow them as
they walked the extent of the street/park. Perhaps it was due to the extravagant hyper-feminine
looks of many of the pengamen. Some seemed to have surgically altered their face by injecting
solutions that plumped up their lips and cheek bones to an extent that they may be considered
disfigured by western standards. Additionally, some seemed to have undergone procedures on
their breasts, as they were quite large and swollen. These facial surgeries seemed to be a
reoccurring observation. In inquiring further with my LGBT facilitators, I learned that these were

2

Angklung is a type of instrument apparatus largely made of multiple sets of bamboo that is
shaken to produce different pitches of sound. In an Angklung ensemble, drums, tambourines, and
other instruments may accompany it thereby producing a rich and fast-paced melody.
3
A largely western style of dance where generally men clench their fist as they repetitively and
vigorously move their arm up and down into the air to the sound of music.
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procedures largely performed by local friends essentially unprofessional surgeons. For
transwomen pengamen, their clothing were quite tight and form fitting, thereby accentuating
their curves and buttocks. Their hair was also accentuated; some even wore colored wigs thereby
making them stand out. All of these qualities were quite contrary to the dress and style of most
Indonesian women. Most blaring of all however, was the music, which they played often on a
sound box stereo, which they sometimes would supplement, with a makeshift tambourine. The
majority of everyday pengamen I saw were middle aged. I did not come across many younger
pengamen in Yogyakarta. On one occasion, I did see a group of younger transwomen performing
a dance routine as runway models in some type of extravagant dance show in the park. They
were surrounded by other youth who at first seemed to be drawn simply by the loud music. I,
too, initially came to the venue because of its ambiance. Upon closer inspection, I saw trans*
dancers being cheered by young teenagers of both sexes and older people alike. Some teens
whistled as the trans* dancer/model performed on the makeshift runway. Interspersed were
laughs and fellow audience members mimicking them or dancing along to the music in the
sidelines. The dancers were dressed similar to the cabaret performers I observed at Mirota Batik
and gave me the impression that trans* people were not limited to the confines of Ibu
Raminten’s store but were pushing the boundaries of their socially slotted spaces by asserting
themselves in general public spaces as well performing outside the contexts of “local cultural
performances.”
Based on these observations, I left with the impression that transwomen of Yogyakarta
are wholly integrated into society principally navigating their community through the articulation
of their trans* identities most notably via their work as entertainers and stewards of local culture.
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Yet in order to explore this in greater depth, I sought out the assistance of facilitators to the
LGBT community in order to better engage the trans* community beyond the random
interactions I have mentioned up to this point. Through these facilitators, I was connected with
three transwomen respondents who all reside within Yogyakarta. Furthermore, these particular
respondents expressed not being affiliated with any particular organized LGBT group in the city
and thus provide a vantage on how such transwomen are navigating their community through
their non-aligned work, religion, and social realms. This sought to address the limitations
addressed in Sarah Belcarz’s (2008) research who focused largely on members of a wariaoriented organization in Yogyakarta. Thus, my study brings to light another vantage of waria
livelihood.

Respondent 1: “Just Do You…”

Tatiana self describes as a 25-year-old transhuman of Javanese descent who was born and
partially raised in Yogyakarta as well as other island provinces of Indonesia. Dia prefers not to
be called waria and would rather emphasize on calling diaself a “human.” Tatiana is interested in
getting to know a person for who they are and wishes others would do the same with dia. In fact,
many of dia’s close friends do not even think of dia as a waria, which Tatiana states is only one
aspect of dia’s being. I would interview Tatiana at dia’s favorite local café bar, which is owned
by a very close friend. Dia is considered a regular and is often there nightly singing, drinking,
and engaging in other forms of nongkrong with close friends and foreigners as the bar is located
in a tourist district. As such, the bar is oriented towards western clientele with local Indonesian
flavor as bands perform songs by popular western groups like Journey. Several of the patrons
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also seemed to share a commonality in dress, which was reminiscent of the early punk rock
scene in the U.S. Moreover, some individuals looked to be what would be described in the west
as “butch lesbians.” Many of the regulars were middle aged yet young at heart.
Tatiana shared a very turbulent upbringing. Dia lived on the streets since early childhood
leaving home because Tatiana’s family did not accept dia’s trans* identity. Moreover, dia moved
from island to island looking for a place that was cocok or appropriate. Dia has previously lived
in Jakarta, Bogor, and Bekasi in Java Island as well as the islands of Madura, Bali, Lombok, and
South Kalimantan. In 2008, dia lived in Yogyakarta for one year and then relocated to South
Kalimantan where dia experienced much racism as an ethnic Javanese perhaps relating to the
effects of transmigration policies during the Suharto era where Javanese and particularly
Madurese immigrants were relocated to underpopulated provinces like Kalimantan which in turn
caused ethnic tension between locals and immigrants. In Kalimantan, many Madurese were
killed due to these ethnic conflicts. Moreover, Tatiana stated that the Muslim community there
made it very hard for transwomen. Tatiana later returned to Yogyakarta the following year and
stated that out of all the provinces dia has lived, Yogyakarta is the most accepting of
transwomen.
Tatiana has also lived a rough life trying to make a living. Two or three years ago, dia
was a pengamen singing in the streets for money. Dia shared often having to dig in the garbage
to find food to eat. Presently, dia has a good job working as a tour guide where dia is excited to
meet foreign people and learn how others live in different parts of the world. Dia is also an artist
whose works have been acclaimed by many local and foreign patrons. Moreover, Tatiana stated
dia’s work as an artist often makes dia’s trans* identity irrelevant. Patrons simply focus on dia’s
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work rather than whom the artist is creating it. In fact, dia has already exhibited dia’s work at
local universities, Malioboro which is Yogyakarta’s most famous tourist street, local public and
private galleries, and recently even abroad. Tatiana feels dia’s accomplishments as an artist
portray trans* people in a different light than the stereotypical perceptions of waria as mere
street workers or beggars.
As a tour guide, dia takes special care to make the tourist experience enjoyable, fun, and
informative. Upon first meeting tourists, (many of which are foreigners), Tatiana simply
introduces diaself with basic pleasantries. Although dia always dresses in feminine attire with
long hair, tourists typically act surprised when dia introduces diaself as Tatiana. During the
course of the tour, dia steadily gets more acquainted with tourists after hours of hiking, cycling,
or exploring popular heritage sites. At this point, dia may sometimes share dia is trans*. If dia
feels the tourists are comfortable, dia also shares information about trans* issues in Indonesia
and also asks about the state of trans* people in their country. Tatiana will also ask if they are
interested to get involved in dia’s art-activism projects. Dia expressed most of dia’s clients are
really happy and curious to know more about dia. Despite working long shifts as a freelancer for
a tourist company usually averaging two to three tours a week during the low season and five to
six days a week at peak seasons, dia is quite happy with dia’s job. Tatiana says it is hard work,
but dia really enjoys it.
Tatiana is also an advocate for LGBT issues in Indonesia principally through dia’s artactivism projects. Tatiana became an activist because dia grew up really poor in the streets. The
first three years in Yogyakarta were difficult for Tatiana. Dia felt limited in what work dia could
do as a trans* person. Eventually, dia met with some foreign artists in Yogyakarta who taught
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dia how to become an artist as well as speak English. Tatiana feels dia has learned so much from
these mentors, and now dia’s quality of life is vastly more enjoyable. In fact, during one of our
nightly strolls around the city, an elderly Dutch man spotted dia in the street, and dia told me the
man was one of dia’s pivotal mentors.
Tatiana is a Muslim but does not pray often at the mesjid; nevertheless, dia does pray
often in private and believes a person can connect with Allah without having to go to the mesjid.
Dia never had any conflict between dia’s religion and trans* identity but says religious people
always try to make it an issue. Tatiana states, “if you cannot accept your own self, how can you
accept God in your life? Because God created you, how come you can’t accept who you are?”
Tatiana says dia always asks religious people about what the Quran says is wrong with dia, and
they can never give dia a legitimate answer. Tatiana feels if no one can argue their position, they
should not talk about gender and sexuality in Islam. Overall, dia would rather establish a more
personal connection with Allah than focus on what some may interpret from the Quran.
Tatiana does not pay attention to the discrimination dia experiences within religion. For
dia, gender and religion are different. Tatiana has shared these views among dia’s trans* friends
as well in an effort to help others reconcile their own personal conflicts. While dia genuinely
cares and wants to help dia’s friends with advice and advocacy, dia wants to make it clear that
dia does not protect them. “I can’t protect them. I think they can protect themselves.” Moreover,
Tatiana hates the word memberdayakan, the Indonesian word for empowerment, because
“everyone has power, and everyone can survive through their own power.” Tatiana feels dia only
helps to facilitate the emergence of people’s own inherent power. Tatiana has many goals but the
most immediate relate to dia’s immediate fictive kin who has become dia’s main family.
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Specifically, dia wants to help dia’s adoptive transmother who at the time of this writing is
presently facing eviction from a rental home because the landlord does not agree with dia’s
trans* identity. Tatiana’s adoptive mother was given the ultimatum of either paying higher rent
or vacating the premise. Additionally, Tatiana also has another trans* friend who has begun the
process of undergoing sex reassignment surgery and needs help financing the procedure. Aside
from this, one of Tatiana’s long-term goals is to eventually build a home for dia’s trans* friends
so they have an established and secure place to live their lives in Yogyakarta.
Tatiana also wanted to address the issues of disconnect that exist within the trans*
community of Yogyakarta. Dia states waria are really separated from one another based on
profession. Sex workers and pengamen do not particularly hangout in the same circles even
though both are considered “low class” as street professions by more prestigious trans* salon
workers. Tatiana states:
That’s really annoying for me. Sex worker community has a problem with the pengamen
community. They have the same situation, but how come they can’t accept each other?
They can’t respect each other, but they ask people to accept who they are, that’s really
annoying for me. (Tatiana, Personal Interview)
Through dia’s art-activism projects, dia aims to facilitate greater cohesion not only among trans*
people but the entire LGBT community. Yet dia’s work has been slow due to the mistrust some
local LGBT NGOs (Non-governmental organizations) have towards Tatiana. Tatiana thinks it is
based on competition and believes the other groups are jealous because there is a perception that
Tatiana is stealing waria away from their organizations. In reality, Tatiana states dia does not
even have a group and is just opening dia’s friends’ eyes to the situation that these groups may
be taking advantage of them. The only “group” dia maintains is a virtual space on the internet
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which has several followers. Tatiana stated dia has attempted to make peace between the various
LGBT groups in Yogyakarta by engaging in collaborative programing with them.
While Tatiana has issues with local NGOs, dia does not necessarily have issue with
international funders. Dia acknowledges that with any funder, there are requirements. Dia feels it
is important for donors to be invested in where the money is going when they are placed in the
hands of local NGOs. “You can interview us, conduct research, but not just give money. You
need to know what I will use with the money.” For instance, Tatiana feels some local NGOs
falsely portray themselves to foreign donors. While dia personally likes some leaders of these
groups, dia believes the projects are a farce and present a fake story.
They [only] have activity when people come for research… like if there’s a big occasion
like fasting month [Ramadan] when people give for charity, but it’s just for show so all
the world hears about them. But it’s fake, they don’t really do anything, they just wait for
the person to come to give the funding. (Tatiana, Personal Interview)
Beyond work, Tatiana would like to hang out more with friends but is just too busy with
all dia’s obligations. “We just talk on mobile apps because we always work every day.”
Moreover, Tatiana stated it is a necessity to work in order to care for diaself, dia’s fictive kin,
and friends. Dia expressed being a source of emotional and financial support to several trans*
individuals. Two or three months ago, five trans* friends came to dia’s home because they were
in a really bad situation. Actually, Tatiana shared that within the trans* community, some trans*
act as ibu’s or mother figures to both LGBT and heterosexual people, but personally, Tatiana
says dia actually acts more childish then many of dia’s friends. As mentioned earlier, Tatiana
actually found an adoptive transmother who dia used to go to for financial help until Tatiana
attained a stable livelihood. In my observation Tatiana’s group of friends served as a sort of
safety net for one another, periodically providing instances of beneficence such as finances and
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even physical space. Parallels can be found in the U.S. such as in the study by Friedman &
Graham (2008) which articulates through ethnography how “Puerto Rican women learn at a
young age the paramount importance of norms of reciprocity to sustain the kin networks that
offer them some protection against racism and gender oppression” (Friedman & Graham
2008:364-365). For example in my own study during one of our nightly adventures, I
accompanied Tatiana to a friend’s home to nongkrong which mainly consisted of hanging out
and drinking in a courtyard. Interestingly, part of the house had been renovated as an exhibit
gallery displaying Tatiana’s art. The art reflected Tatiana’s passions to have dia’s voice heard
concerning the topics of gender, equality, and human rights.
Tatiana considers diaself an activist who does not have any major issues with the
government. Even though dia acknowledges it is illegal to get married as a trans* person in
Indonesia, dia stated it’s just easier to go abroad for marriage. Tatiana said if dia were to become
an advocate for marriage equality in Indonesia, dia would be fighting the government until the
day dia dies, and dia just cannot do that. Tatiana is content with the freedoms dia can obtain
abroad although dia had not yet been abroad during the period of our interview. Tatiana does not
feel hindered by rules and lives by the following philosophy, “because it is my own life, I make
my own rules.” Yet when it comes to the prospect of marriage or long-term relationship, dia
expressed being ready for compromise. “If I get married, I have to negotiate with him, but don’t
disturb my way, and I’ll never disturb your way also. I think in relationship we can work
together even if we have different ways.”
With respect to long term, meaningful relationships, Tatiana has been struggling to find a
meaningful pacar (gender neutral term for lover, in this case a boyfriend). In dia’s opinion, men
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in Indonesia are usually money oriented. “If the person has money, they will stay a long time, but
if you are poor, it’s just for fun.” Dia really hates that status quo. Dia has also been conflicted by
the requests of dia’s international friends who ask Tatiana to match them up with an Indonesian
pacar. “My lesbian friend from Australia asked me to introduce her to a girl…but I didn’t want
to because they will take advantage of her.” Likewise, Tatiana expressed that it is hard to find a
long-term relationship when most online mobile apps aimed towards the LGBT community like
Grindr (an internationally used dating app that is incidentally also widely used in Indonesia
among the gay community) are geared towards short-term hook-ups. Dia said there is even a
mobile app specifically for dating trans* people as well, but stated not using it diaself. Overall,
dia wants a relationship with a guy who has time for dia. Dia wants to marry and have a family
but cannot do so in Indonesia and especially feels dia cannot do so with an Indonesian guy
because they are just looking for fun. “Indonesian men don’t want to marry a transgender.” In
general, Tatiana states, “I’m okay with any race. I never think about his body, his money. I just
think about his brain, and who can accept me or no.”
For now, Tatiana has settled with dia’s work as a means to find fulfillment. Dia has been
branching out from more local art forms to more modern and western oriented ones. For
instance, dia is designing and selling modern, “sexy” western oriented clothing for one of dia’s
art-activism projects. Dia feels this new style trajectory will resonate with current tastes and
fashion. While dia knows cultural stories relating to local examples of trans* and gender fluidity
such as the Bissu of Sulawesi or Reog Ponorogo of east Java, dia stated not really using them as
a medium in art or fashion design. Overall, Tatiana has found dia’s fulfillment through art and
work and is able to demonstrate dia’s passion for dia’s trans* community and dia’s own gender
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ideologies through these mediums. Most recently, dia has begun collaborative works with
foreigners and is presently traveling abroad as part of a variety of art-activist oriented projects
such as a trans* performance troupe comprised of members of different races from different
countries yet using the Indonesian terminology banci as their moniker. Tatiana has been able to
leave the country thanks to the support of international funders who came across dia’s artwork.

Respondent 2: Stay Classy

Cookie is a 32-year-old transwoman of mixed ethnic Chinese-Javanese ancestry. Dia is
Catholic and stated dia’s religion does not conflict with dia’s trans* identity. In actuality, dia
rarely goes to church because dia does not have much time as dia is usually very busy on
weekends as a bridal storeowner. In fact, dia performs many duties from doing bridal make-up to
wedding dress fitting all with special focus on contemporary western themes. Nevertheless, dia
states being very religious often praying privately. When dia goes to church, dia usually dresses
as a man but keeps dia’s hair long because “it’s natural, pure hair.” Even so, Cookie stated
everyone knows dia is trans* exclaiming, “I’m so famous. They don’t bother me… my make-up,
it’s my style.” When I asked whether dia knows of Ibu Raminten of Mirota Batik, dia explained,
“dia is a ratu, a queen of Yogyakarta.” Nevertheless, in Cookie’s opinion, Ibu Raminten is not
actually a waria. Cookie elaborated on the different types of trans* groups in Yogyakarta.
“There are transgender, waria, and gay. They are not united. It depends on occupation.” When I
asked whether dia has many LGBT friends, dia adamantly said no. Dia usually hangs out with
straight friends and couples who dia meets from work. Dia does not have many gay friends
because dia is too busy working. In addition, dia expressed not being nyaman or comfortable
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around LGBT people and is not open enough to associate with them. Dia prefers more private
hook ups through online mobile apps with gays although dia has dated mostly Indonesian men of
ethnic Chinese ancestry. Even so, dia is very familiar with the common hangout spots for the
LGBT community such as gay night at a local club, the cabaret show mentioned earlier, and a
particular café which dia showed me in passing during our night ride in dia’s luxury SUV.
Cookie only has time to meet up with friends on average once a week. Dia would like to meet
more often but finds it very hard especially after a tiring day of work. When dia does hang out
with friends, they go to public restaurants and simply nongkrong. Otherwise, dia enjoys going to
the cinema and shopping which I noticed as dia’s back seat was full of high-end merchandise.
Interestingly, Cookie shared dia’s fondness for travel and has done so to many places
locally and abroad within Asia such as Jakarta, Indonesia; Bangkok, Thailand; Japan, China, and
Korea. Dia mainly enjoys traveling throughout Asia stating, “Indonesia [lags] behind others, and
it’s hard to thrive. It’s more dirty here compared to Japan… all the streets there are clean.”
Moreover, dia feels it is more difficult to be trans* in Indonesia because it is so conservative.
“Japan it’s okay, Bangkok it’s ok, Singapore ok.” Cookie did; however, experience
discrimination at immigration it an international airport in China because dia’s feminine look did
not match dia’s male passport photo; yet overall, dia said the people and communities dia visited
abroad generally accept dia. “It’s more okay [abroad], but in Yogyakarta, the transgender are not
really accepted well. People think waria is troublesome and aneh (strange).” Even though there
are places like Mirota Batik, the cabaret show, and Ibu Raminten’s associated restaurant that
present waria and other members of the LGBT community in a fashionable and glamorous light,
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Cookie feels it is just for show and isn’t real. Dia feels trans* people abroad in America are more
free and enjoy a higher quality of life.
Through the use of online mobile apps, Cookie has been able to interact with many
foreigners abroad mostly chatting with them about their lives and practicing the English
language. Dia proudly proclaimed that many foreign men, which dia finds by periodically
filtering the app to only bring up foreigners, are always inviting dia to visit them in their
respective countries. Although dia enjoys sexual relationships with local men that dia also
encounters on apps by toggling back and forth with the filter parameters, dia would much rather
marry a foreign man abroad, ideally from America. Dia feels that local men are not as open
minded to trans* people as foreigners are.
Dia has also had a few in-person interactions with foreigners. These people were mainly
researchers in Yogyakarta who spotlighted dia in interviews and other media. Despite the media
attention, dia is not comfortable with everyone in the world knowing about dia. Cookie would
much rather prefer a private life, and this is partly the reason dia does not participate in waria
events and social gatherings despite some being fashionable pawai or beauty parades and other
similar activities that align with dia’s personal and professional interests. Cookie is much more at
ease and nyaman with dia’s current life and feels it’s more fun being around close friends and
family although the notion of living abroad is still in the back of dia’s mind.
Overall, Cookie has found dia’s purpose through work and has found pride in the ability
to share dia’s talents with others. Additionally, Cookie attributes dia’s profession as one of the
main ways dia has built self-confidence. Cookie feels self-assured by the clients who seek dia out
and particularly enjoys giving dia’s customers the freedoms to choose how their weddings will
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turn out, freedom that Cookie wishes dia can be afforded within dia’s own life. “I give people a
choice in life, I’m considered waria, but I’m good. I have a good quality more than usual. I want
to be a role model. I’m a very classy transgender.”

Respondent 3: OTW (On the Way)

Jazzy is a 21-year-old transwoman attending college in Yogyakarta but is an ethnic
Malay originally from Sumatra. Although dia is the only non-Javanese respondent in my study,
dia has lived in Yogyakarta for eight years, which consists a large bulk of dia’s adolescent years.
Thus, I argue dia has internalized some substantial Javanese customs. I was introduced to dia by
my gay facilitator. While dia initially agreed to meet at a nearby café, it seemed that dia was
somewhat reluctant as an hour passed after our scheduled meeting time. As my friend and I sat
enjoying the cool breeze of the night while drinking, we would periodically get a text from Jazzy
saying dia was OTW (on the way). Eventually, dia requested to meet at another location and so
we hopped on my facilitator’s motorcycle and rendezvoused with Jazzy already sitting in the
café, which provided a more secluded and quiet atmosphere.
Jazzy stated just beginning to explore dia’s gender identity. Dia explained, “I am male
but feel there is something else within me. As for waria, I’m not sure. Actually, I’m more
comfortable being called transgender.” Yet because Jazzy still lives with dia’s family, dia prefers
to keep things private. On a daily basis, dia tends to wear men’s clothing because dia is still in
school and stated feeling powerless to do otherwise; however, dia tries to accessorize as much as
possible by incorporating women’s fashion such as carrying a purse or simply mix-matching
male and female clothing in some respect each day. Dia stated being exclusively attracted to
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men, and having dated a boy in the past. Jazzy has lived in Yogyakarta for eight years and is
currently attending a local university prior to moving to Yogyakarta. Jazzy explained that the
waria in Sumatra have a tougher life compared to Yogyakarta and feels more accepted in the
cultural hub.
Nevertheless, Jazzy expressed experiencing discrimination at school because of the way
dia dresses, but it does not occur often. Sometimes when people see Jazzy wearing a woman’s
handbag or tight fitting pants, they may say “Oh! This is a waria or banci.” Regardless, Jazzy
expressed such statements do not stay with dia. At first dia felt quite heart broken, but nowadays
says it is terserah or “up to them” to say whatever they please. Jazzy expressed becoming more
nyaman (comfortable) with diaself because it feels right in dia’s heart. At numerous times, Jazzy
stated feeling that dia has a feminine jiwa or spirit within diaself. Jazzy feels dia was born this
way but also feels influenced by dia’s social environment. Growing up, Jazzy was surrounded by
girl playmates and would often play with dolls essentially engaging in activities associated with
girls in society.
At present, dia mainly has female friends who continue to have an impact on dia’s life.
Additionally, Jazzy stated having many waria friends who dia has met at local clubs and parks.
Jazzy’s interactions with other LGBT people; however, has been slim being mainly limited to
LGBT functions like the gay-night event at a club. Jazzy does not know of any places to
facilitate more “normal relationships” beyond dating and hook ups; nevertheless, the LGBT
mobile apps have provided a means to discreetly put diaself out in the public sphere. In general,
dia usually hangs around university friends, family, and neighbors.
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Dia feels the types of occupations available for waria in Yogyakarta are limited because
waria are not accepted in many professions due to rules in dress code and simple stigma.
Nevertheless, Jazzy feels dia has been building sufficient networks and channels across many
areas in order to eventually obtain a broader range of employment opportunities. Yet as for a
long-term career in the future, dia is not sure. Jazzy feels waria in Indonesia have fewer civil
rights than transgender people in America because Indonesia is a conservative country and the
majority of people are Muslim. According to Jazzy, Islam only recognizes the male and female
genders. Jazzy has dreams of one day living in Germany and is currently learning the language.
In the meantime, dia believes it is hard to advocate for LGBT rights in Indonesia although dia
feels capable of speaking up for diaself within local contexts.
Jazzy has found an outlet in school to externally express dia’s feminine jiwa through the
performing arts. Dia is part of a cultural dance troupe that preforms dances from across
Indonesia’s provinces and always preforms as a woman. Thus far, dia has performed dances
from the ethnic groups of Riau, Sumatra, Sulawesi, Papua, Bali, Java, and many others. Jazzy
receives the support of not only dia’s dance instructor but also fellow dancers and family. If there
are people who are uncomfortable with dia’s dancing, they do not speak it in front of Jazzy’s
face but instead talk behind dia’s back which reinforces to dia that they are not berani or brave
enough to say what they really think.
Yet outside of the cultural stage setting, dia does not feel dia’s community is as
welcoming of displays of gender fluidity. Dia chooses to wear more modern clothing, but dia
does not necessarily draw from any one particular fashion style (either local or western) for
inspiration. Dia usually gets fashion tips from television, magazines, and the internet; however,
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many of these areas are admittedly influenced from western media. Jazzy did express feeling
inspiration and pride in seeing the success of Ibu Raminten’s cabaret show and dia’s various
other business ventures.
Within Jazzy’s religious environment, dia explained being Muslim but does not pray in
public nor wear the jilbab, but dia has tried it on occasion just to see how it feels. Dia would
rather pray in private at home and does so in male clothing. Overall, dia does not feel conflicted
between religion and dia’s gender identity because dia is not very close to dia’s religion. In
Jazzy’s opinion, dia’s parents and siblings actually know dia is “different” but have kept it to
themselves. In dia’s room, Jazzy has a lot of feminine clothing and make up lying around. In
some respect, Jazzy feels dia’s parents support dia’s gender fluidity but only within certain
contexts such as when dia performs cultural dance. Dia also usually applies make-up or serves as
a designer for special cultural events, and dia’s parents also support it; however, Jazzy does not
feel dia’s parents would support dia if dia were to wear make-up and women’s clothing on a
daily basis. Thus at this point, dia has been only mixing and matching attires. Overall, Jazzy is
just beginning to explore dia’s gender identity. While Jazzy feels cautious about being open, dia
tries precariously to express dia’s internal feminine nature; moreover, through dia’s activities as
a cultural dancer, dia is able to temporarily present diaself as a woman within the public sphere.
Finally, Jazzy feels a sense of security about the future because of dia’s networks especially
amongst dia’s trans* friends who in various ways have served as role models and mentors.
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Findings in Locale #2 (Mayasog)

While the aforementioned narratives provided rich insight into the ways transwomen
navigate their respective community within the cultural hub of Yogyakarta, I decided to travel
even further out into the periphery of the city in order to see how central Javanese adat factored,
if at all, into the lives of the trans* community living in a more distant locale. While far removed
from the city of Yogyakarta, Mayasog4 possessed similar demographics most notably being
predominately Muslim in population. In Mayasog, I sought transwomen respondents where they
were known to frequent which I was able to ascertain after a week connecting with local
facilitators. To my surprise, there were several transwomen groups established within this
particular locale, and I was able to successfully highlight the narratives of three additional
transwomen.

Respondent 4: “Home Is Where the Heart Is”

Abuelita is a 53-year-old transwoman of Javanese descent who was born and raised in
Mayasog. Abuelita lives in a local Javanese style home tucked away in a very narrow alley
amidst a myriad of winding streets and gangs or neighborhood blocks. Because dia’s home was
so secluded, I had to ask several locals in the area if they possibly knew where dia lived. Some
seemed not to know dia at first until I mentioned dia was waria in which case they gave me
detailed directions. While the locals I encountered did not seem to know dia personally, they
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knew of the “local waria” and seemed to speak of dia in a fond manner. Abuelita’s home opened
up into its own private courtyard where visitors could often be found sitting and chatting away
with Abuelita. The interior of dia’s house opened up like the walls of a Javanese pendopo or
pavilion with ornate Javanese decor. Additionally, I learned it to be a boarding house for fellow
transwomen thus it always maintained a lively atmosphere day and night with people chatting
and sharing meals with one another.
Moreover, Abuelita purposely opened dia’s home to everyone in the community
regardless of religion. Dia especially welcomed dia’s home to transwomen who live throughout
Mayasog. It served as a supportive space for transwomen to get together in community with one
another. Abuelita, who is Catholic, would often hold bible studies at dia’s home. Abuelita would
often co-lead a prayer with a Catholic priest who dia invited. Afterwards, Abuelita would lead a
group lesson or discussion addressing topics relevant to the trans* community. As it was the
holy month of Ramadan in the Muslim religion, Abuelita planned several weekly activities
seeking to foster inter-religious harmony such as providing pre-made dinner boxes to Muslims
for buka puasa bersama, which is an occasion where Muslims share a group meal celebrating the
breaking of the daily fast.5 Other planned activities were inviting a Muslim transwoman friend to
teach an innovative jilbab (Muslim shawl) wearing workshop. Finally, Abuelita planned several
field trips to clean the gravesites of departed friends, family, and even the graves of the
unknown. This local Javanese custom is also performed during certain religious holidays.

5

Around 5:30 pm during the holy month of Ramadan, people customarily gather together to
celebrate by eating pre-made dinner boxes.
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Since 1985, Abuelita has been working as a jewelry maker specializing particularly in
local Javanese and Sundanese bridal accessories. Dia developed this craft after years of
experience and is now an expert on local Javanese and Sundanese jewelry. Dia stated dia chose
this occupation because it is actually a family occupation. Abuelita’s relationship with people in
dia’s work environment is generally good. Abuelita expressed enjoying going to dia’s work
environment as there are no problems there. Nevertheless, Abuelita did express experiencing
discrimination as a transwoman in other arenas such as some markets, malls, and other general
public spaces like schools and hospitals. While these are difficult experiences, Abuelita stated
dia does not care about those negative experiences because dia was born and raised in Mayasog
and has already established diaself as an important figure in the community principally through
dia’s work where dia supports local culture and is sought out by the community for dia’s skills.
In addition, dia has also advocated for other fellow transwomen by creating physical space
affording them a place to pray and nongkrong or hangout.
Abuelita’s home was a very busy place. Abuelita would often ask guests to sign dia’s
guest book, which was already filled with pages of entries spanning several years. Often times
when I would arrive, I would be greeted warmly by Abuelita who would already be engaged in
conversation with fellow transwomen or other visiting Indonesians in general. Periodically, a
local NGO (Non-governmental organization) would also visit providing social services to the
residents. Through the NGO’s presence, Abuelita’s home in a sense served as an impromptu
resource for the trans* community being a place to discuss issues relevant to their community
such as HIV/AIDS and other issues. On one occasion, the NGO distributed packets of condoms
and shared information regarding safe sex practices. Whenever I visited, Abuelita was often
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dressed quite conservatively even wearing what seemed to be a head covering similar to a nun’s
habit along with long sleeves covering the extremities of dia’s body. Yet on other occasions, dia
would sometimes wear nationalized clothing such as the Javanese kebaya or woman’s national
costume which was far more revealing because it typically consists of form fitting lace-like
blouses that show more of a woman’s extremities. Sometimes when I visited, dia would share
old photo albums of past group events highlighting Javanese cultural events. These were
culturally oriented activities where the group of transwomen would dress in Javanese costumes
such as kebayas for community dances and weddings.
Only once did I see Abuelita without a nun’s habit and that was when I seemed to be the
only foreign visitor on the premises that particular day. Nevertheless, dia still found it necessary
to apply make-up and spent much time doing so as we chatted together. In fact, Abuelita
explained that beauty was very important for dia as a transwoman. Ever since dia was young,
Abuelita engaged in activities that showcased dia’s feminine beauty. Dia often played with girls
and wore women’s clothing on a consistent basis beginning in high school. Abuelita explained
that dia’s family gave dia a lot of freedom to express diaself. Abuelita came to identify as a
transwoman around the age of 15 after having dia’s first romantic experience with a boy.
Abuelita stated finding peace and strength in Catholicism as a transwoman. Abuelita
expressed developing a calm heart through the pursuit of dia’s religion. Moreover, dia found
belonging in the religion. Because of this peace, Abuelita expressed feeling comfort in praying in
women’s clothing, and the act of covering dia’s body in a nun’s habit enables dia to focus more
on praying essentially serving in a way to shut out the derisive judgements of others around dia.
Moreover, dia’s peace and strength has been reinforced by the support dia receives from dia’s
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family and friends. Together dia’s family and friends are bound to one another by culture and
shared experiences respectively.
As demonstrated earlier, Abuelita is guided by a desire for inclusivity. Even though
Abuelita is a Catholic transwoman, dia has opened dia’s home to everyone. While many of the
group’s activities are centered on the Catholic faith, not everyone is Catholic. For instance, one
of Abuelita’s good friends is a Muslim transwoman who often hangs around and participates in
various activities. In addition, dia goes further to cook meals for the group’s events. Moreover,
transwomen are not the only ones welcome in Abuelita’s boarding house. For instance during the
jilbab wearing workshop, Abuelita also invited several local Muslim ibus or mothers of the local
community who would not have otherwise joined in the LGBT oriented activities, to come and
participate in the workshop that was led by the Muslim transwoman hairdresser who taught the
audience and showcased dia’s skills.
Abuelita served as a gracious host to all who visited dia’s home often laying out snacks
while preparing tea for guests despite the reservations some may had in eating a transwoman’s
food perhaps fearing that it may be kotor or dirty. Dia always maintained care and understanding
to those who were guarded and felt uncomfortable and maintained pleasantries despite the
culturally offensive gesture some visitors displayed by not accepting the food. In my experience,
Abuelita always tried to make me feel welcome often inviting me to events despite the fact that I
was an outsider whose Indonesian was not that good and often needed the aid of an impromptu
translator. Abuelita often introduced me to members of dia’s community at events so that I did
not feel alone. Dia would make sure to include me in conversations as well often retrieving to my
surprise, details that I shared about myself earlier. Dia recollected them with great memory and
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relayed them with friends to strike up conversations. In addition, dia seemed to recognize my
nervousness and feelings of uncertainty as I sometimes struggled to keep up with conversation
because of my lack of understanding.
Abuelita stated dia has lived a full life. While some transwomen struggle to attain love
with male partners because of social stigma and issues revolving around the perception that
waria cannot fulfill the social obligation men have to marry and rear children, Abuelita has been
successful in providing these desires for two husbands throughout dia’s life. While not legally
recognized, Abuelita stated being informally married to dia’s first husband that lasted for six
years. Afterwards, dia “remarried” to a second husband for 14 years. During the course of time,
dia adopted two children now ages 23 and 16. Presently, dia has since “divorced” dia’s second
husband, but they continue to keep an amicable relationship because they share children
together. Interestingly, Abuelita shared that dia’s husband was also officially married to a
perempuan asli or real woman, and she was quite welcoming of Abuelita. Abuelita explained
that while not common, dia was the istri muda or “second wife” whereas the woman was istri tua
or “first wife.” As of now, Abuelita is engaged in many events and activities with dia’s trans*
group. Most recently they made plans to educate the local community about supporting trans*
people in commemoration of the international holiday, Transday. Overall, Abuelita’s religion has
been a guiding force in dia’s life and has provided a sense of acceptance in dia’s community as a
transwoman.
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Respondent 5: Live, Laugh, Love

Foxy Mama is a 46-year-old transwoman of Javanese ancestry who was born and raised
in Mayasog. Dia is the Muslim transwoman mentioned earlier who often cooks meals for
Abuelita’s boarding house particularly during the bible studies. Dia often sought to incite
laughter from those around dia jestingly poking fun of diaself and others. Dia would often dress
in a duster, or one-piece gown with shoulder straps that is commonly worn or associated with the
elderly. Foxy Mama would often make comedic faces and gestures such as smiling widely to
draw attention to the gaps in dia’s teeth. In addition, dia would at times make obscene gestures
like spreading dia’s legs in an effort to entice laughter. On occasion dia would make a game of
toying with me for seeming so serious. Once dia asked me if dia was pretty, after replying with
an adamant, “of course!” Dia retorted by saying, “No, I’m ugly, what’s your name?” Dia seemed
to be adept in bringing to the foreground dia’s physicalities and using what some would describe
as “shortcomings” in an effort to bring comedic value. Dia stated that it is not easy to understand
inner beauty, and that people have to see it daily. Dia seems to articulate dia’s inner beauty
through dia’s comedic nature and many other talents that has made dia endearing to so many in
Foxy Mama’s masyarakat or community.
In addition to comedy, Foxy Mama described having other skills such as cooking,
catering, and working as a pengamen or street performer who typically sings risqué dangdut
genre songs with a portable jukebox for money. Dia stated these lines of work were more
nyaman or comfortable for dia because it afforded dia more freedoms. For instance, cooking and
catering gave dia more freedom not to wear uniforms as many must in restaurants or hotels. Foxy
Mama also stated dia was skilled at singing and knew many local Javanese and even western
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songs. In addition, dia is an expert in various cultural customs and has previously served as a
dancer at weddings as well. Overall dia, stated enjoying being part of the local community and
dia’s work affords acceptance within society as a transwoman.
Likewise, dia stated being on good terms within the religious community. As a Muslim,
Foxy Mama believes in Allah and not people; furthermore, dia does not really have issue
between religion and dia’s identity as a transwoman. When people do discriminate against dia,
Foxy Mama simply stated not caring about people’s opinions. Dia stated dressing in feminine
clothing on a daily basis even when going to the mesjid or mosque for sholat (prayer). Foxy
Mama stated people in general will treat dia normally as long as dia behaves and dresses
appropriately with the mukna or head covering during worship. Dia stated being friendly with
everyone and maintains dia’s relationships by being a good, helpful, and respectful person to
others. Foxy Mama also highlighted dia’s desire to make people laugh and to make things fun.
Dia highlighted the importance of local culture as one principal outlet for dia to interact with the
community in a positive way such as dia has done for years through performances at weddings
and within the streets as a pengamen. I asked Foxy Mama if dia ever heard of Ibu Raminten of
Yogyakarta and the entrepreneur’s businesses like Mirota Batik and the trans* cabaret show held
every weekend. Foxy stated Ibu Raminten is quite well known throughout central Java, but Foxy
Mama is not being personally interested in it because it is not asli or real and is just a gimmick to
garner money. While Mirota Batik’s trans* activities were met with apathy, Foxy Mama did
mentioned dia’s fondness for local cultural stories that highlighted trans* characters such as Sri
Kandi. In fact, Foxy used to dance as this character although dia’s favorite character is Prince
Arjuna who in cultural Javanese wayang kulit or shadow puppetry is portrayed as a powerful
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male character with graceful and fragile attributes who is able to defeat towering enemies with a
simple flick of his wrist. Foxy Mama also exemplifies similar instances of power by engaging in
gender blending. For example, as a woman dia demonstrates refinery and grace but can also
express dia’s nafsu by toying with others in seductive manners just for fun. Foxy stated that even
though dia can be loud, dia is not brave. Dia is only “drunk.” In other words, dia’s bark is worse
than dia’s bite. Overall, Foxy Mama expressed enjoying the freedoms of being a transwoman.
Joining Abuelita’s planned trip to clean the gravesites of deceased Muslim transwoman
comrades, I traveled to three different locations. One was a gravesite for the unknown. The
transwoman group cleaned random graves to figuratively honor their fallen trans* comrades.
They solemnly read aloud the approximately 15 friends who passed away throughout the years.
Yet, it was not an entirely solemn occasion devoid of laughter as many jokes were to be had as
usual. For instance, Foxy Mama commented on a makeshift name inscribed on one of the
gravestones which was in some way eerily similar to a dearly departed transwoman friend who
had taken the name of a famous Indonesian singer. Dia then began to sarcastically belt out a song
from the artist’s repertoire.
During this experience, I came to understand and witness how the trans* group
established affinity with the less fortunate of their community such as the dead who had no
family to claim them or properly bury them. Additionally during another grave site visit (more
properly kept showing the difference in social class of the people interned there), Foxy Mama
would later sprawl atop one of the graves and proceeded to lift dia’s legs in the air and playfully
grope diaself to the amusement of the people present as dia made jokes and told comedic stories.
Additionally an NGO representative who had accompanied us began taking dia’s picture as dia
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posed in various sultry poses as though dia was a supermodel at a photoshoot. Foxy Mama then
began to recount how dia used to sleep in that very cemetery when dia was homeless, sometimes
pointing to various locations dia would take shelter during the rainy and cold nights. I would also
observe the locals living or working nearby the cemetery selling flowers. Children, women, and
men of all ages seemed to be star struck at this “spectacle” of a busload of transwomen
disembarking from their caravan to tend to the graves. Many would stop and gawk while
smirking, nodding, and smiling in acknowledgement. No one I saw seemed to have a grimace of
disapproval on their faces. Young children would even laugh and chase after the bus to wave
goodbye as we sped away.
Foxy Mama also expressed living a full life. Dia has been in a relationship with dia’s
male partner for six years and stated treating him like a proper wife should. Although dia would
like a family with children, dia mentioned it is impossible because of dia’s inability to support a
family economically. As such, dia stated spending money freely just for “pissing” away or
spending frivolously. Overall, Foxy Mama stated being accepted by dia’s family and local
community. In fact, dia even mentioned the long presence of transwomen performers in local
kampong ludruk or village plays and how it had helped in forming and legitimizing dia’s own
identity growing up in Mayasog.

Respondent 6: “Be the Change You Want to See in the World”

Silver River is a 24-year-old transwoman of mixed Javanese and Portuguese ancestry
who was born and raised in Mayasog since dia was young. Dia self identifies as a transwoman
rather than waria. Silver does not like the stereotypes associated with waria in general and thus
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is not comfortable with the term for diaself. As a transwoman, Silver does not feel it is necessary
to undergo sex reassignment. Nevertheless, dia feels clothing and make-up play a big part in
displaying diaself as a transwoman within dia’s community. I met Silver who is part of another
transwomen group in Mayasog. The group actually got together at the home of their lesbi
(lesbian) friend who incidentally had turned her home into an LGBT office to hangout, organize,
and coordinate activist programing within the local community.
Silver works as an activist-model often participating in beauty pageants and ceremonies
that present transwomen in a more positive light. Dia’s style of dress has shifted into more sexy,
western oriented apparel throughout the years. Dia thinks western influence is positive and is
creating freedoms for women. In addition, dia expressed wanting to move to America one day
particularly Florida. Likewise, dia has heard of Yogyakarta’s Ibu Raminten’s cabaret show of
trans* performers but like Foxy Mama thinks it’s merely for entertainment and money. Dia
frames these transgender examples as acts, and dia would like to focus more on transwomen
identities outside that framework. Silver feels being an LGBT activist-model helps towards that
end.
While the cabaret show at Mirota Batik is a popular venue for locals and international
tourists alike, Silver feels that it does not really represent the trans* community. Dia believes the
show is mainly comprised of Indonesian gay performers who only dress up as waria, and Mirota
Batik does not really support the trans* community but is more of a business and entertainment
venue. Silver stated not really feeling inspired by Mirota Batik and its trans* entrepreneur for
these reasons as they are not really creating a positive change for transwomen and are merely
perpetuating a long-standing stereotype about dia’s people.
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Silver shared a little about dia’s current projects towards challenging such stereotypes. A
few days prior, dia attended a collaborative meeting with various LGBT organizations in
Mayasog. Dia felt the local groups are fragmented and only focus on their own respective gender
communities. Dia wants to create more cohesiveness among the groups so they can work for the
common cause of equality and end to discrimination. Dia wants to engage the broader LGBT
community by exploring what can make the various groups more relatable to one another.
Silver elaborated about dia’s own experiences with discrimination. One pivotal moment
occurred in 2014 during an international Transday rally. Dia was assaulted by someone who hit
dia because of being a transwoman. The assault inspired dia to become an activist. Silver stated
the problem stems from the local community not wanting to understand transwomen. Dia wants
to show society that dia is a transwoman who also happens to work outside the stereotypical
occupations. Other than this life-changing event, dia expressed sometimes being called a bitch in
the streets or in the men’s washroom. Silver stated simply remaining silent when confronted with
such remarks. Silver would rather work on improving dia’s skills so dia can one day prove others
wrong through dia’s accomplishments as a successful transwoman model and activist. Silver
shared also engaging in sex work but does it mainly for fun or side cash. Dia said the sex district
is also a place dia enjoys to hang out during spare time. Aside from this hangout, dia also finds
community by hanging out at the transwomen office created by dia’s lesbi friend. Silver
mentioned knowing of even more hangout venues for the LGBT community that were more
geared towards partying. Nevertheless, dia usually does not enjoy such venues because it is very
impersonal, boring, and usually too far away. Dia would rather hang out with friends at coffee
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shops and cafes where they can engage in “sharing” experiences and nongkrong or hang out like
“normal” people do in Indonesia.
Perhaps Silver creates a variety of fictive kin networks due to a history of detachment
from dia’s immediate family. Silver comes from a single parent household. Dia’s father passed
when dia was young. While dia has three other siblings, dia expressed feeling estranged from
everyone due to dia’s transwoman identity. Since middle school, dia realized dia was a
transwoman and felt more comfortable having romantic feelings towards boys. Eventually dia
left home temporarily because of not being accepted. After three years, Silver returned home to
learn that dia’s absence brought much pain and suffering to dia’s family. Silver came to realize
that dia’s absence far outweighed dia’s transwoman identity. Silver’s mother and three siblings
have since accepted dia, and Silver described them as now being open-minded. Silver expressed
currently being on good terms with dia’s local kampong or neighborhood as well since returning
home. Moreover, Silver’s mom is helping dia pursue an education at a university in the area.
Thus, Silver has been able to demonstrate to dia’s family and community that dia is a good
person.
Silver stated switching religions from Catholic to Islam because it is more compatible for
dia as a transwoman. As a Catholic, dia had to attend church with family and felt the services
were boring and restricting. As a Muslim, dia feels freer to pray as dia pleases on an individual
basis. Dia stated just beginning to learn about Islam and does not wear the jilbab in daily life
because dia is not yet ready. Dia is focusing on observing the Islamic faith before engaging in it
more fully. During sholat or prayer, dia dresses as a woman and wears the mukna. Silver stated
that other worshipers do not even know dia is actually transwoman and simply think dia is a
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proper Muslim woman who obeys the call to prayer. Dia stated others are happy to see dia
participating in the services. Silver feels comfortable with the individual nature of Muslim
prayer. Dia can simply go in to pray and leave. Moreover, dia stated dia can simply move to
another mesjid if dia happens to experience discrimination from other worshipers. Nevertheless,
dia’s main experiences with discrimination come from using the men’s toilet. Dia stated doing so
because it is technically illegal to use the women’s toilet as a biological male. Hecklers often
shout out, “Hey Bitch! What are you doing here?” Thus, dia now advocates for official public
spaces for trans* people such as gender neutral or “third gender” toilet facilities. Dia is also
interested in helping to make a nursing home for elderly trans* people who do not typically have
children of their own to take care of them in their old age.
Yet aside from these instances discrimination, dia stated not having any major problems
as a practicing Muslim; furthermore, dia wants to prove to others that dia can be a respectful and
faithful Muslim by praying at the mosque. Yet despite dia’s good behavior, dia is yet unable to
convey that message to others by simply “passing” as what dia describes as a “perempuan asli”
or real woman in public spaces. Thus, dia is currently trying to reconcile how to publically
express dia’s Islamic and transwoman identities more openly. Overall, Silver expressed feeling
really happy and nyaman as a transwoman living in Mayasog which Silver attributes to dia’s
good relationships with family, friends, and the local community. Silver also expressed dia’s
popularity as a transwoman on mobile dating apps where dia is able to meet up with local
Indonesian and foreign men. Dia stated many westerns are attracted to dia because of dia’s
“exotic and natural beauty” which dia expressed makes dia “feel normal.” Moreover, dia has
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found a virtual space of belonging by using an online dating app that is specifically geared
towards connecting with transwomen.
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CHAPTER 3
FINDINGS IN THE LOCALE #3 (MAYBAYOC)
My third field site Maybayoc1 was located even farther into the periphery, far removed
from the major cultural hub of Yogyakarta. In addition to being predominately Christian, the
setting was different in being a quaint, little town in central Java with no noteworthy ancient
Buddhist or Hindu temples. It was not renowned as a tourist destination although it did possess
an ideal cooler climate and many beautiful geological features such as neighboring mountains
and scenic forested landscapes juxtaposed next to rice paddies and other agricultural scenes
typical of small farming communities. While I would not describe it as a cultural hub as it is not
a nexus for travelers as a site possessing major heritage sites, culture still plays a profound role
for the people of this rural community. Moreover, it was unique in being a town that encouraged
and promoted Indonesia’s national motto, Bhinneka tunggal ika, which roughly translates to
Unity in Diversity. This is due in large part to a neighboring local university that actively
recruited students from faraway provinces such as Papua, Kalimantan, and Nusa Tengara Timor.
As such, the demographics and cultural diversity of this otherwise sleepy town is quite vibrant.
Likewise, the small town had its own population of transwomen residents who worked
similar occupations to the respondents I met in Yogyakarta and Mayasog. Some were salonists or
sex workers. One respondent even held an “everyday job” as a meat butcher. I was able to

1

This locale is a pseudonym.
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readily make connections with transwomen respondents (all of whom were ethnic Javanese) by
reuniting with old friends because I had actually visited this place during my previous travels to
Indonesia. Because they held a range of different occupations and their gatherings were mainly
socially oriented, I was able to interact with them more personally than in the previous field
sites; I feel I was able to get a better understanding on how these respondents navigated their
community as transwomen residents within their various realms particularly work and sociality.
I found that the transwoman experience was rather disconnected in this small town
compared to either Yogyakarta or Mayasog. There were no organized LGBT organizations.
Incidentally, several years ago, I was invited by a transwoman salonist, to a small house tucked
away in the rural outskirts of the small town where I was able to meet a group of gay and
transwomen friends who had been periodically meeting with the hopes of formulating an official
organized LGBT group in Maybayoc. Unfortunately, I was told during my latest visit to the town
that this group had since disbanded due in large part to the differing lifestyles, employment, and
social classes of its members. Apparently, as one gay facilitator stated, the well to do salonists
and the sex workers (both gay and waria) just did not hang out in the same circles too much and
thus solidarity was difficult to establish since the very beginning. Additionally, my facilitator
stated that various members had differing opinions concerning the direction, mission, and goals
of the organization. My gay facilitator, who worked as a salonist himself spoke of aspirations to
create a new group from scratch although limiting its membership to among his immediate
networks. Interestingly, another gay facilitator later stated this particular person was hard to
work with and did not listen to other’s opinions. As such, infighting and disconnect seemed to be
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major impasses towards group cohesion within this particular locale. Yet this narrative is similar
in some respects to the narratives in Yogyakarta and Mayasog as well.
Nevertheless, I was fortunate as an outsider and neutral party researcher to transit
between various social groups simply by inviting various people to eat at a restaurant or
“shadow” them at their place of business or simply nongkrong or hangout in their homes. I
participated in many social activities such as karaoke and group excursions to local eateries and
trips to friend’s homes, parks, and nearby sites. From such activities, I was able to gather the
narratives of principally four respondents highlighted below.

Respondent 7: The Queen of Karaoke

Eartha Kitt, a 26-year-old transwoman of Javanese descent, loves to sing. During the
month I visited dia’s town located in the rural periphery, dia would always invite me to tag along
with friends to various karaoke bars, which seemed to be a local pasttime. Eartha’s music
specialty was a local Javanese music genre known as dangdut. It can best be described as a
fusion of Hindi Bollywood with western rock and pop sung in local Javanese or the Indonesian
national language known as Bahasa Indonesia. It is heavily composed of repetitive beats, and the
central dancer in most videos is a beautiful woman who entertains the audience in a very sexy
dancing style.
During my nighttime karaoke adventures, Eartha and our entourage of fellow
transwomen friends would often pull up into the parking lot in Eartha’s large black luxury SUV.
The karaoke staff would then open the doors for us, and we would arrive at the scene greeted by
a group of staff as though we were celebrities. Although this is regular business practice for a
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local karaoke bar, being amongst Eartha and dia’s friends carried an aura of stardom as many of
dia’s friends were dressed in scantily clad attire and fashionable knock-off western name brands
like hand bags. In addition, Eartha and several of my respondents who will be described later
walked with an aire of confidence and fearlessness. When they entered the room, all eyes turned
towards them, and they seemed to make the best of the spotlight by drawing laughs with their
exaggerated gestures and proficiency in the Bahasa Gay/Gaul vernacular. Additionally, Eartha
loved to flirt with the male staff sometimes giving them huge smiles or gently grazing their
bodies as dia passed the personnel who stood at attention as though they were sentinels ready to
receive the kings and queens of karaoke.
Through my observations, the staff seemed particularly amused and nervous at the same
time. The males I observed held a smile throughout the entire time and nervously laughed as
Eartha flirted with them. Upon leaving the lobby to enter our karaoke room, I would sometimes
make sure to take a quick glance behind me to observe their reactions. Sometimes, I would see a
fellow woman or male staff member teasing the seemingly embarrassed object of Eartha’s
affection. Eartha and posse certainly livened up their surroundings.
Once in the karaoke room, Eartha would automatically take on the role of hostess and
make sure everyone had a drink and snack in hand. On a few occasions when initiating a karaoke
night, dia would pay for it all out of dia’s own pocket. Dia often turned to me to coax me into
singing a duet together although I would often say I was not familiar with the song much less the
Javanese language being used. Eartha would then take the reins and belt out a beautiful rendition
expecting me to eventually join in later. Dia was certainly not a lip-syncer and arguably sang
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more beautifully than the original artist after sampling snippets of original dangdut songs via
YouTube.
Dia would often pick duet songs, and some of the gay male friends would sing with dia.
Eartha would sometimes poke or playfully grope dia’s singing partner in order to garner a laugh.
When dia was not singing, dia was often dancing to the exciting beats of dangdut, aptly so as this
style of music calls for sexy female dancers. Eartha would often continuously flip dia’s hair
while dancing and grinding upon the person next to dia inciting much laughter and cheers. (It is
noteworthy to mention that Eartha never danced or “grinded” on fellow transwomen).
Sometimes after a fun night of karaoke, we would get back into dia’s SUV and drive into
the town’s center, which served as a local market by day and a long row of informal food stalls
by night running the entire length of the main street. Patrons would order a meal and sit on
elevated pallets with miniature tables or simply sit in groups along the sidewalks that were
covered with woven plastic/grass mats, all of which is local Javanese dining fair.
Eartha wore dia’s hair long and often was dressed in a sexy western style fitted outfit on a
daily basis. Eartha did not change dia’s outward appearance based on the environment. I would
often see Eartha totting around a large handbag as well. Being such a small town, everyone knew
Eartha and dia’s friends were what Indonesians generally call waria. They all had long
established themselves within their community, and it was commonplace to see them walking
around town day or night. In addition, they worked and contributed to their communities. Some
were salonists who cut the hair of the entire community - heterosexuals of all age groups and
genders as well as gay and lesbi clientele. Eartha in particular was a meat butcher specializing in
chicken and owned a store or rather a stall in the local meat district.
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I interviewed Eartha on several occasions usually during the evening at an open door
restaurant café. As I already knew dia was a meat butcher, I asked why dia choose such an
occupation. Eartha stated that dia had worked as a meat butcher for 8 years now and has become
comfortable in it. Prior, dia worked as a pembantu, an Indonesian housemaid.2 Dia also used to
work as a beautician who did make up for women and dressed them in local clothing for cultural
ceremonies and other events such as weddings. Eartha stated that people in dia’s community
have long accepted dia and many people within the community shop at dia’s store.
Regarding dia’s social companions, Eartha stated hanging around fellow waria as well as
gays and lesbis usually in front of Zsa Zsa’s salon or at food stalls around town. Dia also keeps
frequent contact with people via BBM (BlackBerry Mobile) messenger or WeChat messenger
through dia’s mobile device. Aside from digital media, Eartha stated maintaining relationships
with friends principally through “emotions.” Dia often provides care for friends emotionally
helping them when they are going through struggles and crises such as with love or gender
identity. Dia stated loving to help others. Dia also frequently interacted with local people in
general. For instance, whenever I hung out with Eartha and the other transwomen, I noticed that
many of the neighbors on the street often greeted them fondly. Both older male and female
tetanga (neighbors) often would stop to chat as their children played beside them in the street.
The older male owner of the food stall across the street of the salon hangout would often stand in
front of his door often with a big smile on his face. Sometimes, he would sit down with the
transwomen group during the night and join in the conversation. In fact, in the survey component

2

Incidently, U.S. President Barack Obama was also raised by a transwoman pembantu for a
period of his life when he lived in Jakarta, Indonesia (The Gaurdian 2012).
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of my interview, Eartha expressed that dia does not feel discriminated by the community in
general. Eartha stated that like dia’s workplace, dia feels being on good terms with dia’s
community as well as the local and federal government. One noteworthy instance of
discrimination did occur during a karaoke outing. As Eartha and our entourage were entering a
karaoke establishment, a group of my cisgender3 Indonesian friends happened to already be in
the premises preparing to spend a night of fun singing. One of my cis-gender male friends
noticed me and asked if I wanted to join them. I declined and said I was with another group. My
cisgender friend looked to Eartha who was standing beside me and asked if I was with that “Shemale.” Eartha merely squinted dia’s eyes at him with a smile as dia walked past him and ushered
us into our room.
One area Eartha did expressed discrimination, however, was within religion. As a
Muslim, Eartha did not wear the jilbab or woman’s head covering (commonly worn by cisgender
Muslim women), nor did dia frequently attend the mesjid for prayer. Dia stated that it is
sometimes uncomfortable going to pray and that when dia does, dia is always dressed like a man.
Yet Eartha stated that while dia is sometimes conflicted between dia’s transwoman identity and
religion, Eartha has for the most part found peace between the two. Dia stated that Islam was
flexible and overall, Eartha felt happy with dia’s identity and that the town dia lives in is actually
a better place for waria than perhaps other places in Indonesia.

3

This western terminology refers to a person whose gender identity matches their anatomy
assigned at birth.
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Respondent 8: “Welcome to Mama’s House”

Madea, a 26-year-old of Javanese descent, was another transwoman friend who would
often accompany us during out night outings. Madea would usually show up with fellow sex
workers. They would participate in the singing but were often times on their phones and
sometimes would disappear altogether out of the sudden whenever they received a call from a
client. Dia earned the nickname Madea4 because dia was like a mother figure and towered above
all others in height and weight especially when wearing stiletto heels. Despite dia’s stature,
Madea has a gentle face and surprisingly soft-spoken voice. Additionally, many LGBT people of
this community often sought Madea’s dorm as the place to hang out at night. In fact, Madea
lived in a kost primarily composed of fellow transwomen and a few gay boarders. A kost is a row
of rooms sharing a rudimentary community bathtub and latrine often rented out to students by a
landlord. Whenever I visited Madea’s quarters, I would often see a group of friends all packed in
dia’s small space. With no seating available, we would all pile on top Madea’s bed mainly
chatting with each other while half-watching television. Madea would always dote on me and
ask if I had eaten or if I wanted an assortment of random snacks which dia would proceed to
place on the floor in front of me before I could even say a word. Madea would often tell me that
dia was my mom and would repetitively say, “I miss you” or “I love you” as we had not seen
each other since I first met dia several years ago.
Although Madea has thus far been described as a gentle giant, dia also possesses a
fearsome side to diaself but often only expresses it if someone were to harass dia’s “children.”

4

A reference to Tyler Perry’s character Madea.
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For instance, one night we were hanging out in front of a fellow transwoman’s salon porch when
a motorcycle of two young clearly nakal or “naughty” teenagers drove past and made some
derogatory gestures that were not taken lightly by one of the transwomen sitting beside me.
Madea abruptly got up from the porch as though to chase them eventually throwing a slipper
after only a few steps. Madea’s voice in that instance was deep and “masculine” strikingly
different from dia’s normal soft-spoken tone. The altercation roused much laughter as Madea
returned with a smirk on dia’s face. A few transwomen friends even mimicked the event amongst
themselves, which caused Madea to reprise dia’s “alter ego” picking up a nearby broom to sweep
dust at the feet of dia’s mockers while pretending to hit them with it.
I usually interviewed Madea in the dorm room prior to dia’s night work or sometimes on
dia’s day off in the afternoons. Madea stated choosing sex work as a hobby and also because dia
receives a lot of customers. Madea also stated enjoyed meeting many different clients, some
local and some from abroad who dia keeps in touch with via BBM mobile messenger. Madea
stated that people in dia’s community do not have issues with dia’s line of work and that some of
dia’s clients are even local married men. In fact, Madea rather prefers mature older men to
younger ones because they are more caring and know how to be romantic and make love and
tend not to merely want a quick night of fun like younger clients.
While Madea stated people generally accept dia, Madea does often experiences
discrimination particularly from little children; furthermore, Madea expressed sometimes feeling
conflicted between dia’s transwoman identity and religion as a Christian which Madea has not
yet found peace between. Moreover, dia often experiences discrimination within religion. With
regards to dia’s family, Madea shared not being on good terms with them because they do not
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acknowledge Madea as a transwoman, and all parties try to avoid bringing the topic up whenever
possible. Living in another town far from dia’s mother helps facilitate this avoidance on both
ends, yet Madea expressed often communicating with dia’s mother via mobile phone or BBM
mobile messenger. As mentioned earlier, many of Madea’s transwomen, gay, and lesbi friends
seek Madea out for companionship, and dia’s dorm room is often the place to hang out. Perhaps
by establishing a family through dia’s fictive kin networks, Madea found a means to altruistically
articulate dia’s transwoman identity especially as a mother figure. In fact, within the survey,
Madea stated not experiencing discrimination within dia’s social environment. Moreover, Madea
stated generally feeling happy with dia’s transwoman identity. Madea maintains dia’s
relationships with friends, simply through the act of ngobrol or chatting. Aside from this, they
also eat together, and Madea simply treats them like humans. Perhaps it is through these acts of
both acceptance and validation that Madea is able to draw in so many of dia’s fictive “children”
as they too are looking for a sense of belonging.

Respondent 9: “I Don’t Want to Be Queen”

Zsa Zsa Gabor, a 27-year-old transwoman of Javanese descent, was the salon owner
described earlier. Out of the many transwomen respondents in this locale, Zsa Zsa seemed to be
the object of most gossip emanating from the other transwomen I interviewed most likely
stemming from jealousy since dia seemed to possess a more “natural feminine beauty” and had a
successful business as a salon owner. Zsa Zsa also had under dia’s employment a handsome
karyawan or male salon assistant who was the object of affection for at least one transwoman
respondent. Although Zsa Zsa described their relationship as strictly platonic to me, they lived
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and slept together in a garden level single dorm room under the salon that had only one mattress.
Whenever I would visit during night hours and knock on their door, I would often see them
laying together, sometimes cuddling or in embrace while watching television. There seemed to
be some jealousy amongst the other transwomen and Zsa Zsa. For instance, whenever I would
bring up conversation about Zsa Zsa and dia’s karyawan, Eartha would often declare that dia
used to be the karyawan’s pacar (a gender-neutral term meaning either girlfriend/boyfriend). In
addition, Madea would say that Zsa Zsa was one of the most distant transwomen amongst the
group, and that Zsa Zsa would never come hang out at Madea’s dormitory. One evening after
coming home from getting dia’s hair done by Zsa Zsa, Madea complained muttering about the
poor quality and began to describe how frequently dissatisfied dia was after leaving Zsa Zsa’s
salon.
Despite these remarks, my impression of Zsa Zsa was not of a person who acted snobbish
towards others. Zsa Zsa was always welcoming when I hung out with dia. Throughout my time
in this town located in the rural periphery, I would often stop by in the afternoons to observe Zsa
Zsa as dia worked. Dia would sometimes have three or four customers sitting in chairs in the
small one room salon, and yet dia would readily welcomed me in the tight space. I would pull up
a chair or sit on the steps near the door and Zsa Zsa would continue about dia’s work often
checking on me to see how I was doing and to apologize if I seemed bored. Zsa Zsa too would
pull out snacks and have dia’s karyawan (employee) order hot tea for me from the food stall
across the street paying out of dia’s own pocket. Zsa Zsa’s customers were from different walks
of life. There were heterosexual men and women of all age groups, gays, lesbis, lifetime friends
visiting from out of town, and fellow transwomen. Zsa Zsa would always introduce me being
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sure to mention I was from abroad which drew their curiosity leading to questions about
America. Zsa Zsa would then coax me to practice my Indonesian with them as though it were
dia’s intent all along. During peak hours, I would dip out of the salon and sit on the bench. One
time after noticing I was no longer in sight, Zsa Zsa stepped outside to find me lounging by
myself and again apologized that I was bored to which I replied I wasn’t and that I was about to
leave for lunch. Zsa Zsa asked if I wanted dia to accompany me, and dia would close the shop
temporary so we could eat together, but I declined as I didn’t want to take away from Zsa Zsa’s
business.
Despite being described as sort of an “outsider,” Zsa Zsa and dia’s karyawan would often
accompany the group to the karaoke bar. Zsa Zsa’s behavior did not stand out in any extravagant
manner. Dia seemed to blend in just like everyone else actively participating and singing along
with others. Zsa Zsa’s voice and dance moves were equally exceptional although dia’s style
seemed more demure and reserved, as Zsa Zsa did not particularly seek to draw everyone’s
attention. Likewise, Zsa Zsa did not toy with the other males in the room not even the karyawan
like Eartha did. This may be explained by the fact that Zsa Zsa had a boyfriend who lived in a
neighboring city and whom I had met on occasion.
Zsa Zsa’s attire was equally noteworthy. Although known everywhere as the waria
salonist, in public Zsa Zsa sometimes chose to wear an ensemble that did not accentuate hyperfemininity. Sometimes Zsa Zsa even wore loose fitting sweat pants along with a thin jacket with
the hood pulled over dia’s head thus covering dia’s hair. Although Zsa Zsa did dress up on nights
out to the karaoke bar and often loved to take impromptu selfies especially when wearing
makeup. In fact, Zsa Zsa loved going out of town on days off with dia’s karyawan where dia
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would frequently post pictures on social media of them both at a variety of scenic places all
dressed up.
I usually interviewed Zsa Zsa in an indoor restaurant or at dia’s salon in order to elucidate
more information about Zsa Zsa’s life. Zsa Zsa shared being a salonist/hair dresser for
approximately 10 years. Zsa Zsa chose this job because it felt comfortable, and doing hair was a
childhood hobby introduced to dia by Zsa Zsa’s mother. Zsa Zsa also shared coming from a big
family. Being the youngest of five children, dia often hung around dia’s mother. Additionally,
dia’s family accepted Zsa Zsa’s gender identity, and there were not any underlying issues about
it; furthermore, dia stated feeling generally accepted by the community, and as mentioned earlier,
many people of all genders, sexualities, and age groups go to dia’s salon for services. In fact, one
of my straight male college age friends who lives in the small town stated frequently going to get
his haircut at Zsa Zsa’s salon and even offered to introduce me to Zsa Zsa before knowing that
we had already been acquainted.
Within the survey component of my interview, Zsa Zsa stated experiencing no
discrimination at all within dia’s work environment. Nevertheless, Zsa Zsa sometimes
perodically experiences conflict between dia’s gender identity and religion as a Muslim (Zsa Zsa
does not often wear a jilbab perhaps due to dia’s line of work where dia often frequently changes
dia’s hairstyle to market dia’s skills as a salonist. In dia’s salon, many of the walls show framed
photos of dia modeling different styles of hair). Yet for the most part, dia has found peace
between gender identity and religion even giving advice to friends who are having issues.
Yet while Zsa Zsa expressed a desire to help the LGBT community, dia did not describe
diaself as being a leader or power figure within dia’s group. This is contrary to the responses of
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both Eartha and Madea who described themselves as leaders. Zsa Zsa stated not usually hang out
with many people because dia is always working, dia does not actively seek out others for
companionship. Interestingly, many members of the LGBT community often go to dia’s salon at
night to nongkrong. Zsa Zsa’s also mentioned the usefulness of BBM and other mobile apps to
stay connected with LGBT friends. Dia did state that one of the major ways dia is able to
physically interact with the LGBT community is during special events that are periodically held
during holidays or fashion events. At these venues, dia is able to participate not only through
dia’s work but as a model-performer as well. Dia often dresses up in local garb and makeup for
fashion shows and even during LGBT oriented advocacy events where entertainment is an
integral component. Zsa Zsa mentioned that LGBT advocacy events such as HIV/AIDS testing
are another principal means when the local LGBT community physically and temporarily gets
together in the small town.

Respondent 10: “I’m Gonna Marry the Night”

At the age of 19, Jubilee was one of the younger transwomen in the group. Jubilee, who
is of Javanese descent, still lives with dia’s parents while working at a local, largely popular
Indonesian convenience store similar to 7/11 in the United States. Jubilee did not wear women’s
clothing in public and certainly not at dia’s place of employment. Although dia described diaself
as waria, dia wore clothing typically associated with the male gender. Nevertheless, Jubilee
spoke with a soft tone and carried diaself in a manner that some in the west would describe as
effeminate. While I would not say dia wore makeup, Jubilee seemed to often apply some type of
skin crème that tinted dia’s face a lighter shade than the neck and rest of the body (a beauty
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practice more common among Indonesian women). This was in contrast to the way other
cisgender Indonesian males generally looked. Jubilee described dia’s transwoman identity as
undercover. While Jubilee’s parents did not “know” of dia’s transwoman life, Jubilee stated
openly having women’s wigs and makeup laying around in dia’s room to the point that Jubilee’s
parents could easily find it if they were to snoop around. Jubilee stated that dia’s parents did not
suspect anything because dia actually sometimes performs in women’s costume for cultural
events and ceremonies and that it was perfectly acceptable by dia’s parents and everyone else.
Interestingly, this is quite similar to Jazzy’s narrative.
Jubilee would sometimes accompany us on our karaoke outings when not working
although each time Jubilee joined us, dia was just getting off work. Jubilee was the more relaxed
of the group often sitting beside the singers as they belt out their chords perhaps because dia was
tired and didn’t have much energy from a long shift, nevertheless, dia actively engaged the
others in small talk and dancing on occasion as well. Towards the later part of the evening,
Jubilee would usually liven up becoming more talkative and initiating jokes. Perhaps Jubilee
joined us despite the long work shift because it provided the opportunity for dia to escape the
work and home life where Jubilee had to conceal dia’s transwoman identity in order to maintain
standards society expected of dia as a biological male.
I interviewed Jubilee on a few occasions mostly at night during a meal. One evening, I
was able to gain more insight about dia’s life when Eartha drove us deep into the countryside to
visit a family friend under the pretense that Eartha had to pick up a load of live chickens for
work. Eartha suddenly left us in the living room in order to treat diaself to a two-hour massage
provided by a tukang pijat or masseur who does house visits for clients. While we waited for
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what turned out to be several hours, Jubilee and I became better acquainted. Initially, Jubilee told
me that dia seldom experienced any forms of discrimination. Yet after talking for some length of
time about our lives and readdressing the question, Jubilee admitted that often times customers
will heckle or mock at dia for being so lembay or effeminate in demeanor. When I asked how dia
reacts, Jubilee stated merely smiling and doing nothing because it is dia’s duty as a karyawan in
a convenience store to serve them. When I asked how Jubilee felt during such circumstances, dia
mentioned feeling sad and sometimes angry, but dia wants to keep the job because Jubilee is
helping dia’s parents pay the bills.
While work is a source of discrimination, Jubilee stated not generally experiencing
discrimination within dia’s religion as a Muslim. Dia usually dresses in male clothing in daily
life and does so when praying at the mesjid. Dia seems to find reconciliation by keeping dia’s
transwoman identity and general life separate and is only able to externally express being
transwoman in specific social contexts such as weddings and cultural events where it is
acceptable. Additionally, dia is able to externally be transwoman amongst dia’s transwomen
friends although I never saw dia dress in women’s clothing. With regards to how dia maintains
relationships with dia’s transwomen friends, Jubilee stated through nongkrong and “sharing”
which connotes a deep, empathetic period of conveying shared experiences and struggles. An
alternate form to keep connected is via mobile phone or BBM mobile messenger. I often would
observe Jubilee on the phone happily texting away even during the group’s nightly adventures.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Work in the Three Locales
While the city of Yogyakarta has many prominent and publically visible examples of
transwomen engaging in their society; interestingly, many of my respondents across the three
locales stated feeling ambivalent towards Ibu Raminten and dia's ventures such as the cabaret
show. Several felt that there was a sense of unauthenticity to the trans* performances being held
on a weekly basis. Some stated that the performers themselves are not even waria but rather gay
performers. Furthermore, several respondents stated Ibu Raminten does not actually provide
transwomen with job opportunities at the cabaret show or dia's restaurant, but rather only favor
gays while propagating a long standing stereotype about waria as aneh and lucu (strange and
comedic). In observing these shows, I also left with the impression that the cabaret seemed to be
a mixture of both native Indonesian and western cultures. Moreover, it was a space where both
local and foreigners gathered together and engaged one another after the show. This space
allowed for globalized gender discourses or what local Indonesians would term “sharing.” Such
an environment draws some parallels to Johnson’s theories on gender and identity formation that
comes about through arguably hybridic instances and interactions between “the east and the
west” or the local and the foreign. While some dance numbers called for performers to don
Indonesian national apparel such as kebayas and batik printed suits, other numbers were overtly
western oriented utilizing both American songs and dress. Regardless of their themes, most of
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the performances primarily sought to incite laughter as well as demonstrate the waria
performers’ talent to even better original ballads through their passionate renditions. Overall Ibu
Raminten’s cabaret seemed to be catered towards tourists as the cabaret is located on the top
floor of the largest tourist shop on Malioboro Street; and such displays perhaps sought to
resonate with this particular audience. These superficial stage performances of waria is what
perhaps displeases many of my transwomen respondents. Nevertheless, some of my respondents
such as Jazzy and Cookie also stated feeling a sense of inspiration from Ibu Raminten's success
either as a local waria or as Cookie states, “the Queen of Yogyakarta.”
In my impression, the trans* cabaret show is a space where local and global LGBT
subjectivities may gather, where differing gender ideologies coalesce; essentially it is a place
where Anne Tsing’s friction comes into fruition. This occurs in the particular way the show is
structured. The coalescence between local and foreign is further facilitated after the show when
trans* and LGBT foreigners may gather to talk thereby creating a space for “sharing.” This
aligns with Johnson’s theory of globalized gender discourses that may help in the formulation of
LGBT identities albeit in this case, they are not produced through wholly imagined spaces as in
the Philippine Jolo example but may come into fruition through rather direct interactions.
Moreover, these shows seem to demonstrate instances of hybridity at least in how waria are
being presented which admittedly is superficial as being staged and particularly as my
respondents express truly bukan waria or not authentically waria.
Nonetheless, it is these types of highly publicized notions of “waria-ness” (or as I argue,
hegemonic “trans*ness”) that the largely foreign public and inquisitive local patrons are exposed
to thereby contributing to long standing ciri-ciri or stereotypes of the entire waria demographic.
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In addition from my observations of watching and consuming mass media throughout Bali,
Jakarta, Yogyakarta, Semarang, Surakarta, and other small towns throughout central Java, such
trans* images seem to be propagated in Indonesian mass media through documentaries which
highlight their stereotypical extravagancy and pomp. Such stereotypes are further reinforced
within cinema and other media as waria have become stock characters in Indonesian films often
acting and behaving in manners that are thought to be waria-like.
Additionally, while Boellstorff perceives waria subjectivities to be formulated through
local interactions within their respective communities, my respondents shared narratives that
argue transwomen may glean from physical and digital media platforms and interactions with
both locals and foreigners as they formulate their identities and carve out spaces of belonging.
This can be demonstrated in Tatiana’s case where dia is able to interact and engage in gender
discourses with foreigners through dia’s work and social life. Likewise, other respondents across
the three locales are able to engage with foreigners within the digital space. As such, my
transwomen respondents present narratives demonstrating that there is no homogenous or
definitive way transwomen identify themselves or their gender community. One’s notions of
gender can be gleaned from a variety of sources and spaces especially in this modern age of
technology.

Cultural Work

Within Yogyakarta, Tatiana previously engaged in cultural work as a trans* pengamen
singing local cultural songs reminiscent of the old days. Like several of my respondents, Tatiana
expressed engaging in such activities not because dia wanted to maintain local culture but due to
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being poor and having no other alternatives because of the limited work opportunities for
transwomen. Furthermore, it seems that dia has merely had to try to make the best of this slotted
occupation navigating throughout different island provinces of Indonesia until finding
acceptance in the cultural hub of Yogyakarta. For instance, dia spoke of the higher degree of
discrimination towards transwomen that exists within places like Kalimantan. Compared to other
regions, Tatiana stated Yogyakarta was a better environment for transwomen to live despite the
slotted work afforded to dia’s community. Likewise, Jazzy is able to externally express dia’s
internal feminine jiwa by performing as a woman in cultural dances and wedding ceremonies.
Within Mayasog, various transwomen respondents held service occupations that aligned
with Boellstorff’s theory of waria as nation builders (Boellstorff 2008:231-232). While
Abuelita's activities primarily centered on dia’s endeavor to create an inclusive space for
transwomen of dia’s community for both living and praying, dia also worked as a jewelry maker
thus continuing a family trade. Dia found a niche in creating local Javanese and Sundanese
accessories that are used by citizens in dressing for weddings and other cultural ceremonies. In
turn, this type of beauty work is equally respected by the community. Aside from this culturally
oriented work, Abuelita and dia’s transwomen friends also perform local Javanese dances at
weddings and other cultural festivities and ceremonies. Foxy Mama expressed feeling a sense of
acceptance and belonging within the community through similar work. Throughout the years
working as a pengamen or street performer, dia has developed a vast knowledgebase in old and
contemporary dangdut songs. While this occupation may be considered low class work for some,
Foxy Mama feels it shows how dia positively gives back to the community essentially serving as
a steward of culture and local tradition. Likewise, Silver also stated participating in cultural
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oriented events as well as activist-model; however dia aspires to reconfigure society’s
stereotypical notions of waria-ness through dia’s work.
Various respondents within Maybayoc such as Zsa Zsa performed culturally oriented
service work that was highly esteemed within the general community. As a salonist, Zsa Zsa has
many clientele from all walks of life. Various people of the community whom I encountered
commended Zsa Zsa on dia’s talent. Moreover, dia’s customers are generally longtime customers
who are not ashamed to get their hair cut by dia. On several occasions, I met customers who had
since moved away to bigger cities but had returned home for Ramadan (the Muslim holy month)
making sure to visit Zsa Zsa not only to get their hair done but also stay a while to chat and learn
how the small town had fared since their departure. While I did not personally witness Zsa Zsa
perform beauty work for a wedding or cultural activity, dia stated regularly engaging in these
activities. Additionally, dia shared stories and photographs of dia and friends dressed in local
Javanese make-up and attire for cultural ceremonies and other community events. Additionally, I
did meet a close gay friend of Zsa Zsa who does make up for such occasions. Zsa Zsa further
explained that dia helps during weddings alongside others as a team of beautician artists.
Similarly Eartha and several other transwomen respondents also shared previously doing
beautician work prior to settling with their present occupations. These narratives also align with
Boellstorff’s argument that waria serve integral roles by exemplifying nationhood and
stewardship of local culture through beauty work (Boellstorff 2004a:178).
Similarly back in Yogyakarta, Cookie provides service to the community by engaging in
bridal work contributing to this pivotal stage in the life cycle of the people by dressing them up
as what Boellstorff describes as archetype citizens of the state. Interestingly, dia’s focuses
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primarily on western, contemporary theme weddings as opposed to pernikahan adat or
traditional ethnic weddings. Thus, we see that even within the occupation of “beauty work,”
there is some variation in how my respondents engage their communities. Indeed, many
expressed feeling a sense of belonging due to the value their communities ascribe to their work
in maintaining adat and helping the community as they pass through various momentous stages
of their life cycle.

Working Outside of the Cultural Box

Within Yogyakarta, Tatiana has stepped outside the slotted occupation ascribed to dia by
working as a trans* tour guide and artist. Additionally, through such work, dia has been able to
make so many networks with locals and foreigners. The long excursions dia leads affords much
time for intimate conversations which Tatiana uses not only to practice dia’s English but also
advocate for dia's trans* community. Additionally within the art scene, dia has benefited greatly
from international networks by creating activist oriented works of art that are showcased in local
universities, galleries, and even abroad. As of this writing, Tatiana is abroad participating in art
performances and gender non-binary related projects and events. Dia is also part of an
international ensemble of trans* performers using the Indonesian terminology banci as their
moniker. Tatiana’s narrative is in contrast to Boellstorff’s discussion of gender within Indonesia
where the notion of the waria subjectivity is thought to be more localized within the boundaries
of the Indonesian archipelago. Through this example, Tatiana is able to form transnational
affinities with dia’s foreign counterparts similar to how Boellstorff frames gays and lesbis as
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residing in an island that is part of an even larger global archipelago of similar but different gays
and lesbians (Boellstorff 2003:232).
In Tatiana’s case, dia has direct access to foreigners. In this case, Johnson’s notions of
globalized gender discourses come into being via work and hangout spots in the cafes and bars of
the tourist district. Again, this is different from Boellstorff’s argument that waria subjectivities
are formed by merely local interactions. In addition, Tatiana and several other respondents spoke
of the role of technology and other media outlets as a nexus for not only communication locally
and abroad but also for the dissemination of LGBT gender discourse.
Several of my respondents shared occupational narratives that deviated from my expected
findings that transwomen would be very limited in the types of occupations they could hold due
to slotted cultural occupations and stigma they face in their community by the established
hegemonic ideologies of the state. Although such experiences rang true for some respondents,
others spoke of their optimism and agency in challenging social norms to not only better their
own lives but to better the lives of other people as well. Many of these acts of altruism and
beneficence have developed out of personal strife and adversity within their society.
In Mayasog, Silver River has crossed the boundaries of cultural work as a selfproclaimed activist-model. Because of personal experiences with discrimination, dia seeks to
create change and better the position of transwomen within dia's community. Through dia’s
beauty and presenting diaself as a proper and respectable woman who happens to be a
transwoman, Silver hopes dia's community will see transwomen beyond the ciri-ciri or local
stereotype ascribed to waria. Moreover, dia seeks to engage in LGBT work that encourages
inclusivity much like Abuelita is doing on the home front. Nevertheless, Silver attributes much
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of dia's success and acceptance to being able to "pass" as a real woman within various contexts
which leads to questions whether dia is actually able to instill upon community members that
waria are normative. Perhaps dia aims to eventually reveal diaself after already gaining the trust
and establishing deeper and long-term relationships with the people in dia’s general community.
As mentioned, Silver hopes to carve out publically sanctioned spaces for the trans* community
principally a third gender restroom for trans* Muslims and a retirement home for the aging
trans* population who often times have no children to look after them in their old age.
Abuelita and dia’s group have also demonstrated agency by doing work that goes beyond
stereotypical service and culture work associated with waria. Through their community meetings
held at Abuelita's home, local NGOs are invited and HIV education workshops and testing are
done in order to bring awareness to this growing epidemic. As such Abuelita serves as a
community resource for people of dia’s community. Abuelita also works with international
groups in order to bring awareness to the struggles of trans* people in the country thereby
serving a role as an activist-educator. Such work aligns with Boellstorff’s research, which found
waria in areas of east Java also proactively inserting themselves into activist endeavors thereby
giving a voice for the LGBT community. By partaking and leading rallies and demonstrations,
waria are constructing a platform for their voices to be heard through entertainment venues such
as beauty pageants. Moreover, they are attempting to create change in the nation by lobbying for
inclusion of a waria gender option on citizenship identity cards (Boellstorff 2004b:177).While
Foxy Mama has held jobs commonly associated with waria such as street performer and cultural
performer, dia has strived to break outside the box as well. Dia stated engaging in entrepreneurial
work as a private cook and caterer as it afforded dia greater freedom to do as dia pleases.
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Interestingly, Tatiana expresses feeling caution with regardsing to the various local
LGBT NGOs and organizations in Yogyakarta particularly in relation to issues of authenticity.
Tatiana feels that local transwomen NGO's who purport to advocate for the LGBT community
can be somewhat dis-ingenuine as well because some groups may mainly be out to seek
notoriety or funding. In my personal observations, some LGBT organizations that I periodically
visited did seem to have an ambiance of stage performance as the setting and behavior of
members were different when foreign organizations, news and research groups, and local
government workers were present. As such, Tatiana chooses to generally steer away from large
LGBT groups and organizations in Yogyakarta, and has instead been engaging in dia's own
private ventures using art as the medium for activism.
Within Maybayoc, my respondents have begun to challenge occupational norms ascribed
to the waria community as well, albeit in small instances. While Zsa Zsa also participates in
national and cultural festivals by donning local Javanese attire such as the female kebaya dress
complete with cultural makeup and hairstyle, dia has also performed on stage at local shopping
malls where dia lip syncs to old and contemporary dangdut songs for the entertainment of local
patrons. At one event, spectators from all age ranges and genders seemed mesmerized in the
ways dia sang and danced alongside a fellow transwoman performer. While Zsa Zsa was dressed
in a contemporary blouse with tight fitting frayed jeans, dia’s transwoman partner wore a black
puffy tutu costume and provided the bulk of the comedic value by performing in a kasar manner.
At one point, dia even laid down on stage while lifting dia’s leg in the air albeit in such a manner
that dia was not exposing anything to the audience. Zsa Zsa; however, danced in a more
relatively conservative manner swaying dia’s body and accentuating dia’s hips and bottom
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without exposing anything as well. A male dressed in a batik dress suit served as a third
performer who actually interacted more with the comedic transwoman dancer playing as the
object of dia's affection. They would position themselves in a variety of scenes throughout the
song most likely articulating the song’s message.
As shown, Zsa Zsa and dia’s transwoman friend were able to articulate their transwomen
identities amongst the community through this publically sanctioned stage performance. As
noted in the literature, they performed in local fashion providing levity and entertainment for
spectators and in a sense facilitated long-standing perceptions and perhaps even caricatures of
waria within the community. Notable, however, was Zsa Zsa’s performance and style which was
quite in contrast to dia’s fellow transwoman performer as Zsa Zsa seemed to dance in a more
halus yet sexy and controlled manner whereas the other transwoman performer was more kasar
and in western contexts perhaps more “camp” or overtly extravagant. Perhaps through such a
juxtaposition, they were able to convey to the audience a wider spectrum that exists within the
waria community. In dress, Zsa Zsa seemed more likely to resonate with the contemporary
younger female demographic whether they be Muslim or Christian as I observed many of the
younger generation females dressed in similar fashion albeit many Muslims typically wear a
jilbab. During my fieldwork; however, I did not really observe females to dance or perform in an
overtly risqué fashion at any of the events I attended. The closest I saw women to dress “all done
up” was in large-scale Indonesian department stores where women are required to wear make-up
and don form-fitting attire in their service work. As such, these observations seem to align with
Hatley (1971) who stated that conservative precepts towards women restrained their abilities to
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publically act in manners that waria uniquely could on stage in public settings even in these
contemporary times (Hatley 1971:100).
The main difference between the three locales I researched is the first two locales have
more established LGBT oriented groups and organizations than Maybayoc, which may be the
reason to why more transwomen engaged in activist oriented work than the third locale.
Nevertheless, my transwomen respondents in this periphery also demonstrated agency in their
professions by challenging gender stereotypes. For example, Eartha contributes to the local
community as the owner of a chicken butcher stall. As such, dia presents yet another form of
transwomen work that fits outside the stereotype. By engaging in such work within the public
space, people like Eartha may help towards the perception that transwomen live normal lives in
the community. Nevertheless, transwomen live a precarious life often times struggling to find
how far they can push the norms of their society. For two of my respondents, their narratives
provided insight into how precarious it can be at a young age.

Struggles Among Younger Transwomen

Jubilee also shared engaging in what Boellstorff would describe as “nation-building”
work as dia held a side job as a wedding singer and dancer. Dia's family and community allowed
Jubilee to don feminine clothing and make up in order to perform local songs at weddings and
other venues. Yet again, transwomen identities are shown to be legitimate only within certain
contexts and thus has led young Jubilee to struggle with finding the socially appropriate settings
to articulate the feminine spirit Jubilee believes dia possesses within diaself. For Jubilee, the best
method has currently been to live double mutually exclusive lives, yet dia feels particularly
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confined within dia’s daytime employment as a karyawan for a local convenience store where
effeminate mannerisms are considered inappropriate for the male-bodied worker. Despite
repetitively enduring name-calling and harassment from customers, dia continues to remain
silent and endure dia’s tribulations in order to provide monetarily for dia’s family, which relates
to Boellstorff’s argument that some waria look at their hardships as a burden to bear to serve
one’s community or family. On the other hand, Jubilee’s good acts of atonement seem to help
motivate dia to continue enduring these stressors in dia’s life (Boellstorff 2004a:166). Jubilee’s
personal narrative and struggles to negotiate ways to publically articulate dia’s transwoman
identity aligns with Boellstorff’s findings about waria in the village setting. While Indonesian
culture or adat has made it more conducive to express certain aspects of the transgender identity,
they are quite limiting and parents and society often expect transgender characteristics to only be
“temporary lifestyles,” not permanent ways of being (Boellstorff 2005:139). Jazzy, the young
transwoman respondent from Mayasog also shared similar experiences concerning the limited
work opportunities waria have in Yogyakarta and as such has been only able to perform cultural
work, which calls for transgender performance such as during weddings. These boundaries allow
dia a socially sanctioned space to externally express dia’s transwoman identity; nevertheless, dia
is optimistic that by continuing to build networks, dia can eventually secure other varied forms of
work. In addition, dia is attending school and honing a foreign language that dia hopes will help
to take dia to places across the ocean.
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Socio-economic Differences

Another theme I came across in my research was how socio-economic differences
effected group cohesion within the transwoman community across the three locales. For instance,
Tatiana talked about the in-fighting and animosity that exists between transwomen sex workers
and transwomen street performers despite the common belief that they are part of the same
socio-economic strata by other people in the LGBT community. According to Tatiana, such
divisions cause people outside the LGBT community to question how they can respect the LGBT
community when the LGBT community cannot even respect themselves. Most notably, Cookie
expressed a strong desire to set diaself apart from the other transwomen in dia's Yogyakarta
community. Although dia performs "nation building" work as a bridal dresser and make-up
artist, dia states there is a fine distinction between dia's occupation and the occupations of waria
like street performers. Essentially these different types of work reflect socio-economic standing.
Additionally, Cookie self-identifies as a transwoman as opposed to the term waria in order to
disassociate further from the lower class waria “category" which dia feels carries many negative
social notions such as being bothersome and deviant within society. This aligns with the work of
Megan Sinnott (2004) who found that perceptions of homosexuality were partly influenced by
social standing due to the societal pressures that effected different classes in unique ways thus
resulting in varying degrees of tolerance of LGBT identities (Sinnott: 2004). Cookie feels dia's
work has afforded dia much prestige and fame, and like Silver in Mayasog, dia wants to be a role
model for transwomen, albeit Cookie only identifies with other "classy transgender" or
transwomen individuals. In a sense, dia aligns diaself with Ibu Raminten whose work has
garnered much prestige although Cookie adds that Ibu Raminten is also fake. Cookie sees certain
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foreign lands as being a refuge for transwomen particularly certain parts of Asia and the United
States. For dia, Yogyakarta is too dirty and too conservative for transwomen like dia to really
enjoy diaself. Jazzy also shared similar sentiments particularly concerning conservative Islam in
the region. Jazzy stated dreaming of one day living in Germany partially because dia is studying
the language.
Cookie is unique among my respondents because dia has already traveled to many places
abroad. Although dia has yet to travel the United States, dia has been able to develop an ideal
outlook of the U.S. due to social media outlets like online dating apps, which I will discuss later.
Cookie's narrative partially aligns with Johnson's work in the Southern Philippines within Jolo
Island where Muslim transwomen respondents created imagined lands across the ocean that
allowed locals to construct a metaphorical space where any relationship is possible abroad.
Nevertheless, unlike Johnson's respondents who merely constructed fanciful illusions of a better
world in order to aid in articulating their own local identities, Cookie has actually traveled
abroad. Although dia also shared experiencing discrimination in China as a transwoman at an
international airport where dia's passport did not match dia's physical appearance as a woman,
dia stated that beyond the airport the people were generally nicer and accepting of dia. As such,
global gender discourses and experiences have led both Johnson’s Jolo respondents and Cookie
to question the local "status quo" (Johnson 1998:707-708). The difference is while Johnson's
respondents’ spoke of taking agency in order to suit their personal wants and desires, Cookie
would rather go abroad to realize what is possible in greener pastures.
Such narratives are in contrast to the impression Yogyakarta may generally leave for
outsiders as a place that provides public support networks for virtually every member of the
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LGBT community. Nevertheless, several respondents such as Tatiana and Cookie state that
group cohesion amongst the transwomen community simply does not exist. The most profound
obstacle has been the differences in occupation with even sex workers and pengamen scoffing at
one another despite being categorized together by other transwomen workers who engage in
more prestigious jobs such as beautician work. Tatiana feels greatly irritated in this and hopes to
one day open a trans* home for everyone in the community. This aligns with the findings of
Sinnott (2004) whose Thai respondents also spoke of fragmentation within the local LGBT
community brought upon by differing socio-economic status and occupation (Sinnott: 2004).
Additionally, Boellstorff (2003) notes the socio-economic divisions that exist among the “upperclass gays” and gays of lower social standing. These differences may mean “widespread
segregation” as exemplified in the different hang out spots contingent on one’s social standing
(Boellstorff 2005:137).
Within Maybayoc, socio-economic differences have prevented the establishment of a
unified LGBT group or organization. Nevertheless, members of this community have
periodically tried which gives hope that one may eventually be established. Additionally, while
some transwomen respondents displayed what seemed to be jealously towards their more
successful counterparts, this did not mean they completely disengaged with one another.
Actually, they seemed to be rather quite co-dependent seeking one another’s business and even
hanging out in neutral zones like the salon and karaoke bar at night. Lastly, a model of hope and
example for other locales may perhaps be found in Mayasog particularly through Abuelita’s
boarding home for transwomen. Dia has demonstrated inclusivity for transwomen of all
occupations, religions and even reached out to people outside the LGBT community. While not a
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complete utopia, there is something to take away from Abuelita’s deep desire to maintain a
community that is based on acceptance for all who would receive it.
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CHAPTER 5
SOCIALIZING IN THE THREE LOCALES
Creating Informal Space

In Kathy Huang’s (2011) film, a waria respondent of Makassar stated that the existence
of pre-colonial transgender ritual specialists such as the Bissu of Sulawesi, helped to legitimize
their present day transgender identities (Huang 2011). For Foxy Mama, a 46-year-old
transwoman born and raised in Mayasog, ludruk village plays helped to reinforce dia's sense of
normalcy and belonging as a transwoman individual growing up within dia's Javanese
community. Yet many other respondents across my locales shared varying degrees of acceptance
and discrimination from their environment despite growing up in their respective locales. For
Abuelita, dia expressed a strong degree of support and acceptance from family, which enabled
dia to pursue personal aspirations to help other transwomen fictive kin. This desire to better the
lives of the trans* community was born out of the discrimination dia faced within public spaces
such as mosques, schools, and malls. Yet Abuelita, did not desire to separate the trans*
community into its own little, protected enclave. In order to instill upon the general community
that transwomen live normal lives, dia has also opened dia’s home to everyone as a place to
socialize and commune with one another. This is exemplified by inviting local Muslim women
not a part of the transwomen boarding house to partake in group activities such as innovative
jilbab wearing workshops. Abuelita in turn encourages dia’s transwomen friends across all
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religions to take on leadership roles by teaching, sharing, and demonstrating their respective
skills to the entire community.
As mentioned in Maybayoc, Zsa Zsa’s salon served as a gathering spot for my
transwomen respondents who held a variety of unrelated occupations. Not only did my
transwomen respondents seek Zsa Zsa’s services, they also knew it was a place to find one
another in the evening in order to casually relax after a long day of work or a long night of sexwork. Moreover, the salon was a place where the locals of the neighborhood could be found
interacting with the transwomen group as the salon was situated in the middle of a largely
residential neighborhood and not a business district. Similarly gays and even lesbis were present
which aligns with Boellstorff’s observation in his research that found particular spaces such as
waria salons served as gathering spots for the entire LGBT community especially in the rural
spaces (Boellstorff 2005b:147-148). My findings expounded upon such settings through my
interactions with Madea and dia’s friends at their boarding house, which again is comprised of a
row of dorms occupied by transwomen, gays, and lesbis. Interestingly, Madea’s room was often
the gathering spot for the boarders. Again, I attribute this mainly due to Madea’s enigmatic
personality and motherly, protective role within the group. Oetomo describes how some waria
may take up the role of community mother in their middle age. Furthermore, some waria are
known to be protective over their more reserved friends or may act as bodyguard towards more
vulnerable members of their community (Oetomo 1996:266). In this sense, they are not only
empowering themselves but their community as well. While Madea is certainly not in dia’s
middle years, dia has also demonstrated these qualities as explained earlier during the altercation
with young nakal boys on the motorcycle one evening in front of Zsa Zsa’s salon.
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An Official LGBT Space… “The Final Frontier…”

As mentioned unlike the first two locales, Maybayoc has no unified LGBT organization
or physical space specifically geared towards officially working to uplift the lives of local
transwomen or any other member of the LGBT community. Similarly, due to the disconnect
between the local LGBT community as a result of vastly different socio-economic statuses, it
was especially difficult to maintain group cohesion amongst transwomen beyond the patronage
they provided for one another and the night-time excursions that brought about much needed
respite from work. Additionally, this informal space provided a means to externally articulate
their transgender identities amongst one another. As such, finding a means to establish public
space beyond the stage shows and pageantry performances has been a concerted effort for the
trans* community in this peripheral locale. I suspect the inability to establish organized group
spaces has prevented the abilities of local transwomen to have a platform to express the ideas
relating to gender equality. Moreover, I suspect that this topic did not resonate with my
respondents in this particular locale because many seemed to have already well established
themselves within the community or have made networks with fellow transwomen who are
serving to guide and protect them as they live and navigate Maybayoc society.
Interestingly in other locales where official LGBT spaces already exist, several of my
respondents expressed a need for more. Several shared aspirations to create inclusive living
spaces in the future. In Mayasog, Silver wishes to lobby for the establishment of “third gender”
washroom facilitates for Muslim transwomen. Silver also expressed a great concern for the
elderly trans* community who are likely to not have caretakers when they reach an old age.
Thus, dia hopes to one day create a home for these people to live. In Yogyakarta, Tatiana
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expressed wanting to hopefully one day create a boarding house for trans* individuals to live
together as well. Dia shared such a space is needed because dia knows transwomen like dia’s
adoptive mother can be abruptly evicted or coerced into eviction by landlords who have issues
with trans* tenants. In the meantime, Tatiana shared how dia’s community must rely heavily on
informal spaces that develop out of fictive kin networks such as how Tatiana’s adoptive
transmother provided shelter for dia during dia’s turbulent early years living in the streets. As
such, Tatiana hopes to give back by creating an official boarding home for the trans* community
in the future.

Language Carving Out Intangible Space

One noteworthy method my respondents seemed to intangibly carve out a space for
themselves has been language particularly through the use of Bahasa Gay. According to Fox
(2013), Jakartan transvestites were using their own variation of the code talk in an early, yet
obscure time within the nation’s capital. Later on, the vernacular had transformed into Bahasa
Gay, eventually branching out as a popular mode of communication amongst younger
generations of Indonesians across all genders and sexualities. Perhaps its success was partly due
to social prestige as it serves as a marker of modernity and innovation. As such, the vernacular
has become known as Bahasa Gaul (Fox 2011:98-101). Although, the terminology is still rather
interchangeable with Bahasa Gay. Boellstorff (2005) expounds on the role of Bahasa Gay within
the gay community stating that while it may serve in some respects as a “secret language”
through the masking of “the content being said” in particular circumstances, it may more broadly
be considered “a language of association and sociality.” Speaking the language is thought to
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actually attract others who hear this “odd” vernacular, in turn, eventually being appropriated by
Indonesians in general. As such this vernacular serves in creating an intangible space as it
“works to stabilize social relations, creating a sense of similarity and shared sociality”
(Boellstorff 2005:180-181).
Within Maybayoc, I witnessed the use of this language in various occasions such as
during the karaoke outings when Eartha spoke it often inciting the amusement of everyone
(Karaoke staff and fellow transwomen) around dia. Likewise, I also noticed it being used among
my respondents and their friends at local street eateries after a night of singing. In one instance,
Zsa Zsa led me to the downtown district that turns from shopping stores by day to a long street of
food stalls by night. Zsa Zsa picked a particular food stall run by a local friend who warmly
gestured me to sit and eat at his establishment, an impromptu dining area comprised of a straw
mat and a short dining table so patrons could sit on the ground as they ate. Eartha who had also
accompanied us began to talk to the food stall owner in a rapid fast-pace Bahasa Gaul to which
Zsa Zsa explained that he was gay and speaks Eartha’s language. As I felt quite embarrassed that
he had been outed in such a manner, I tried to divert the conversation to a quick lesson on how to
speak the language. Eartha looked to me and said, “FAAAAAAAAAAAAAAR,” which I repeated
and to this day do not quite know what it means. On another occasion, one of Madea’s gay
friends took me on a night ride through the town on his motorcycle. We ate at a local café but
along the way pulled over to chat with a tukang parkir or motorcycle-parking attendant. My
friend then began to talk to him in a similar affect that I had heard Eartha speak before. Later I
inquired what language they were conversing in and my gay friend said Bahasa Gay. Through
these observations, my fieldwork aligned with Boellstorff’s findings as Bahasa Gay/Gaul was a
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language used among the LGBT community to incite laughter and perhaps comradery because
when it was spoken, it was often followed by much laughter and revelry. These observations also
seem to bolster Boellstorff’s argument of waria embodying a “truly national” or unifying
Indonesian identity vis-a-vis language as they are a multi-ethnic demographic and can be found
in virtually all localities yet are united in language and gender experience. Moreover along with
their culturally integral service work, this segment of the Indonesian population not only utilizes
the national language as their means of communication but have also uniquely constructed a
vernacular out of it that resonates across all social groups (Boellstorff 2003:231-232).
Within Mayasog, Foxy Mama was also keen at speaking Bahasa Gay. I surmise it was
due to dia’s fondness to be comedic and lively. Bahasa Gay certainly drew the attention of those
around dia. Additionally, the use of this veracular may be tied to occupation as I do recall
various transwomen pengamen utilizing it. Alternatively, the majority of my other transwomen
respondents in the fields of beautician work tended to speak not in Bahasa Resmi (official
speech), but rather Bahasa yang biasa (everyday speech).

Familial Relationships – Parallels in Polynesia

Within Maybayoc, Madea shared a strained familial relationship that exists because of
dia’s transwoman identity, a topic greatly avoided by all parties within dia’s family. At present
Madea manages to remain connected to dia's mother via mobile phone and BBM. Madea stated
that dia's mother still hopes dia will one day become orang yang biasa or “normal person” and
eventually settle with a woman and have a family. This narrative aligns with Boellstorff’s
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research, which found that waria were expected to eventually abandon a romantic relationship
with a male in order to eventually marry a woman. Likewise, Boellstorff cited how some
Indonesian families and communities permitted males to engage in relationships with waria as
long as they eventually settled down with a perempuan asli or real woman in the end (Boellstorff
2005:139).
Within several Austronesian-speaking societies of Polynesia such as Samoa and Tonga,
societies have also permitted males who are otherwise considered heterosexual to engage in sex
and temporary relationships with transgender male-to-females known locally as fa'afafine in
Samoa and fakaleiti in Tonga. This is due in part to rigid gender expectations towards females
and cultural beliefs that males possess insatiable sex drives similar to the Indonesian concept of
nafsu. In Samoan culture, a woman’s virginity is culturally highly regarded and enforced until
marriage. Previously, there were even tests that were performed during the wedding in order to
validate a woman’s chastity. Furthermore, the virginity of a high-class girl was also integral in
order for her to perform rituals and other social, religious, and ceremonial obligations (Schmidt
2010:60-61). After marriage, wives were expected to remain in the private sphere and be faithful
to their husbands. On the other hand, extra-marital affairs were expected and acceptable acts for
husbands as they were away working in the public sphere (Mageo 1996:598). Moreover, young
Samoan men were also allowed to engage in pre-marital sex without repercussion (Schmidt
2010:60).
Because of this rigid gender system, the fa’afafine served as a means by which males
could engage and practice in sexual activities and play similar to the amrot-amrotan example of
Indonesia. Indeed, men were exposed to the fa’afafine in early adolescence. In accordance to
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local Samoan culture, boys and girls were separated from one another and thus boys rarely
interacted with girls. On the other hand, males wer permitted to be around fa’afafine who are
considered “feminine people.” Because of this perception, males were permitted to engage in
sexual intercourse with fa’afafine and consequently, their sexual activity was free of the woes of
any social consequences or gendered taboos (Schmidt 2010: 70). In the end, the fa’afafine were
not appropriate long term partners because “marriage marks the transition to adulthood for men
and heading a socially recognized family unit is a virtual prerequisite for men attaining any real
social status or political power” (Schmidt 2010: 60-61).
Nevertheless, fa'afafine served many altruistic roles because of their gender fluidity as
well. Because these individuals are liberated from the constraints of both male and female gender
roles and norms, fa’afafine in Samoa could act as intermediaries between potential suitors. For
instance, a fa’afafine could step outside the confines of female modesty and speak openly to a
male concerning sexual interests a female friend may have towards him. Likewise, the fa’afafine
could also be sexually explicit regarding their own desires towards a male as well (Mageo 1998:
213). As shown, local customs and laws known as fa’asamoa and fakatonga1 in Samoa and
Tonga respectively and known as adat within Indonesia seem to persist and allow an outlet for
the articulation of transwomen identities within both Austronesian regions even though the
hegemonic cultural and religious beliefs that have emanated from the west seem to have since

1

According to Helen Morton Lee (1996), "Anga fakatonga is used to identify what is seen as a
uniquely or specifically Tongan way of being that can be used in any context..."which shows
parallels with the Indonesian concept of adat (Lee 1996:20). Likewise within the Polynesian
region, Carol E. Robertson (1989) highlights the prominence of early transgender subjectivities
across Polynesia citing that for example the Hawaiian “Mahu embody an ancient Polynesian
principle of spiritual duality and integration” (Robertson 1989:313).
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become paramount. This aligns with Ortner’s discourse on gender hegemonies in that local adat,
fa’asamoa, and fakatonga do not redefine the respective hegemonic gender orders, but rather
exists within their respective societies. (Ortner 1996a:146).

Romantic Relationships

Establishing long-term romantic relationships can be difficult for Indonesian transwomen
due to social and familial pressures for males to eventually marry and have children. Because
transwomen are thought to be biologically incapable of having a “complete” family by producing
children, males who do form initial relationships with transwomen often eventually leave them.
Alternatively, transwomen may also feel forced to abandon their gender identity in order to
fulfill their social and familial obligations to marry a woman and have children. These
experiences are exemplified by some of the waria featured in Huang’s (2011) film. Yet even
after heteronormative family units have been established, the marriage dynamic may still allow a
man to continue in an open relationship with a waria sometimes even with the wife’s approval as
the husband’s istri muda or second wife (Huang 2011). Furthermore, as Oetomo cites, sexual or
romantic relationships with waria during the “experimental stages” of development may
continue in long-term albeit in private (Oetomo 1996:263-264). Several of my respondents also
shared similar narratives. In Mayasog, Abuelita was able to informally marry two husbands
throughout dia’s life and has been raising two children, one adopted child and one born to the
istri tua, or the husband’s first wife.
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Moreover, the istri tua welcomed Abuelita into the family and allowed dia to accompany
them on family outings. Likewise, Foxy Mama also shared having a long-term relationship with
a husband for six years and has treated dia’s partner as a typified Indonesian dutiful wife would
treat her husband. This type of spousal care is highlighted by one of Huang’s waria respondents
in her film (Huang 2011). In addition, this social structure is noted by Blackwood (2007) who
expounds on the nationalization of the family by discussing how Suharto’s 1965 New Order of
Indonesia instituted standards and idealization of nuclear family units with the woman as dutiful
mother and man as political and national figurehead (Blackwood 2007:295). While Foxy Mama
feels having children would be ideal, dia stated the impasse was not due to dia’s biological
circumstances but rather economic hardships. As shown, my transwomen respondents were able
to navigate or circumvent social restrictions placed against them with regards to love and
relationships. While not legally recognized, some respondents were still able to form real and
long-term relationships. Moreover, these relationships fostered unconventional family units that
fulfilled national ideologies such as to be a “dutiful” Indonesian wife and the expectation to rear
children.

Love Unrealized

Likewise, transwomen may have a difficult time finding long-term relationships. In
Yogyakarta, Tatiana states dia’s suitors are often times men who are only seeking to palate their
lustful ways through short-term hook ups and fun. Such narratives align with Brenner’s
discussion on nafsu (sexual potency) which is considered to be insatiable in men to the point that
within Javanese society, adultery was thought of as commonplace and resignedly accepted
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within already married households (Brenner 1995:33). Likewise, Oetomo spoke of the socially
acceptable same-sex play and experimentation that can occur between males who are satisfying
their nafsu during their formative years prior to marriage. Nevertheless, for Tatiana, love is not
an impossibility. Like Cookie who stated wanting to marry a foreign man abroad, Tatiana stated
places abroad were the best recourse because fighting for marriage equality in Indonesia would
be a lifelong and unattainable pursuit and that marriage could otherwise be achieved by merely
going abroad. Cookie's and Tatiana's experiences; however, are unique in that they have the
capabilities to travel abroad through money and social networks with foreigners. Johnson's
respondents, on the other hand, were more or less confined to the relatively secluded island of
Jolo, Philippines. Likewise, the use of the internet and surely mobile dating apps were virtually
non-existent in the late 90s in Southeast Asia during the time of Johnson’s fieldwork. Thus while
gender equality was important in general for many of my respondents, they chose their battles
wisely and circumnavigated the semantics of legality in order to achieve true love however
possible.

Mechanisms and Agency in Finding Love

Cookie's higher socio-economic status and use of material wealth is similar to how
Johnson's respondents sought to use western goods, fashion, and other prestige symbols in order
to attract local gay men for sex. For instance, Cookie saw me as a potential suitor and in several
instances offered to lavish me with gifts. Likewise, dia felt content to pay for our meals despite
custom dictating that it was my obligation as the one who invited dia on our outings.
Furthermore, dia was keen at bragging about dia’s luxurious home and on several instances
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invited me to dia’s place with the innuendo for sex. Similarly, Cookie’s affluence was made
clear to the public in dia’s dress and mode of transportation and perhaps would surely have
drawn the attention of local kucing or money boys. While, I repeatedly declined dia’s advances,
dia utilized these various assets in manners that seemed performed before. Cookie seemed to go
down a list of dia’s wealth in an effort to impress and entice me. Moreover, as the evening
progressed dia attempted to become more physical with me, complimenting my shirt and
touching it as dia complimented its texture. Eventually, dia rested dia’s hand on my thigh and
began to seductively caress my leg as dia continued describing dia’s extravagant lifestyle while
periodically inquiring about my own sexual experiences.
Likewise, Indonesian gay males may also actively seek out transwomen partners in order
to reap monetary benefit. The act of males using my transwomen respondents for their own
personal and monetary gain is not an uncommon occurrence within the field sites I researched in
Indonesia. In fact, males who have such ulterior motives are known locally as kucing or money
boys. In Maybayoc, Zsa Zsa also had experiences with such males. In fact, several years ago
when I first met Zsa Zsa, dia was pursuing a romantic relationship with a young Indonesian
ethnic Dayak male who seemed to use dia for free haircuts and other material benefits such as
money. Moreover, Zsa Zsa had several other men in dia’s life like him as well. Upon meeting
with Zsa Zsa once again, dia explained having long cut ties with the kucing, and that dia knew
what he was actually doing and merely allowed it to a certain extent. Dia still expressed how
painful it was and has since moved on from the experience. At present, dia explained having a
boyfriend who is from the neighboring island of Sumatra. I met him on one occasion, but more
often saw Zsa Zsa with dia’s male employee who also lives with dia.
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While Zsa Zsa explained the relationship is purely platonic, I did observe fairly close
intimate moments between the two especially as they slept together in one mattress in their
boarding room. Moreover, I often happened upon them in the evenings after work locked in
intimate embrace when I visited their quarters. They would abruptly break apart at times and
other times remain as they were. Zsa Zsa’s karyawan would also often accompany dia on
excursions outside work to scenic sites during holidays. When I inquired further about the
karyawan, some transwomen respondents would jokingly say dia was a kucing, and the
karyawan actually once admitted to it but later discounted the proclamation as a joke. Whatever
the true relationship between Zsa Zsa and dia’s karyawan, Zsa Zsa shared that he had only
recently entered dia’s life, and it seemed that dia was providing a lot for him in terms of
employment, room, and board. Zsa Zsa often spoke to him warmly as a close intimate lover but
also gave him instructions like a boss.
In addition, my findings aligned with Johnson’s research, which found that while some
men may think of transwomen as “fools” to con for the attainment of material goods or shortterm hook-ups, Johnson’s transgender respondents stated that they in fact allow themselves to be
“fooled,” and they take the agency in choosing which suitors to let into their lives. Similarly in
Maybayoc, Madea sees sex work as merely an occupation that dia chose because dia enjoys it.
While dia maintains it is only professional to have sex with any client as long as they can pay for
dia’s services, dia also stated that dia would not fall blindly in love with any man regardless of
money. In fact, dia rather favors older men who Madea feels are more passionate, romantic, and
caring as opposed to young men who are often only looking to fool dia for a short time of fun.
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Role of All Forms of Beauty and Belonging

As mentioned, Foxy Mama utilized dia's eccentric and comedic personality in order to
draw-in people towards dia. Dia not only poked fun at others but diaself as well. Comedic acts
such as alternating between male and female characteristics (or what I shall term drunk work
utilizing dia's self-described word) brought upon social currency and prestige amongst dia's
group. Oetomo, on the other hand, describes the coarse nature of waria as demonstrated during
fight or flight situations to be a “culture of resistance” as waria do not submit to any particular
gender stereotype (Oetomo: 1996:266). Due to the unique position of waria to seamlessly have
the power to cross gendered social norms of halus perempuan (refined woman) and kasar lakilaki, (rough man), waria are able to embody either as it suits them. Additionally, they may
particularly use gender characteristics as a mechanism to defend, protect, and even diffuse
precarious situations through humor by shifting between genders (Oetomo 1996:263). This
speaks to the concept I introduce earlier as transwoman unbound themselves from the restrictive
gender precepts ascribed to either male or female in Javanese society. Thus, they are in a sense
liberating themselves from the binary notions of being. Foxy Mama made use of dia's drunk
work across many environments within both the home environment and sacred or more demure
spaces like cemeteries thereby livening up otherwise somber moments. As mentioned, dia also
used comedy in order to relay previous hardships such as having to live in a cemetery in the past.
Bystanders also seemed to be drawn to dia's enigmatic personality. In essence, Foxy Mama turns
conventional standards of beauty upside down for not only dia's advantage but the benefit of
others as well.
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Alternatively, Silver highly values maintaining dia's conventional feminine beauty in
order to garner the acceptance dia seeks from the community. As stated, Silver often passes as a
perempuan asli in various social settings and feels that clothing and make-up are sufficient
markers to assert dia's womanhood. Nevertheless, dia has struggled with bouts of discrimination
and hardship in order to obtain acceptance. This is most exemplified after dia's period of
homelessness when Silver returned home and was elatedly well received by dia's mother as the
bond of family turned out to far outweigh the issue regarding dia's transwoman identity that
forced dia to leave in the first place. Nowadays, dia is finding success in dia's activist-model and
schoolwork. Silver finally feels a sense of belonging within the community through dia’s
demonstration of good works and behavior among those around dia. Dia's narrative sounds
similar to the success Abuelita achieved in dia’s own pursuits, which may be due in part to the
support dia received from dia's familial and fictive kin. Perhaps positive reinforcement is one
measure to success particularly for this demographic. Again, Oetomo states that for the waria he
interviewed, belonging and acceptance were integral aspects for his respondents. Likewise,
Silver feels it is important to behave properly and do good works in order for others to recognize
and acknowledge dia. This may be similar to the acts of prestation that Boellstorff notes amongst
the waria he researched (Boellstorff: 2004, 166). Alternatively, Tatiana's family has permanently
cut ties with dia. As such, dia has had to form solely fictive kin support networks and yet has
been quite successful diaself. Since leaving home dia has connected with an adoptive
transmother who initially helped Tatiana get on dia's feet. Tatiana has returned the favor more
recently when dia's adoptive transmother fell on hard times. Moreover, Tatiana expressed finding
belonging through work as a tour guide and artist where dia is able to make translocal networks
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and form a greater sense of “imagined community” with trans* people abroad. This is most
exemplified through the international transwoman troupe dia is now part of that is operating
across the globe.

Gender Is Just One Facet of Being

In Yogyakarta, Tatiana has a nightly hangout spot at a local café in the tourist district that
from my observations serves as a nexus for liberal minded foreigners and locals to gather for
entertainment. According to Tatiana, dia's trans* identity is not the central marker of dia's being.
Many of dia's friends know dia as simply Tatiana. Dia wishes to advocate for everyone to look at
one another through this lens and has created a project using art and fashion as mediums to
spread dia's message. Tatiana's statements are similar to one of my multi-racial respondents from
another study whom I interviewed in order to gauge her affiliation to a Filipino identity living as
a person of mixed Filipino ancestry in the rural American south where racial lines tend to be
more defined and relevant in society. Overall, Clarissa felt that her ethnic makeup is just one
source of discrimination and identity stating, "because I'm also female in a very strong male
culture, I have a funny last name, and I'm queer. You really can't separate or talk about one thing.
It’s all these intersecting ideas" (Tumpag 2013:102). Yet while Tatiana’s own gender sentiments
are ideal, dia did not discount the fact that being trans* and actively putting dia’s gender identity
in the forefront within other realms such as work has been substantial in that dia is able to engage
with foreigners and, in turn, foster cross-cultural discourse on how trans* people live across the
globe. This finding deviates from Boellstorff’s discourse on waria that purports waria as being
locally formed subjectivities. As such, this narrative aligns more with Johnson’s globalized
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gender discourse albeit direct interaction with foreigners are clearly evident in my study whereas
Johnson’s work found respondents formulating their identities thorough the conceptualization of
largely imagined spaces.

The Roles of Social and Digital Media

The prominence of social media is exemplified through the high use of online mobile
dating apps, which has provided a discreet means for many of my respondents to find a little
romance and fun as well as friendships and digital networks with fellow transwomen.
Respondents such as Cookie utilize it as an alternative rather than meeting suitors at LGBT
events such as gay night hosted at a local club. Cookie's social status prevents dia from engaging
in physical spaces where members of the LGBT community congregate. Incidentally, this
finding shows corollaries with Boellstorff’s gay respondents whose social hangouts are
segregated based on socio-economic standing (Boellstorff 2005:137). Additionally, dia is more
interested in foreign men and shared with me that dia filters the search parameters on the dating
apps in order to find foreign men who dia feels are more open minded and more earnestly
interested in dia as Cookie is in them. Likewise, Silver stated being highly sought after on dating
apps by locals and foreigners alike. Furthermore, dia shared there is even a dating app geared
towards people interested in meeting transwomen. Through Cookie and Silver’s engagement on
mobile dating apps and by specifically targeting foreign chat-mates who favor transwomen, these
respondents are also forming dialogues that foster cross-cultural discourse. In turn, these physical
and digital nexuses of globalized gender discourse help to realize different understandings of
gender for these transwomen similar in respect to Johnson’s respondents who later began to
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question local gender hegemonies that displaced them. Moreover, these global discourses help
my respondents in broadening their own gender identities as being part of something that is
beyond the waria that exists and is understood locally.
For Jazzy who is just beginning to explore dia's identity, the use of mobile dating apps
has been beneficial as it provides a discreet means to put diaself in a virtual public space that is
likely to only be seen by fellow members of the LGBT community. Nevertheless, Jazzy stated
also physically attending LGBT events such as gay night in a local club, which has proved
integral in not only finding potential suitors but also transwomen friends and mentors. As shown
the use of mobile dating apps has created a relatively safe virtual space that enables members of
the LGBT community to connect with one another. Unfortunately, as Tatiana and Jazzy also
express, these types of apps are often times mainly geared towards sex hook-ups and rarely if
ever satisfy the desire for long-term and meaningful relationships. Mobile apps also serve a
similar role for transwomen respondents in Maybayoc as I will discuss later albeit in that
particular locale, it also serves to keep members of the LGBT community connected to one
another.
While Johnson’s transwomen respondents in the Philippines lived in a similar setting as
Maybayoc, my respondents seemed to still find a means to personally engage and connect with
foreigners. Thus, for respondents such as Madea, sex work provided an outlet to interact with
foreign clientele who happened to travel upon the unbeaten path. Moreover, dia is able to stay
connected to them via mobile devices and the plethora of online apps that exist nowadays.
Madea and several other respondents expressed romanticized notions of transwomen and LGBT
life abroad particularly within the west like the U.S where news of the legalization of gay
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marriage has reached even the small towns of Indonesia thanks to television and the internet.
Again, these narratives in Maybayoc are similar to those of Cookie and Silver.
Interestingly, for Madea, dia’s self-identifies as waria despite engaging in physical and
digital globalized gender discourse with foreigners. Perhaps, it is due to the fact that Madea’s
engagements with foreigners are predominately amorous in nature. Also, Madea does not see
diaself as holding higher socio-economic standing in relation to dia’s transwomen friends so
perhaps taking on an alternate gender identity other than waria would be a moot point as
expressing dia’s difference from dia’s “children” is not the end goal and could be quite isolating.
For Madea, dia’s dreams for a better life is only an SMS (instant message) away as dia often
spoke of how dia has been maintaining a long-term distant relationship with a former client, a
foreign man from Singapore who Madea hopes will one day take dia abroad to live with him.
Additionally, Madea explained that through interactions with foreigners such as myself, dia has
already realized connections to places even farther away. Dia often asked me if I could find dia a
man from America just to broaden dia’s options. Regardless of my inabilities to help dia as a
matchmaker, dia expressed it is still a possible dream. This is due to the fact that we are now in a
mobile and digital society where not only our physical bodies can be transported to economic
hubs via public buses but mobile devices and computers can also transport us to digital spaces
that are discreet and inexpensive ways to keep in touch with one another.
Lastly, transwomen respondents in Maybayoc also utilized mobile phone apps as a means
to stay connected to relatives and other local members of the LGBT community as well. This is
especially true for Madea whose strained relationship has led to a long distance relationship that
is being held together via instant messages between Madea and dia’s immediate family.
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Similarly for other respondents, mobile devices serve to keep respondents of different
occupations together. This is true for Zsa Zsa and Eartha who do not live and work together as
the transwomen who live together in Madea’s place. Thus technology is helping to bridge the
divide of socio-economic standing. Hopefully through such media, relationships can begin to
coalesce to a greater extent resulting in the re-establishment of unified LGBT organizations
within this peripheral locale.

CHAPTER 6
RELIGION IN THE THREE LOCALES
Inconsistencies Explained

As Errington stated, gender is a fluid social construct that must be constantly renegotiated
depending on many circumstances present within a particular culture at any given time such as
political or religious factors (Errington 1990:23). Transwomen are especially affected by the
varying hegemonic ideologies that have been established throughout Indonesian history. My
respondents have tackled the issue in equally varying degrees. For some, religion and gender
identity continue to be unresolved issues although they tend not to perversely effect the daily
lives of my respondents especially those who are in late adulthood. Yet for others, it has never
truly been an issue at all. For the younger generation of transwomen, circumstances can be more
cumbersome especially since they tend to be more bound and dependent on family at this stage
in life.

“A Family That Prays Together…”

Within Mayasog, several LGBT organizations have already been well established. Yet
they are essentially fragmented as they are separated by gender specific groups. For example a
few organizations focus primarily on the trans* experience. While some settings were offices,
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others like Abuelita's home were informal locales that were redesigned to be safe spaces
primarily for transwomen boarders. Yet as mentioned earlier, Abuelita made dia's home
inclusive of all peoples inviting residents of the local neighborhood and foreign visitors. Abuelita
and dia's transwomen friends expressed the need to observe their faith in a safer space as a
recourse to experiences of discrimination within public worship spaces. While Abuelita serves as
a religious leader of sorts amongst dia’s transwomen group, dia also seeks to acknowledge dia’s
gender within the religious context and thus dia often wears what looks to be a nun’s habit. As a
Catholic transwoman, dia takes the reigns in leading discussions amongst the group of boarders.
Moreover, dia takes an active role in interpreting the scriptures finding instances of
support and belonging for transwomen within the faith. While the acceptance of transwomen,
and LGBT people in general, within Christianity is perhaps not considered mainstream theology,
Andaya (2006) cites that religion within Indonesia has historically been a process of localization
where major religions (Indic and Abrahamic) were incorporated along with pre-existing
indigenous beliefs or adat (Andaya 2006:88). Similar instances can be found within other parts
of Southeast Asia such as the Philippines where a blending of indigenous and Catholic beliefs
known as folk Catholicism prevails. Within a small community located in Kalibo, Aklan of the
central Philippines, a “transgender ritual specialist” known as Tay Augus dresses up in western
style cabaret-risqué costume in order to articulate patronage to what is locally considered the
gender ambiguous image of Santo Nino or the Christ child. During the Ati-Atihan festival which
honors this Catholic iconography brought to the islands by the Spanish in the 16th century, Tay
Augus and his transgender performance have become a central hallmark of local Catholic
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festivities over the years so much so that it is both accepted and deemed necessary in order to
make the celebration complete. As Alcedo (2007) states:
Seen throughout the Philippines, these processes of mimicry and gender transformation
transport individuals into zones of ambivalence and contradictions in which they are able
to navigate through homogenizing discourse of their culture and the Church's
homogenizing myth of Roman Catholicism. (Alcedo 2007:107)
Similarly through dia’s own faith, Abuelita explicitly expressed finding a sense of belonging.
Much like Tay Augus of the Philippines, both trans* people have been proactive in inserting
themselves in order to establish belonging within otherwise seemingly unreceptive orthodox faiths
(as they tend to be articulated in other parts of the globe.) Moreover, Abuelita's familial and
environmental upbringing can best be described as providing positive reinforcement for dia's
transwoman identity. For Abuelita, being Catholic and a transwoman complement one another
quite well.
While local adat seems to provide space and belonging within the religious context for
Abuelita and dia’s group, other respondents shared different narratives. Particularly within
Maybayoc, various respondents shared experiencing internal conflicts between their respective
religions and transwomen identities however for the most part, Eartha and Zsa Zsa felt they have
come to a relative peaceful reconciliation between the two. Moreover, I came to find that such
issues were not really profound discourses for my respondents and that religious practice and
observation did not play a large part of their daily lives with the exception of Abuelita’s group.
Rather, it seems that being Christian or Muslim were more identities that were expressed through
the loose wearing of religious iconography. Belcarz's (2008) MA thesis may provide some
insight into the discussion particularly in the manner respondents may answer western
researchers. It seems that much of the theories regarding waria behavior and identity did not
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coincide with her respondents. Belcarz suggests that religious topics may be more guarded
aspects of these people’s lives and thus westerners may not be as privy to them. Additionally
while previous literature suggests that Islam and colonialism were both thought to be very
influential factors for waria particularly in how they perceive themselves and their gender
identity, Belcarz’s findings found these factors seemed to be rather inconsequential. For her
predominately Muslim respondents affiliated with a Yogyakarta LGBT organization, their
identities as waria and their identities as Muslims were not a reoccurring or overtly problematic
topics of conversation. Again, she cites this result may be due to religion being a highly guarded
and private matter that is not easily discussed openly much less among a westerner outsider.
Moreover, dia suspects her small pool sample of respondents affiliated with organized LGBT
groups in Yogyakarta may have provided a very specific subset of narratives and that perhaps
waria in other parts of the city would provide further insight into the matter. As such through my
study, my transwomen respondents in Yogyakarta who were largely non-aligned with LGBT
organizations in the city and transwomen in other locales shared narratives explaining that
religion was indeed a private matter. Additionally, other respondents spoke of the importance of
demonstrating one’s piety as a means towards achieving acceptance within the religious
community.

Religion as a Private Affair

Upon further investigation, I came to better understand the mechanisms behind
establishing religion as a private matter. As Muslims, Foxy Mama and Tatiana consider religion
a private affair and thus they do not care so much about the negative opinions of others.
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Moreover for Foxy Mama and Silver, praying in feminine clothing at the mesjid is not so much a
problem because they do it respectfully. For Silver, the donning of the mukna to a certain respect
negates dia’s transwoman identity leaving only a representation of a pious Muslim. Nevertheless
as stated, Silver does continue to have conflict with regards to which washroom facility to enter
when cleansing diaself in preparation for sholat as dia feels compelled by law to enter the men’s
room in feminine dress being that dia is biologically male. Due to this socially deviant act, Silver
is frequently heckled. For Tatiana, dia also feels being Muslim is a private affair and chooses to
bypass any potential heckling from fellow Muslims in the mesjid altogether by simply praying
alone.
Moreover, dia often challenges naysayers by asking them to cite where in the Quran it is
forbidden to be trans* and Muslim; dia states no one has ever been able to support their claims.
This is similar to Abuelita’s narrative in how dia has found excerpts in the Al-kitab (Christian
bible) that dia interprets as showing inclusivity for Christian transwomen. Like Tatiana, Jazzy
chooses to pray in private although dia does so in male clothing perhaps because dia is just
beginning to explore dia's gender identity. As stated, dia and Silver who are recent converts to
Islam, have only experimented with wearing the jilbab on occasion. As shown, my transwomen
respondents engage their religious realms in varying ways and their experiences are equally
diverse. For Silver, dia’s gender makes entering the public washrooms in preparation of sholat
somewhat cumbersome. Yet dia wishes to fight for change and inclusive facilitates so dia’s
community can one day pray in public with fellow worshipers. Similar instances of
discrimination have led other pioneering transwomen to instead carve out their own space to pray
while also endorsing inclusivity of all perhaps because many know too well the feelings of
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ostracism and do not wish it upon anyone. For others, religion is a private matter that can be
engaged in solitary thus bypassing the need to enter the mesjid altogether. Again, my
transwomen respondents demonstrate their agency within their respective communities despite
the odds against them.

Clothing as Markers of Womanhood & Religion

I noticed that most of my Muslim respondents across the locales did not choose to wear
the jilbab in their everyday lives. For respondents in Maybayoc such as Zsa Zsa who earlier I
described as the most modest of the group, the jilbab was also not a symbol of dia's Muslim
identity. While I did observe Zsa Zsa to cover dia's hair on many occasions during our night
outings in public, dia did so not as a religious act of piety as dia could also be seen at times
wearing no covering or shawl at all. I attributed this to dia's profession as a salonist, which
perhaps calls for Zsa Zsa to sell dia's talents by advertising various styles of hair. Yet as I
mentioned earlier while Zsa Zsa at times undergoes personal turmoil between dia's Muslim and
gender identity, dia has generally found peace between the two. Within Madea's group of
transwomen sex workers, I did befriend a young Muslim transwoman who often wore a seethrough shawl. I observed dia to use the article of clothing more like a fashion accessory and to
perhaps shield diaself against mosquitoes, as it was never tightly bound; and dia would often
play with it and let it fall to dia's shoulders where it served as a drape for long periods despite the
presence of men in the room. On one occasion when dia and I accompanied a group of
transwomen friends to a dinner party, dia seemed to use the shawl to accentuate dia's femininity
at times removing it in order to apply makeup in the presence of a mixed gender group as we
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chatted away in the living room. Again interestingly in the Mayasog, Abuelita could often be
seen wearing what I considered to be a nun’s habit, and dia explicitly expressed that wearing the
head covering enabled dia to focus more on prayer than perhaps the world around dia. Likewise
it also served to mark dia’s womanhood. As such while religious head shawls served to mark
these women’s womanhood, the differences lie within the actual purposes they serve. Moreover,
the majority of my Muslim respondents did not wear it and if they did wear it, it served as
multiple markers of femininity and religion.

On an Ending Note… How Do the Gays Fare?

Because of local adat, Boellstorff (2005a) notes that waria generally have more freedom
and tolerance within their communities to behave and act in manners that other members of the
LGBT community such as gays and lesbis cannot (Boellstorff 2005a:576). Indeed, during my
field research, various gay facilitators also shared their own experiences navigating their society.
One gay facilitator who I met along my transit to a neighboring field site explained that he was
completely disowned by his family because of being gay; furthermore, after living on his own,
he became distraught until finding community and belonging within a Christian church. He
stated that overtime, people in his church became aware he was homosexual after which he later
agreed to undergo a form of “treatment” which essentially consisted of being sequestered to live
within the confines of the church for a period of several months. He was not allowed to leave his
room and was basically imprisoned. After some time, he eventually escaped only to later return
to the church as he still believed in Christianity and these people were among his main fictive kin
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networks as his immediate family has disowned him. He professed to the leaders of the church
that he was no longer gay but secretly remains so to this day.
In addition, he stated that he continues his work as a make-up artist which people in his
church do not have issue with as his work contributes towards cultural ceremonies and events
within the community. Likewise, several other gay facilitators throughout Mayasog and
Maybayoc shared working similar occupations. Additionally, one gay facilitator explained to me
that he performs cultural dances in feminine attire and occasionally at weddings. This societal
acceptance of “nation building” service and cultural work seems to extend to the gay community
as well, however as demonstrated through the gay facilitator’s narrative, expressing the gay
identity can be met with far harsher consequences. In some instances, the gay facilitator’s
narrative also reminds me of Jubilee’s current predicament as dia precariously lives a double life
as a heterosexual acting man at work and home while struggling to find ways to articulate dia's
transwoman identity beyond the socially sanctioned spaces of weddings and cultural festivities.
Fortunately for Jubilee, dia has found refuge among transwomen friends who gather after hours
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
My research sought to find out how transwomen navigate their lives within their specific
adat-centric locales far removed from economic city centers of central Java. I hypothesized that
adat played a role in helping to create space and belonging for transwomen within their
respective communities. I sought to do this by investigating how my transwomen respondents
navigated their lives in three particular realms namely work, sociality, and religion.
Within the realm of work, I expected to find that transwomen are generally accepted
within their communities for the cultural-service work they provide such as beauticians and
performers who maintain “local traditions.” This was drawn from Boellstorff’s discourse on
waria serving as stewards of nationhood and culture through occupations such as beauty work
where they may dress up members of their communities as model Indonesian citizenry during
weddings and other cultural ceremonies. Moreover, I expected to find transwomen having
difficulty obtaining a diverse array of jobs due to being slotted into specific forms of work within
society as waria. Within the social realm, I expected to find that transwomen generally supported
gender equality in the country due to the importance of belonging among transwomen as noted in
the literature. I expected to find that western discourse on gender was influential in how
transwomen in Indonesia identified themselves as global gender discourse helps to facilitate new
notions of gender and identity that transcends the local waria construct. This expected finding
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was drawn from Mark Johnson’s discourse on transgender women of Southern Philippines who
lived in similar cultural and religious conditions as my respondents. Johnson’s work found that
transwomen constructed their local identities by pulling from both direct nonlocal interactions
and even “fanciful” western stories and gossip of transwomen lives abroad. Within the religious
realm, I expected to find that while transwomen are generally accepted within society, they
continue to struggle with issues of acceptance in public religious spaces within their respective
communities. Additionally, I expected to find that religious clothing served as one means to
mark womanhood especially amongst Muslim transwomen.
Overall, I found that adat did serve as a means to create space and belonging for my
transwomen respondents thereby enabling them to navigate their respective communities as
highlighted through their work, social, and religious realms. The transwomen across the three
locales were generally acknowledged within their communities as being part of the social fabric
as they actively participated in the daily life of their locales. For the most part, they were born
and grew up in their respective communities or have been living in their current locale for quite
some time. Moreover since these places are adat-centric locales, several of my respondents were
able to articulate their transwomen identities through cultural, albeit clearly liminal, contexts. In
addition, many respondents thought of Yogyakarta and the two other locales in the periphery as
being better environments to live as transwomen than perhaps other parts of Indonesia.
Interestingly, several of these respondents came to this conclusion based on personal experiences
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traveling widely across the nation. My research is notable as it contributes to the literature by
1

demonstrating the growing mobility of Indonesian transwomen.
Within work, transwomen were acknowledged, accepted, and esteemed to certain extents
within their communities because of their cultural-service work; yet some shared narratives of
actually stepping outside the restrictive slotted occupations ascribed to waria by carving out for
themselves what would otherwise be considered “normative occupations” held by cisgender
members of their communities. Moreover, my research demonstrated my respondents’ boldness
and innovation by working jobs less commonly held by transwomen in the past such as artist,
tour guide, activist, and even religious leader. Additionally, they held these positions while
externally expressing their feminine spirit through dress and personal affect essentially seeking
to assert their belonging within these specific occupational sectors. Through these positions, my
respondents sought to carve spaces that transcended the liminal cultural space afforded to them.
For instance, they did this by opening their homes and places of business to the LGBT
community. While these acts aligned with the findings of prior studies; my research expounded
on this area by showing that my respondents went even further, reaching out to members of the
entire community regardless of a person’s gender, sexual orientation, or religious affiliation.
As such, while Boellstorff argues that waria may find their sense of belonging through
their cultural and nation building service work, it is not necessarily the only recourse.
Transwomen in my study sought to push these liminalizng positions creating inclusivity for
others along the way. While many waria may indeed serve integral and valued positions for their

1

One respondent expressed Yogyakarta as being a place largely unwelcoming to transwomen due
to a desire to disassociate with the waria community and also extensive travel abroad where
dia’s experiences as a transwoman were largely met with more receptiveness.
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cultural and nation-building service work in society, such a framework can also be somewhat
restricting and does not necessarily speak to the narratives of transwomen who are engaging their
communities in groundbreaking ways in order to meet their own personal goals and
comfortabilities. To clarify, I am not saying culture is not a viable route of gaining acceptance
for transwomen, I am saying it is not wholly sufficient and thus my respondents have largely had
to navigate their occupational realm in bold and innovative means sometimes blending culture
with other skillsets and in other instances diverging from it drastically.
Socially, equal rights was important for some respondents in their effort to achieve a
sense of belonging within their community; however for others, such goals were thought to be
largely impractical and aspirations to marry or find love could more easily be achieved by simply
circumventing their illegality in order to informally marry and raise children. Some even found
traveling abroad to find love as the most viable option because Indonesia did not have adequate
laws or even the men they were seeking in order to achieve true love. Likewise, I found that
western influence affected my respondents in varying ways, with many expressing a greater
degree of direct influence from foreigners through both physical and digital interactions. This
was possible throughout the three locales even those in the rural periphery. Such global
interactions also influenced how some respondents understood their transwomen identities. As
such, Johnson’s concept of globalized gender discourses applied more than Boellstorff’s concept
of waria as localized subjectivities for the trans* individuals I observed and the transwomen
respondents I interviewed in my research. Additionally, I came to learn the complexities in how
transwomen understand themselves and how they may be perceived and understood by
foreigners and locals. Hegemonic representations of waria within Indonesian mass media may
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paint a picture of waria thriving and excelling within society as exemplified through the feats of
Ibu Raminten, dia’s cabaret performers, and “LGBT friendly” restaurant, but many of my
respondents challenge such representations of waria-ness expressing them to be fictitious,
unauthentic, and largely misrepresentations of their transwomen identities and trans*
community. Yet other respondents also stated feeling a sense of inspiration and positivity in
seeing Ibu Raminten’s success in the public eye.
Finally while my research found that many respondents expressed some form of conflict
between their respective religions and their transwomen identities. Alternatively, several
expressed how religion actually helped to reinforce and validate their gender identities and sense
of belonging both privately and within public religious spaces. Some transwomen took agency in
constructing a uniquely inclusive safe space to not only live but also pray. Other respondents felt
any issues between religion and gender identity could be reconciled as long as they behaved
“properly” within the public religious space. For instance, a few respondents felt wearing the
jilbab even helped to not only reinforce their legitimacy as Muslim transwomen, but also
demonstrate their religious piety. Yet the complexity of this situation is made clear in how one
Muslim transwoman respondent expressed feeling conflicted in how to proceed with cleansing
diaself in preparation for public prayer due to being externally female in attire but feeling
lawfully obligated to wash in the men’s restroom as a biological male. As such, a desire for third
gender toilet facilities became a cause dia decided to take up for dia’s trans* community who
wish to pray in communion within the public religious space. Alternatively, some felt religion
was a private matter that was no one’s business but their own, and as such spared themselves of
any would be harassment. Lastly, my research found that while religious articles of clothing did
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serve to mark womanhood, many of my Muslim respondents chose not to wear it. If my Muslim
transwomen respondents did wear it, it largely served to accentuate femininity. Only in
Abuelita’s case did I observe a head shawl worn relatively consistently as a means to
demonstrate religious piety albeit in dia’s case, it was a personal decision to cover diaself as a
Catholic in order to focus more on prayer. As such, these various religious articles served a
dynamic role for my respondents in expressing a variety of messages relating not only to religion
but also gender and beauty.
Overall, these findings reinforce the notion that transwomen navigate a complex social
environment and have had to do so through equally complex, bold, and innovative ways. This
has been found throughout each locale I conducted research. Moreover, there are no single or
absolute answer with regards to how transwomen will be received by their community. Even
though there is a long history of acceptance and/or tolerance of the waria subjectivity within
local society (which I attribute to the concept of local adat within Indonesia and the greater
Southeast Asian region), my research sought to explore the present narratives of transwomen as
this demographic has had to continuously reconcile their identities within an unstable
environment. This is exacerbated by the hegemonic gender ideologies that periodically phase
between periods of tolerance and intolerance. Likewise, religious conservativism and national
ideologies may temporarily contest local customs and an otherwise moderate Indonesian society
at certain periods of time. Within the ethnographic present, this turbulence has become even
more pronounced as demonstrated through the abrupt and coerced closure of the Islamic school
for waria by pressures from Islamic conservatives in Yogyakarta despite the fact that the school
had been widely known to be in operation for almost a decade. As such, vying ideologies are
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sometimes dismantling local adat that would otherwise create liminal space for my respondents.
Thus, transwomen are essentially and metaphorically navigating “choppy waters” as
demonstrated through a closer look into their occupational, social, and religious realms.
Again, my research demonstrates the innovative and bold means many respondents have
been navigating these circumstances which are at times further complicated by internal conflicts
as demonstrated through the various factions that develop due to such factors as socio-economic
differences. Such factors have impacted group cohesion among the transwomen I interviewed in
various locales, and while this has been noted by both Sinnott and Boellstorff’s research, various
narratives in my research illuminate an “enduring spirit” among the trans* community to seek a
way to redress the schisms. Although at times unsuccessful, my respondents have demonstrated
their persistence to try again in order to establish some kind of unity. This has been done by open
dialogue with different trans* and greater LGBT groups and aspirations to open inclusive and
formal trans* organizations and spaces. Within the most rural periphery, local transwomen and
the greater LGBT community are also attempting re-establish an LGBT organization. While
socio-economic differences may segregate people from one another to a certain extent, “neutral
ground” hangout territories like the salon are serving a means to maintain a link across the LGBT
community. Within the salon in particular, transwomen of differing occupations and lifestyles
gathered together at night in order to commune with one another in a sense validating one
another’s transwomen identities principally through nongkrong and “sharing” one another’s
experiences. This particular example aligned with Boellstorff’s research, which highlights the
waria salon particularly in rural areas as being a nexus for the LGBT community.
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My research also contributes to the literature by highlighting in more depth the growing
importance of social media and mobile apps towards connecting transwomen respondents to one
another, maintaining strained ties with family, and even engaging with people abroad. The latter
is also helping to facilitate new globalized gender discourses and understandings of the trans*
identity as noted earlier. In addition to facilitating a greater sense of interconnectivity, my
respondents were also able to find love and companionship through such media. The emergence
of the digital space affords transwomen a contemporary means to form “imagined communities”
that span both local and international nodes. This space is beginning to compliment more
“traditional spaces” that the trans* community have already been using namely informal and
formal spaces and language. Nevertheless while technology is facilitating the development of
new perspectives in gender and realizations pertaining to love and belonging, it is not totally
reformulating local worldviews. For instance, Madea expressed still identifying with the waria
subjectivity despite having physical and digital interactions with foreigners and being more
exposed to global notions of gender. Dia’s resolve to identify with the local seems to be
motivated by the pivotal position dia holds within dia’s local LGBT community as a mother
figure and protector of dia’s fictive “children.” As such aligning diaself with a global gender
construct would only serve to “Other” dia from dia’s community, a circumstance that Johnson
also elaborates on in his own research where Solo’s transwomen and their incorporation of
western gender ideologies essentially caused the general community to “Other” them in the local
setting.
To reiterate while my research shows that adat does serve a role in creating space and
belonging, it is not wholly sufficient for these transwomen as demonstrated across the three
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realms investigated. As such, I found that my transwomen respondents have been needing to
carve out space for themselves through various intersecting mechanisms in order to navigate
their respective communities. This is especially important as dominant ideologies phase between
instances of moderate and conservative. I found that while my respondents live in various unique
locales, they share many common experiences and modes of navigating their respective
communities. Again, this aligns with Boellstorff’s argument that Indonesia can be considered a
single ethnographic unit as demonstrated by the intersectionalities that exist among waria being
found across space/islands, ethnic groups and yet united in language and gender experience. My
research shows they are boldly and innovatively navigating their respective communities through
the three realms investigated. They can no longer be framed within the liminal cultural context or
be thought of as mere “nation-builders” as demonstrated through the various intersectionalities
they share across the three locales.
While various themes were parsed out of my research, this study possessed several
limitations. The most evident is the short timeframe of approximately two months I had in
conducting this research. Moreover, I would have liked to investigate the narratives and lives of
several of my respondents in more depth through longer and more personal interactions. I was
also limited by my inability to communicate in the local slang and Javanese language, which was
used rather frequently by my respondents. Finally, my research was limited in that not all three
realms investigated provided the same degree of information and data. Religion in particular
seemed to be more difficult to investigate which may be a result of short time frame or
respondents’ weariness in sharing that aspect of their lives (as Belcarz notes in her own
research). Future research to add to this discussion can investigate the narratives of Black
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transwomen of Indonesia, particularly the experiences of individuals of Papuan descent and the
2

role double marginalization3 plays in the position of Black transwomen living within similar
regions of Indonesian society. Likewise, future research can investigate the present narratives
and experiences of gays and lesbis living in these culturally-oriented locales as the literature
explains that such members of the LGBT community are largely unprotected or rather lack
socio-culturally sanctioned spaces and belonging within society that is otherwise afforded to
local waria by adat. My research, however, demonstrates that some gays, in particular, seem to
have found a niche within cultural work that has afforded them a semblance of acceptance within
their communities much like their waria counterparts. It would be interesting to learn what other
mechanisms gays are using in order to navigate and establish belonging within their respective
communities.

By using the term “Black transwomen” in the Indonesian context, I refer to ethnic minorities
such as Malukuan and Papuan people who I have observed to undergo instances of
discrimination by more predominant ethnic groups such as the Javanese due to their black skin.
3
Double marginalization in this case refers to the individual being both trans* and being black.
Both subjectivities carry some degree of stigma within an otherwise predominant Javanese
Indonesian society.
2
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